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Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams, above left, was called to the Covey Drive area Tuesday following
reports of litter again being strewn on the roadway. Residents recently appeared at a meeting of the Calloway County Fiscal Court to request that the west end Of the road be closed to prevent access to Shady
Oaks Trailer Court. Residents have complained that drivers speed down the road, litter, disturb the peace
with noisy vehicles and drive through the residents' lawns. In addition to the articles in the road, vehicle
tracks mere visible in some of the yards on the drive.
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Regional Academic Bowl winners to be recognized
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Jimes Staff Writer

Rep. Freed Curd will present
. Murray High School with the district championship trophy for winmng first place in this district
the WesI Kentucky Acader%
Bowl, which was sponsored hy
t Kettuc.. k‘ Acade

regiona: championship game
Marshail County High School and
regional championship
at We
at Graves County High
.arrie
.
both'ofwhich will be held
eallc. March.
•Pe„. ccremon‘ is being held at

to Sc
d ;it! tn
\lurr:y Higi. •
won f',7•1 pace :n thls C. ''
or.upL•'

Livingstirn C,

(Cont d on page 3)

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON -he
nation's major stock and commodity markets may halt trading
for at least 30 minutes if war
breaks Out in the Persian Gulf to
give investors time to react,
e•

Farmers learn new ways
to grow, harvest tobacco
By MARY LAYTON
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

FORECAST
Tonight: Mostly cloudy and
colder with a few evening flur-Low---irtthe lower 30s:-Thursday: Mostly cloudy

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
356.4, -0.5 below 335.8,'-0.6
Barkley Lake
156.6, -1.1 below 339.6, 0.0

INDEX

A dozen area farmers learned
new ways of growing and harvesting tobacco during an adult far- -class taught Tuesday night
by Johnnie Stockdale at Calloway
County High School.

Gas prices jump
at local Rumps;
residents rush to fill tanks
By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Two Sections — 28 Pages
10B, 11B
Classifieds
10B
Comics
10B
Crosswords
2B
Dear Abby
8B
Horoscope
6A-10A
Murray Today
10A
Obituaries
4A
Perspective
12A, 13A
Sports
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:341 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 pin.'Monday
through Friday and a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

The first casualties from the
U.S.-Iraqi war .have occurred right
- here at the gas pumps.
Local gasoline prices, which
jumped up substantially shortly

Stockdale, the vocational agriculture instructor for the Calloway
County Adult and Young Farmers
Program. discussed the uso of a
110V tobacco, float system that farmers can utilize to grow better
tubac•eo.transplants„.
Also, .discussed. were ways -to
mechanize tobacco harvesting.
Stockdale presented results of two
dark-fired tobacco plots and helped
the farmers identify which variety
of tobacco they will be planting for
the next tobacco season.
Stockdale teaches four groups of
adult farmer courses three nights a
week. The courses, which are free
and open to the public, begin in
October and are conducted on a
weekly basis until April. Also
teaching one adult farmer course is
Larry Gilbert, an agriculture teacher at Calloway County High
School.
About 120 farmers regularly
attend Stockdale's courses, while
(Cont'd on page 2)

(Cont'd on page 2)

w ways of growing and harvesting tobacco was the topic of the adult farmers' class held Tuesday night
at Calloway County High School. Pictured above, Johnnie Stockdale, the socational agriculture instructor
for -the Calloway County Adult and Young Farmers Program, teaches four adult farmers' courses during
the winter months.
soar photo by Mary Layton

Planning Corn ssion discusses 12th Street zoning
By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Staff Writer

City officials are working to
rethink their ideology concerning
property along 12th Street in order
to maintain the rItegrity of the
thoroughfare and Alin encourage
the growing numbe\ of businesses
interested in locating there.
The ,Planning Commission met

in a joint essio..with the Board of
Zoning Adjustments Tuesday night
to hear concerns from BZA members who said they are unsure of
the commission's intent for property along the street, especially
between Main and Sycamore
streets.
That section of street, home of
several residences, is zoned B-4 for
limited or specialized retail

businesses and will become a business district in the fuoirt, according to the city's master plan.
Many 13-2 or highway businesses, however, have asked for —
and received — conditional use
permits to locate on 12th property
between Main and Sycamore from
the BZA, which first determines if
the businesses would not severely
detract from the surrounding
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property.
If thk commission is willing to
let B-2, businesses locate there
under conditional use permits, zoning along the street needs to be
looked at and possibly changed,
according to one BZA member.
"What we're are looking for is
direction (from the planning commission),” according to one BZA
member. "We arc allowing a lot of

businesses that are not B-4 into
that property and if you want it
B-2, let's rezone it.",
Rezoning that strip of highway,
however, would damage the integrity of the city's most-use street,
eroding further Murray's natural
beauty and charm. according to
Charlie Adams.
(Cont'd on page 2)
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12th Street zoning...
(Cont'd from page 1)
"One reason that we don't
rezone that.itreet is that 20 years
from now, I'd like to see 12th
Street have some character instead
of it becoming a business strip like
Chestnot or any other street in any
other town in the U.S.," Adams
said
The BZA, whose duty is to

way
It briNs out the beg
in all of m
United

review Loning requests,'is directed
to send any request that they have a
problem with back to the commis•
sion which has the authority to
mandate restrictions as to landscaping. lightm, screening and other
physical properties of new construction through a Planned Development Project (PDP).
PDP's are designed -to attow clan;
ventional businesses to move into
'largely residential areas vx ithou:
disturb:7.g the took of the area.
Othc options to deal with the
orobleir were discussed, including
-Ttakolg ,hanges to the city 's B 4
aorting .ordmancc to aflow addition
, ttosses under conditoinat use
.ty Planner Don L
mrn
direeted b% .
reco-

Septic Tank Service
Excavating • Hauling • Pumping
Ashphalt Cutung • Sewer • Water
U.S T. & Contaminated Soil Rernosai

Brent Allen
Ditching
solo. /974

759-1515

Charles F. Winkler, M.D.
will relocate his officc
to

205 So. 8th St.
(across from the MCCH Emergenev Room

as of January 17, 1991
****
For Appointments Call
The Paducah Office at
(502) 444-2690
In State
1-800-633-1178

Out of Stale
1-800-626-5435

-

Environmental
regulations topic
of symposium set
for Friday, Jan. 25
A symposium addressing environmental reguLluons for the decade of
the 1990s sponsored by Air Products
Chemicals of Calvert City will be
offered at Murray State University on
Friday. Jan. 25.
Titled "Staying Ahead of Environmental Regulations in the 1990s," the
all-day _session will begin at 8:15 a.m.
in the Curris Center. About a doLen
speakers from two Nashville. Tenn ,
firms and the Kentucky Department
of Natural Resources will be on the
program. Dr.-Melvin Henley,chairman of the
Department of Chemistry at Murray
State. said the symposium will focus
on many of the most crucial environmental regulatory. problems that business. industry and governments in the
Jackson Purchase will fact over the
—next- fru- stars.- •
He added that greater knowledge of
the issues to fit discussed could result
in substantial cost savings.
Henley .called the S 10 per person
symposium cost, which includes "extremely valuable" matenals, lunch
and refreshments at breaks, "an unbelievable bargain" for anyone with
responsibilities for or a personal interest in environmental regulations.
He added that programs.-such as the
seminar often cost as much as 5500 a
person. but that Air Products is proiding a distinct regional service with
its grant that makes the symposium
ava:lahle at a nominal cost.
Eleven representatives of Dearborn
& Ewing, a law firm with several
specialists tn environmental law. and
EMPE. Inc.. a firm of consulting
eng,beers, and ens ironmernal sewn:
bring expertise in several
:different areas to the program.
State Sen Greg Higdon of Fanc•X
Farm will,be--Me featurd'
speaker at
the lianCheon. He is chairman of the
Agriculture and Natural Resources
Committee in the Kentucky Senate.
Serving as symposium coordina•
are the College of Science at
.rray State. the Murray Calloway
‘,..nty Chamber of Commerce and
:he Natural. Re4iurces Committee of
l'he Purchase Area Development Dis'7.

the program agenda

Issues of Regulatory
k. •rn to Profistonals,-:' "The Imp-a,'.'n! Ens .ronmental Laws on Lending and Property Transactions." "Personal Liability of Corporate Officers,
p!rc:Ors arid 'Employees: Criminal
1..aottity as an Er.forcement Tool."
I nks- Above and Underground Liar):itties." "A.shestiis and Radon: History. Regulations, Liabilities and
"[rends. and :What Is Next on the
Environmental Agenda'
A Ir•t•.;fitiliti-C workshop of regula. 7.st:1:ants and attorneys will
the symposium and each
par-tie:pant vvill be. Oen a notebook
of reference matera],
Henley said revstration reservationS' Will be taken through Jan. 24.
Additional information-or registration
materials may be obtained by calling
the Department of Chemistry at Murray State at 1502) 762-2584.
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Saddam defiant...
(Cont'd from page 1)
of force, with some resignation."
Asked directly if President Bush
had decided to usc military forca;„
Fitzwater said: "I can't comment
on any military decisions at this
point.''
Bush met with Secretary of State
\ Riker ttl and -Dee-Me
fC:.17 Dick Cheney in the Oval
I•ran.e today promised that its
tioops
the multinational force
ou:d iight it war broke out. In
domg so, FranKe Joined Britain and
Canada, which have committed
their forces in the past two days to
possible combat. Italy's government today asked Parliament for
perrnissuirr-to use force.

deadline, the Bush administration
gave no indication it intended to
attack immediately, preserving the
clement of surprise and leaving the
door ajar for Saddam to back
down.
The first stage of a U.S.-led
attack was expected to be an aerial
bombardment, taking advantage of
superior night-fighting technology.
The allies' estimated 2,000 military'
aircraft outnumber Iraq's warplanes
3-to-I.
The 415.000 American service
members in the region represent
the largest U.S. deployment since
the Vietnam War. The accompanying American armada, built around
six aircraft carriers and their 450
attack jets, is the largest assembled
since World War II.
Baghdad has an estimated
545,000 troops in southern Iraq and
Kuwait, which it Seized Aug. 2,
doubling its share of world oil
reserves to 1.0 percent.
•

MSU Faculty
Senate will
study faculty
evaluations
The Murray State University
Faculty Senate voted to appoint a
committee to study the issue of
administrators' evaluations.
The university's attorney, James
Overby, stated that unsigned evaluations cannot be used against faculty for promotion and salary
judgements.
Faculty Senate members are now'
discUssing ways in which to
receive student input. Faculty will
continue to be evaluated the slime
way; through unsigned evaluations.
until the - committee can further
examine the issue.

"The diplomatic phase is over,"
French Foreign Minister Roland
Dumas told his Cabinet today.
Dr. James Booth, MSU provost,
Two other members of the multiinformed the Faculty Senate that
national force. Belgium and Portuition wavers will be granted to
tugal, today said they would not (Cont'd from page 1)
international students at all Ken.
send _combat units. to Iraq.
was "lots of stuff dumped in the tacky. universities;
street. There were pieces of carpet,
Iraq's ambassador to the Unitec
International students will no
padding, buckets and pieces of longer be
States, who was recalled to Bagh.
required to pay out-ofwood that had been strewn out of a state tuition. This
dad on Tuesday, urged more Om(
motion was
wagon."
for peace efforts. "This warmon.
passed by the Council on Higher
Williams said he found the Education at a meeting
gering has to stop and more tin
which Dr.
wagon later at the north end of Booth
has to he given to a diplomatic so!.
recently attended at MoreShady Oaks Trailer park, where head
ution." the envoy. Mohamed Sadicr
State University.
there
, seemed to have been some
ai-Mashat, told reporters during a
construction going on. The wagon
Dr. Booth also discussed the
London stopo% Cr.
was towed in.
issue of role differentiation.
_Pope John Paul II sent appeals
The resident reported he had
"Competence, in. teaching.
for peace -to Bust-and- Saddam. and
seen - someone pulling the Wagon research, and service is going to be
the Soviet Union told Iraq today
and dumping the litter at about expected for tenure and promothat if Lt withdraws from Kuwait.
11:30 p.m. or midnight, Monday. tion," Dr. Booth said. "Role difMoStrA would work toward an
No additional information about ferentiation on an individual basis
overall settlement of Middle East
the incident was available at this begins to evolve and emerge from
conflicts.
time.
year one and probably is easier to
The Soviet deputy foreign minisdistinguish once an individuii:
ter. Alexander Belonogov, told the
begins to get ter•n'
Supreme Soviet legislature that
promotion.'
Kremlin had been pursuing intense
dipomatic contacts with Saddam (Cont'd from page 1)
In other business, Chuck Ward
alter Iraq's invasion of Kuwait, L....director of the MSU Off ice ot
and had delivered a message saying
L.
tf Saddam withdraws, "the path to leaped again last night and today Development, presented a copy ul
probably
continue
toclimb
and
will
:aunch a mechanism for a Middle
a national award given to MSL by
until the-crisis is settled, according the 'Council for the AdvancementEaSto settlement will be operL''
to local gas distributors, who said and Support of Education Ward
Saddam has tried to tie resoluthey are fighting a war of their fnanked faculty. members lor :n tion of the gulf crisis to a resoluown.
tion of the Palestinian problem, a
participation 14 fundraising .
"I don't know' what to do," their financial contributions.
linkage the United States has
according to Kentucky Lake Oil
re:ected.
President Mike Baker, who saw his
There was no Iraqi response to
suppiler raise ,prices 9.2 cents per
the peace efforts. 'Fitzwater said
gall'on last night. "Do we raise
I-Oistt Would respond to the pope
prices? If its a short term war, can
and expressed appreciation for his
we absorb the losses without raisfor peace.
ing prices?"
Short:y atter Tuesday •s midnight
Other outlets, hoWever, have
already made up their minds.
Reports from Paducah include at
least one station which raised its Staff Report
Murray Lodger .1 Times
price 22 cents overnight, according
(Cont'd from page 1)
to one source. Gasoline in Draffenme aitand only for special topics.
The Murray Parks Board Lena ville was reported at one station
Durt:.:: the winter ,-mOnths,
already at $1.36 a gallon. Gas in lively approved the Murray Bases:•
no: only teaches the clasball Association's request for rights
Paris. Tenn. was reported around
sLo.
4,!%ises area farmers on
to concession sales at the park's
$1.29 a gallon.
.o.a:%zation and marketing.
-All 14 of the distributors who two main concession booths for the
ooio and when to sell grain.
supply gas to Murray are expected next two years, according to Park
Dur:ng the summer months, he
to raise prices eventually, accord- Director Gary Hohman.
Oh the farmers on a variety
The contract for the concessions,
ing to Baker. The big question is
t.:st nOits and . herbicide plots.
worth
S2,500 each year to the park,
high.
how long they will stay
; data that he collects is used in
.1 think that it's going to be will be reviewed by the MBA
o oro:s.
short term." Baker said. "We have board and brought back to the
.s:oLridale also serves as the
plenty of oil, there's just a fear Parks Board for final review and
-for -the Kentucky Young
people are panic buy- appnival next month, Hohman said.
-right-now
Farmer.. Association, a. state and
If approved, the .-MBA would
ing. If the -gulf situation eases, so
ti utgantion. There are .40
hand-te
concest4t4K-41i both-- parks
•witt prices-:"
77'...:7;')Crti In Calloway County rangJoe Belcher, president of Belcher during baseball or softball activi.- ; a,„tes from 18-40. They partities only, he said. The Park Board
Oil, agreed.
retains
rights to concesions at the
ooate in various production.. lead"It probably won't last long," he
er,h:p and speaking contests.
said. "Right now, we've got plenty park pool.
A stipulation in the contract
of product but crude oil went up
would
direct the MBA to return all
from $23 dollars a barrel to 530 a
barrel in one night (because of the profits made from concessions in
excess of S10,000 to the park for
deadline)."
park improvements. Hohman said.
however,
stations,
Individual
The contract can be reviewed
will make the final decisions about
after
two
. 1{(ThrT1;1^ said
price of gas, Belcher said.

Litter strewn...

Gas prices...

Parks Board issues
tentative approval
for concession rights
to Baseball Assoc.

Farmers learn...

One Week Only...
20°0-Off all prescriptions
50%-Off Medicine Shoppe Brands

IVNBS/1340AM

One Week Only - Jan 14-19
55
re,H,groze- mat older Amenuans are Si
plishing more. oontrihuting more, and feeling g- rt <IT
about IC If ot.i re 55 or over -sign up
To ke.ep you feeling great. Medicine Shoppe is otteroo.:
adults 55 or ()wt., 2(6, off prescriptions, plus spe tat
added sa‘ings just for you

V ABC News On The Hour
V Local Weather - 5 minutes

after the
hour each hour

V Local News - 6 07 am ,707 a ri, 807

751E GPEA';'.;:;','
SALE
'ES

„ I 2 07 p m , 4 07 p m., 5 07 p m

V Paul Harvey

55 PLUS Coupon Book 1S20.00 Value)
$100 Cash Drawing

News -

7:30 am, I 1 30
am , q:30 p m

V Local SppriS - 825 am, 5 .25 pm.

FREE HEARING TEST
Jan 16 - 10 a.m.-6 pm

V Stock Market Repat-7 25 am, 4 20 pm
V. In Fisherman's RepQr_i- 5 55 am,
5 30 p.m.
•
V Take 30 - 8.30-9 am, Mon -Sal

tfwcatagh
Sat.onay January 26tr

NEXUS

irterviews with local people about various subjects, reltylon and world affairs

12th & Olive - Next to Suzle 0
Murray, KY
759-9245

V What's Happening

National PTV', nrstoon(

A New Program From Medicine Shoppe
For The New Style of Older Americans

-r-

No Appointment Necessary
Or Cali 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

• 1990 JCPannay Company Inc.

(Church, Civic Clubs, Public
Announcements, etc)

V. Call Us - ii

-

III5 am
Mon -Sot

45 am -Noon Mon -Fr,

(items to trade or sell)
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House appoints seven to serve as
Burnette impeachment committee
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer

_FRANKFORT, Ky. -- Seven
Kentucky House members will
decide whether Ward "ButchBurnette becomes the first state
officer in 103 years to be
impeached.
Five Democrats and two Republicans were appointed to an
impeachment committee. Tuesday
by House Speaker Don Blandford.
lithe group draws up articles of
impeachment, they will be voted on
by thc House, where Burnette represented Kentucky's westernmost
1st District until his election as
agriculture commissioner in 1987.
Burnette winwice convicted of
felony theft last year. Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson put his impeachment on
the agenda for the General
Assembly's special session after
Burnette refused to resign.
Majority Floor Leader Greg
Stumbo of Prestonsburg was
appointed chairman of the committee. Other Democrats appointed
were Ernesto Scorsonc of Lexington, Albert Jones of Paducah, Sam
%IcElroy of Waverly and Bill Ark
of 'Hodgenville.

ng to be
promoole difial basis
ge froir
:asier

Sheriffs Dept.
lists incident
report for 1990

ji

1 he Calloway County Sheri it'
Department made a total of 870 _
arrests in 1990 and served a total
of 3,094 civil papers, according to
a year-erid report.
The department also arrested 120
DUI suspects and already have 12
such cases for the first month in
1991, according to the report.
Contempt of court arrests totaled
243 in 1990 while the department
made 40 assault arrests, 95 theft by
deception arrests, 27 wanton
endangerment arrests, 22 terroristic
threatening arrests, 17 burglary
arrests, 81 alcohol intoxication
arrests, 15 non-support arrests, 10
fugitive from justice arrests, 20
criminal mischief arrests, 17
forgery arrests as well as other
arrests.
The list does not include other
services provided by the department such as wreck investigations,
offense reports, patrols, transportation of prisoners, return of fugitives and many other type cases.
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Minority Floor Leader Tom
Jensen of London and Anne
Meagher Northup of Louisville are
_the Republicans.
If impeached by the House, Burnette vcould stand trial in the
Senate.
The Kentucky Constitution says
convicted felons are "excluded
from oqice." But it makes no provision other than impeachment for
r emov lug them.
Stumbo refused to say whether a
possible article of impeachment
would go beyond the fact of Burnette's being a convicted felon.
The embattled commissioner
sayshe is innocent, that new evidence will clear him and that he
wants impeachment to be a lull
tiaring•ol his case.
Burnette faces a year inprison
and fines totaling 56,5(X) for his
two convictions. The first -was for
placing a secretary on his Department of Agriculture payroll 20
days before she began work. The
second was for billing the state for
charter flights taken after his election but before he was sworn into
office in January 1988.
Stumbo, D -Prestonsburg, said
the impeachment committee hoped
to finish its work by the end of
next week and planned to use a
special counsel.
'Since we are breaking new
ground ... we don't want to do anything that might be viewed as
improper or not consistent with justice. and due process.— Stumho
said.
No statewide constitutional
officeholder has been impeached in
Kentucky since James W. "Honest

hick — Tate. a tate treasurer who
stille nearly S.'50,000, in 1888.
Stuntlio
non -committal
about whether :iie eilintrintee would
Flied t with Ituriiette's lawyer, Gail
Robinson of frankfort. Burnette
has _said he 'a arns a meeting to
state his case for an elaborate
hearing.
Defense lavx. ers ;iren't normally
allowed into a rand . jury, and
a quasi-prand
Stun.114) said.
Roltinson \.sas (t,;1 oh state and
hr comment, accord :ow to her. olliee ,staff. Wilkinson 11-01d the ,House and
Senate on 1 uesday morning that he
placed Burnem.:•, impeachment on
his special-sessHin agenda
reluctantly. .
'flowever. xce need to move on
exith the Masiii.,:ss ()I agriculture -and we -can
that,untortun.alt.4
only by iiiidergoi:4!. this process,'
Wilkinson
Wilkinson ',could appodit asux
cessor ii Itur...dte res:gnied or 'A
remov ed ri ni
ice
Supreme Cou:i
upheld burnette's tirst
and dee Hied Ins subsequent
for a relicaring 1 he ‘,..c.ond e on-,
non is
mediate Cour, ()1
„Hr.
wealth's ,1,,,orr.e..‘ \lt)rr,s bard): .
filed a ;no:AK: \1 di :it TT,:
f.)(2.0,:,
ordered n) ja.I
sentenc,:.
Robinson !,,t
Court to delay s%L..!1 at: orde-rii
she prepares an- appeal Ii)
court. Her reque.st is pcimini.

- Academic Bowl...
(Cont'd from page 1)
present ine di s!.
trophy to
Graves County 11.;:. School.
Sc:: Greg Higdon will -present the regional championship trophy
to Gra\ es Couidy High School.
lilt.' regional championship trophy
was- - wort Ant- year —by Carlisle Co n ty High School.
Also presented at the regional
championship games, in addition to
the trophies. Will he 51,000 schol arships to Calloway County High
Sc hool, Paducah 1 ilghman High
School and Carlisle County High
School. Graves County High
School ex ill receive a 52,000
se
I he semi-1 mals 401 kjie West Ken-:
Acackmic Wow will he tele-vised at 6,30 p.n. on- WPSDA V
Saturday and again on n. 26.
I-ne finals. featuring C oway
Cflunty II ph School agains iraves
( ountyr-Iligh SchooL will c televised at the same iime o. Feb. 2.
Ink: West Kentucky Academic
Com;ortium - was organ7ed for the
rif pi,c oh promoting and recogmiing acadeMic excellence among
oung people of this region,
ril has been instrumental in the
orlramiation oh the West Kentucky.
:Neu:Al-Inc BOWL Reid said. In the
past year, the Consortium has held
aeadernic tournaments and aAarded
Irotxhies. certilicates and 13 scho:al-ships to area students.
The Consortium is currently in
he process of raising funds to provide these scholarships. The Marra\ State Foundation has demonslrated its support by administering
merit funds raised by the
Consortium.
Scholarship funds are awarded
ca.ell year to the area schools which
finishin the top four positions at
!!le West Kentucky Academic

07
30

m ,

Tr,

Bowl. Teachers and administrators
select the students who receive
these awards. The students may use
their scholarships at any accredited
university. But if they use their
scholarship money won from parnKentucky
.cipation in the We
Academic Bowl, the MSU Foundation will match that amount.
1 he Consortium's goal IS to
-establish a 5150,000 -endowment
which will support the scholarship
awards .in perpetuity, Reid said.
Anyone who has not made a contr:
bution is urged to make a one-tinie.
tax deductible contribution,. Checks
should be sent to: N1SU Poundati,i:.
tarot. L. Julian, Sparks Hat
Murray State University, Murrac.
Ky.. 42071
'1 he university has been please::
to cooperate with the Consortium
from its inception by providing
- staff assistarice and studio fartiit7c,
for prodacing and videotaping mc
,academic tournaments," MS1. Pr:s
ident Ronald Kurth sari!
Murray State • Lniversity I ounda
•
lion has also assisted tne
1;u:T1 in :he clevelonir...m
scholarsiup program aft.:
to administer the land
.;
During its successtul I:70
the Consortiutn has. alreadta
to have an important. impac tri fm
region. Kurth said. .1h,rie,..:1
dents are now enrolled
ty or college prOgrUlIN
partial assistance of West Kern..
Academic Consortium scho
awarded through the We,: K
tacky Academic Toarraittei.i
"Murray State kiivers!le
pleased :9 continue .1, supHr:
and cooperation V,,th ibis
arc'
volunteer orgy:I/atom
confident drat interest
achievement on the p47.:
youth will continue in griyA a -result of its activities.: Kurin
''We congratulate the mennm,
the. Consortium on the success

meeting the fund-raising goals they
have established —and in carrying
out their work in years-to come."
Also endorsing the Consortium
and its efforts to raise scholarship
funds arc University of Kentucky
coach.es Rick Pomo and Bill Curry
and Director of Athletics ('.M.
We at UK athletes snare your
concerti for the'fitare of ouryoung
people. and eagerly applaud ellort
to piomote higher eflUldit-On."
stared a signed letter to Reid by
1),i;no. ( L,r) and Newton.
I tie

Area Developmenl
Pnard of Directors recena resolution in support
r:Iurrs txr.,)n.osa'to
voMpci.,

as.
P.cid: Karl Harrison and
"lar. .:. If...narion to pro...note and
...adernic excellence in
Purchase region. 1 -,••
..t.ii - mstrumentat in ore.:
• W.,2s: Kentucky Acader,c
, .) from the
stud..
Area high setiools.
State Bo.xl.
students
PADD undersHrtds Inc
aaali ed..a,:,17-; :07
\a,
'

eruelai
more

nr..c

ioi
for nc.o.

Read the
want ads daily

Florida man charged
with woman's murder
may return today
A Florida man suspected of
shooting a Paducah woman is
expected to return to Paducah
today from Tampa to face a murder
charge, according to a published
report.
Michael Arian Kariakis, 26, of
Tampa, Fla., has already waived
extradition on a burglary charge in
McCracken County and is expected
to do the same on the murder
charge, police said.
Kariakis is charged in the shooting death of 53-year-old Nelda
Mason Chumbler who was shot and
killed Dec. 27, police said.
Chumbler's husband, Charles
Aaron Chumbler, 53, has pleaded
not guilty to a charge of complicity
in the murder, according to reports,
and remains jailed in McCracken
County.

You know when you're looking for great taste at a low price, you don't
have to look any further than Doral. That's why we're America's favorite
value brand. So put your money where the value is, with Doral.

4,

Mayfield man
injured in wreck
the
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A one-vehicle accident Tuesday
near Mayfield hospitalized a Mayfield man, according to a report
from the Kentucky State Police.
Emmett M. Mills, 17, was admitted to Western Baptist Hospital
after he apparently lost control of
the car he was driving and overturned off Kentucky 303 about one
mile south of Mayfield around 8:20
p.m., police said.

Judge to decide
on tax referendum
MADISONVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A judge was hearing testimony
today on whether to grant an
injunction against a referendum on
a utility tax in Hopkins County.
Late last year, the Hopkins
County Board of Education
imposed the utility tax along with a
partial property tax to meet the
minimum funding level invoked by
education reform.
he,school board had approved a
piTcry tax that would have collected eough money to meet the
minimurn demanded by the state.

4.-41.001,.•

•
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease
Emphysema, And May Complicate, Pregnancy.
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The hollow ring ofpeace

Report
to Kentucky

kke. the newsstand man, was
_ one at State and Madison. shi.er
ing -in the cold night.
nobody's been aro-rid
he said "Wh.1'..:
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,e.lehratc
The end ot tta: A at Mr
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wasiagrea. I)
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(The t he lessons ot the Persian (Mit crisis is that we can no longer
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tora-tirloi mous trade deticits ehind so mans ot our problems
.an take care of tii.ngs
..ountry, huh'
in the world !kid,*
A
couple Lame at
Kenru..ks is in the toretront ot a dri.e to redtkce our disastrous_
dependeace on- imported oil. but. AC Ldf11101 stop there. Vke must do .orner. heads down m the A
rl1 trade.' I!c\ :sappcarcs dosidi Che suduptose OUT 11.111OWttl.00sition.in
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Isentusks farm esports. I am pleased
and others to I ee'' ‘pariJ
has Appro‘ed an add i t ional S22-,000 tot ,u„n
to sa. that The( orice
elopmenf ern ef at he
•
• tut' ional Trade
I•

rt,s he tas"hat our I 990I arm bill strengthen,
proc am, anJ r)..ludes a n u mber .11 othe r
0: our tamils Linn'.
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1.1t711,:',
are
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hat
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hat
But the
he.ond 'he •.turnih I he a ,1ront,:k JUL...fed hs the hudger
V*, d•rlAigtori arid h '.:..te:.a..ttiotts to *.litIlUldte world trade
at. international basis
h. sutting !arm supports
some S12 billion in farm
Because ot •tiese and 0!tle7
program ,m. w ere
.it re..erit detisit redust on measures adopted
in ‘k ashingtori
to share our national burdens
e knoNA !ha' '
to absorb a staggering S25 billion
But thes hase airead.•
us has e beer, rongls opposed
in cuts in re-sent .cars Arid some
to engaging ill -unilateral Lit...armament htt:, making ney. suts in our
farm programs hrtore,negoilaf mg similar redustions with other nations.
I am happs to sas that :hese -onserns "lase het i herded 'The
Congress has mandated that. the resent tarrn-prograilm. cuts he
signrfiL:antl redus.ed it we do not hase a(Ail agreement on international -trade h. June 10, l9'.2 I he rernaining utscould he elimmated
;. it there is no agreement hs the same date in 1993.
appeas mq,e.i.tung1)..14.el) that these tar-sighted pros iswns. will
take offe,:t. GArrneg-otiationc. nem 'hase - been brought TO iatt hs
ommunits and wirier, to tear down unfair
7he re t Lsal ot the I uropean
barriers to !arm trade.
But we must continue• to. support ,our termer. in their etrorts to
osericorne these sompletels unjustified obstacles to fair trade. Our
tarrnrrs,are the most efficient and product's e in the world. They hase
made repeated sasrit lees on our behalit They 'want nothing more than
the .hanste to compete on equal terms with their eciunteroarts answhere
The deser.e that chance, and so does this nation.
±(.

Letters to the Editor
Secretary of Agriculture agrees to allow
five percent additional burley marketings
a,:tion marks the
se year we have
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snow how many
we kilicit
Witt; a Wat. .s got a dray,
Before it ended, the word "frag"
was in.....roth.ced. into OUT vocabulary That's when enlisted men mur:!er their own officers. Drug addic-

s.lw that if ,you dor.
:Se kef-.1..ck weather, just wail
,(1C,*:t mean
stopped r,t.
:..,`re
15 days. Or
kefltLs\,n it
like-Kentucky
seems reasonalt,.
to wait around another 15
and see what happer.s. If
.7
.:•re a Republican, that's
'Jae these days.
th D!slrict U.S. Rep. Larry'
kf,,;iiir.‘ certainly got his 15-rr,1change last week.
for governor this
Reiti.ts to i.ef
m.1::on in, the bank
opposition in the
GOP primar. Hopkins was set.
Democrats are fielding their
he‘ y
andidates for gover,:s
a iohg. cost.ly
sorr.ct of , the cand'ildates
.cJ. probably acrimonious
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KENTUCKY
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AGREE
OR NOT
By S.C. Van Curon
and Todd Duvall
%;
.s

is alter tsve decades
ituesS, but there's no
hetween Nunn and Hopkrare exceptions,
Ke'mnky - scomparatively few high
art elected officials don't
;;;
7‘ -well at all. 'Some
don't even pay lip service to supporting one another.
Forgy is saying that a tough
Republican primary this spring will
be good for the party. That's based
on the theory that Democrats get
all the attention in a gubernatorial
primary and, by the time the fall
election rolis around, the voters
don't even know who the Republican nominee is.
The question has to be raised,
however, about just how- serious
Forgy's candidacy means in helping the Republican Party as
opposed to hurting Hopkins. Forgy
says he is running against, the bigtint.: money that is raised to finance
gt-therLaug441 .campaigns. He says
he will- accept contributions no lar-ger-rth-an -5-300. Hopkins, of course-,
and the main Democratic candidates for governor are taking large
contributions from anyone and
everyone willing to give.
Will the money issue be so appealing to voters tht an inevitably
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Dr. Carlisle says goodbye
uve realtors. the Bank of Murray.
city -government. Rudy's, the "No.
1 retirement area" and last., but not
least. the Murray Leirtgcr & Times
— all true "Americana" at its best.
Thank you for alipwing me to be
of service to fe community
through my mental health columns
The positive feedback receivd
from the readership through the
notes. phone rafts and comments
was very much appreciated.
I shall miss you and .perhaps.
return someday. Once again thank
you and best wishes in the years to
come.
Sincerely.
Edith V. Carlisle, Ph.D.
Murray. Ky. 42071

sion. It saw young people crossing
borders or going to prison rather
than fighting.
If we insist on looking for something of value in this war, then
maybe it is this:
Maybe we finally have the painful knowledge that we can never
again believe everything our leaders tell us. For years they told us
one thing while they did another.
1hey said we were winning while
we were losing. They said we were
getting out while we were going in.
They said ihe end was near when it
was far.
Maybe the next time somebody
says that our young men must fight
and die somewhere, we will not
take their word that it is for a
worthy cause. Maybe we _will ask.
them to spell it out for us, nice and
slow, and nice and clear.
And maybe the people in power
will have learned that the people of
this country arc no longer willing
to go marching off without having
their questions answered first.
I hope we have learend these
things, because there is nothing
else to show for our longest war. If
we haven't, then we are as empty
and as -cold as the Mtersecoon--ol
NI.ilison and State.

Can you spare 15 minutes?

A poem for peace and prayer

liear Editor
is eXt7e:T...;,_L._
-crpfess adeuuately how much I
enjoyed my year Murray. Recently. I .accepted an appointment as
Associate Professor in Counseling
and Psychology at another college
I have been affended the opponunity of miny rewirding experientells
here for which I sball always be
grateful.
Just to mention a few things for
which I will always hold fond
memories are MSU. of course, the
National Roy Scout Museum, Kenlake State Park. the Chamber, the
Wrather Museum. concerts. Racer
games. the court square, cmpeti-

tion replaced VD as the GI's ail'Meat. Before it ended we had put
our own men on trial for murdering
civilians: pilots were refusing to
drop any more bombs.
After all that, why even talk
about honor?
"Let us be proud." he said, "of
those who sacrificed, who gave
their lives that the people of
Vietnam might live in freedom."
More hollow words. Almost 20
years ago another war ended in a
eraw and we were told that our
boys had died for somebody's freedom. Now' the South Koreans live
under a dictatorship. And so will the South Vietnamese. If it isn't communism, it will
he some other form of iron rule.
Ihey will be told what iiiey can
Say, A rite: or think. They are almost
there already. When they step out
of line, they will be tossed in jail.
Why kid ourselves? They didn't
die for anyone's freedom. They
died because we made a mistake.
And we can't justify it with slogan:
mmd phrases from other times.
It was a war that made the '60s
the most terrible decade in our history It tore us apart internally. It
el many A ith a lust for revolution.
and others with a lust for repres-
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under-financed Forgy campaign
can overcome what surely will be
Hopkins' welMinaneed effort? Can
Forgy then go on and overcome the
well-financed Democratic nominee
in November?
If Forgy. can't, he nonetheless
will have succeeded in lumping
Hopkins in with the big-spending
Democrats on an issUe that is
receiving a lot more voter attention. Given the Democrats' large
edge in voter registration in Kentucky, a Republican nominee for

gosernor musn't be seen as guilty'
of the same political sins as his
opponent.
And,' gisen the degree of animosity that exists between various
Republican Party leaders and factions, can the party unite behind -a
nominee after a bitter primary?
We'll find out.
The one certainty' in Kentucky's
latest political sea change, however, s •that the Democrats weren't
the •least bit sorry to see Hopkins*
have to fight for the nomination.

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Kentucky Department of TranspOrtation Secretary Frank Mitts and
several local officials will open the
new four-lane section of U.S. 641
between Murray and Benton to
traffic on Jan. 19. "
Richard Henninger, Roy Harmon, Larry McClain, George
Rehmus, Charles Jackson, William
Zambella, Dennis Sorrells, Ricky
Alexander, James Bucy, B-urnett K.
Farley, Joe Lasater and Donnie D.
Lan-lb are new officers of Murray
Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Births reported, include a girl to
Mr. and. Mrs. Bill Kopperud, Jan.
9.
Robert Crenshaw has a display'
of his photographs on display. at
Cberi II Theatre lobby.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Harold Eversmeyer of Murray, lieutenant governor of Division 15 of Kiwanis International,
presided at a meeting of the division held Jan. 13 at Student Union
Ballroom, Murray State University.
Governor Wes Davis of Bristol.
lean.; was speaker.
Prof. Bill Pinkston of Murray
State University talked about "Economic Outlook for 1971" at a
meeting of Murray Lions Club.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs Jerry Travis, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Winchester and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. John Hender4m, Jan. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowland

were married tor 61 years on Jan
12.
Thirty pears ago
Harvey Ellis, president of fvlurr;: and Calloway' Coufl,&United
I' and Drive, announced that tte
Iv(i0-61 goal had been reached.
he home of Mr. and Mrs. John
at Lynn Grove was
destroyaJ hy fire yesterday.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. apd
Mrs. Paul Hester and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James T. Browning.
John Parker, Benita Maddox and
Lochie Hart were winners of
awards for best talks on human
relations with students at weekly
Dale Carnegie Class at Murray
City Hall.
Forty years ago
Bobby Hutchens, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hutchens, has joined
the U.S. Navy. He is now in boot
training at U.S. Naval Training
Center at San Diego, Calif.
J.M. Venable of Rt. 1, Murray,
was paid $67 per 100 pounds for
two baskets of burley in a tobacco
sale at Mayfield.
Jo Ann Hendon of Murray and
Bob Boyd of Hopkinsville were
named winners of Best Groomed
Contest conducted by - Association
of Childhood Education at Murray
State College.
Mrs. Maynard Ragsdale presented a lesson on "Refinishing
Furniture" at a meeting of Pottertown Homemakers Club held at
home of Mrs. T.B. Culpepper.

Today In History
Today is Wednesday, Jan. 16, the 16th day of 1991. There are 349 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan, 16, 1920, America went "dry" as the 18th Amendment to the
------U-S,Censtitution took effect, and Prohibition became the law of the land.
On this date:
In 1547, Ivan the Terrible was crowned Czar of Russia.
In 1883, the U.S. Civil Service Commission was established.
In 1942. actress Carole Lombard, her mother and about 20 other people
were killed when their plane crashed near Las Vegas during a tour to
promote war bonds.
Five years ago: President Reagan, responding to Soviet leader Mikhail
S. Gorbachev's proposal to eliminate all nuclear weapons by the year
2000, said, "We're grateful for the offer," and said it was being studied
"with great care."
One year ago: The Soviet Union sent more than 11,000 reinforcements
to the Caucasus to halt a civil war between Armenians and Azerbaijanis
that claimed a reported 56 lives.
Today's Birthday's: Author-editor Norman Podhoretz is 61. Opera singer Marilyn Home is 57. Auto racer Al Foyt is 56. Country singer Ronnie Milsap is 47. Movie director John Carpenter is 43. Actress-dancer
Debbie Allen is 41.
Thought for Today: "A fanatic is a man that does what he thinks th'
Lord wud do if He knew th' facts iv th' case." — Finley Peter Dunne,
American humorist (1867-1936).
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Fort Campbell communities prepare for war
By CONNIE CASS

crossing
n rather
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FOR1 CAMPBELL, Ky. -Eight-year-old Jennifer Church
wrote a letter to Saddam Hussein,.
asking- him to. think carefully
before waging a war that could kill
her lather.
"Why do you want war?" her
letter asks. "Don't you know that
there are children around the world
and there mom's and (lag's are
gone to Saudi Arabia? And I bet
they pray every night like I do."
As. the U N. deadline for Iraqi
withdrawal froni Kuwait approached and passed Tuesday, the communities around 1..1-w Campbell
continued to pray for peace. Rut
they also prepared their children
for war.
"Even the children realite peace
may. not be a viable option now,"
said Je,inifer's -mother, Cindy.

!!
lames P. Char,..h.
Church of Clarksville, Tenn.
.ratty helicopter
AbOut I9,0(X) soldiers from the
how to protect
101st Airborne Division and its,.
support units deployed. from the him,,ett
-I don't glorify war at all," she
Army post on the Tennessee
Kentucky' border in August and said. "And I don't hide my emoSept-ember-.
tions- from - them. I tell them I'm
scared right now.
time,
their
families
hoped
At that
Karen Hankie, mother of two
and expected that the soldiers
wile of a 101st major, was one
and
would be hack by January. said
01
of people who gathered
dozens
who
leads
a
support
Church,
Mrs.
at
Immaculate
Conception during
group for military wives at Irina
three
days
if
around -the -clock
culate Conception Catholic Church
prayer that ended Tuesday nigjat.
lot of people don't know
"Thc children and I started out
praying for peace," Mrs. ChurLli what to do to help, there's nothing
said. —then you start to think it it irhysiLal they can do." she said.
does happen, if he docrn't corm' "liclieve it or not, when people
pruy - !or you it helps."
home, what do you- do.l.Gradli;I•li
In nearby llopkinsyille, about 50
Ntatcd
praying lor strength.
sii.dems at North Drive Middle
4..
a support group to
Mrs Church said she has been talk about tear., tor lathers. mothers
honest with her two children about
:he Persian
the dangers of war. She also has
..ise taken a more
reassured them that their lathe:
the

Donna Kerley -You an feL•
tchsene,s,- she said.
When Me group formed in Sep
tettilm. students' main concern was
how' long trier family members
wui
he
- - - Now WC hr,tl: to prepare for the
possibility that they won't come
Line.'' Mr, Kerley said,
1 he st.rden!s hung flags for each
family r.ember in the Persian Gulf
In the school lobby lhey have
d..,Afed
ribbon us ill mark
tuet.a.2
klIJCA in 'Aar
Ack.'t;. Mrs Ker1,:‘ learned a
use 101..1•111H, it Was, dCpliryCd
-
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Wilkinson appeals for 'cooperation,
determination' during session
;

When I tound oiut, :he fear hit
featly underst-and
'Alia the children talk about the
uncertainty. the fear about the
I uturc.-

THIRTY YEAR FEDERAL SERVICE: AWARD. Joe B. Lawrence, a
supgly technician assigned to the Murray State,I .niiersity Department of Military Science, has recently completed 30 years of federal
seri ice...Lawrence is retired -non-commissioned officer, and a combat %Herat) with two tours in Vietnam. Presenting Lawrence with his
certificate of senice is I.T(' William T. Holden, Jr., the professor of
military stience at Murr;.“ State ( tikersitv.

Doors Open Thursday, Jan. 16 -at- 9 a..nt.!-STOREWIDE MARKDOWNS * NOTHING HELD BACK!
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MURRAY TODAY
Country Star
Mandrel! now 'Couple married 50 years
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barrow of Centralia,
h
%ill observe their
anniversary on Friday. Jan. 18. They were married on Jan. Is.
hospital patielit wedding
1941.
NASINILLE. Tenn (API
s',37 Barba7.. Mandrell was
',,spit.11:re,1 with ;•.:•,.....rnonia after
home from a family ski
publicist said
,1I WM.k • 1•12,
0171,!:,A)I1 .it Baptist Hospital,
'
—
N pokes om an --Arleen

Mrs. Barrow is the former Lois Cook who worked at Mason Hospi:a.
Marra. from 1940 to 1942.
They have one daughtir, Mrs. Carolyn Day two grandchildren. Rober
Day and Kristi Blankenship, andlour great-grandchildren, T.J.. Bethany.
Kalee and Josh.
Friends and relatives may send them cards and letters to P.O. Box 258,
Centralia, Ill. 6201.8
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Murray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Harper and Skinner wedding planned
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Icrry Garner demonstrates his computerized communication board
and printer for Kathy %lowery and Frank Blodgett. members of St.
John's I. pistiopal Church.
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Article by Holcomb published

Garner receives printer
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INTRODUCES
An Exciting,
New and Different Program
That Lets You Los* Weight
At Your Own Pace

•

AI*

f'rinf'd on page 7 \

THE PERSONAL
CHOICE PROGRAM

Do Science

Our Easiest Program Ever
Adapts To Your Lifestyle
Enjoy Your Favorite Foods

s
Timm amnia Last
Crisp(-Crtisi 123 4 -In. Pizza Pan.
Gripper — Utter and Spatula

JOIN NOW AND SAVE $10.00 !!!
Become a Member for Just $20 00

Offer ends January 26, 1991
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Some o dra ees who kl Murray in 1942

(Cont'd from page 6,1i

Erica Elyse Greer born
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Greer of Rt. 1, Box 206B, Farmington, are the
parents of a daughter, Erica Elyse, weighing seven pounds 14 ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on Sunday, Dec. 30, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The mother is the former Donna Knieriem. Their other
children arc Chad, 81/2, Jessica, 3112, and KeIsle, 161/2 months. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Clint Greer of Rt. 1, Almo, and Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Knicriem of Louisville. Great-grandparents are Lase Knieriem and
the late Mrs. Knieriem of Indiana, the late Mr. and Mrs. McManaway of
Tell City, Ind., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Chester Vied and the late Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Greer of Marshall County.

cd

a

Jenifer Kurz on Dean's List
Jennifer Kurz has qualified for placement on the Dean's List for the fall
and winter quarters at [lorry-Georgetown Technical College, Myrtk
Beach,S.C.._ with a,GYA of 3.73 out of a possible 4.0. She is a member
Phi Beta Kappa Honor Society and is a candidate for a degree in hotel
motel management in May 1991. Ms. Kurz was selected by a Citizen'.
Scholarship Foundation of America, Inc. on behalf of the International
Association of Holiday Inns to receive a S1,000 scholarship for the
1990-91 academic year. [lorry-Georgetown Technical College is a community college. Kurz, a 1985 graduate of Murray High School, is the
daughter of Paul and PaIlie Kurz of Murray. .

Chastin Coby Sheppard born
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Dwaine Sheppard of Rt. 3, Box 379B, Murray,
arc the parents of a son, Chastin Coby, weighing eight pounds eight
ounces, measuring 211/2 inches, born on Saturday, Jan. 5, .at MurrayCalloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Tammy Barlow.
Grandparents are Judy and Ron Shoffner of Rt. 8, Murray, William Barlow of Charlotte, N.C., and Harold and Shirley Sheppard of Rt. 3,
Murray.

SCV Camp #1495 to hear Olson
r

1.

Gen. Lloyd Tilghman Camp #I495, Sons of Confederate Veterans \a ill
meet Thursday, Jan. 17, at 7 p.m, at Anne Washington Leslie House,
1310 Broadway, Paducah. Roy F. Olson Jr., president of McCracken
County Historical and Genealogical Society, will speak about an "Introduction to Genealogy." Research aids, as well as copies of the archives of
the Confederate South, will be provided for those interested in learning
how to research their family history. One way to trace relatives who may
have served during the American Civil War is through the Southern military archives.

Drew serving in Saudi Arabia
.Col S. Christian Drew is serving with-U.S. Marines in Siudi Aratna. In
the story and picture published Tuesday, one item in his address V. as
listed incorrectly. His address is Cpl S.C. Drew 407-19-8541, Co. G 3rd
Bn. 24th Mar, FPO New Yo4,...N...,
. ....................

'Pillow Making' scheduled
"Pillow Making" will be the lesson for interested Calloway Count\
Homemakers Club members to be presented on Tuesday, Jan. 22, at Calloway County Public Library. Eva Hopkins will demonstrate piliow making at 10 a.m. Also the same demonstration willbe given at 7 p.m. on Jan.
22 at the library.

Hazel club changes meeting place
Hazel Woman's Club has changed its meeting from the place prev,ously announced to the Hazel Community Center on Thursday, Jan. ,17, at i
p.m. Cathy Culbert of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be the guest
Teaker. Her topic will be "Teen Suicide." All members are urged.. to
attend and to note the change in meeting place, said Hilda Bennett.
president."

Retirees will meet Saturday
Retirees of Local 1068 and other locals of UAW-AFL-CIO and their
spouses will have a potluck luncheon on Saturday. Jan. 19, at 12 noon at
George Weaks Community Center at South Seventh and Poplar Streets.
Murray. All retirees and their spouses are invited to attend, according to
Violet Johnson, group spokesperson.

Mathematics Program scheduled
The MiirraSiCity Schools' Mathematics Enrichment Program. will begin
the third week of January for Grades I through 4 and Grade 6. The program, designed to promote problem-solving skills and creativity in mathematics, is administered by volunteers. The program is optional and permission forms are due by today, Jan. 16, for 6th grade and by Thursday.
Jan. 17, for Grades 1-4.

Card party planned March 7
The annual luncheon and card party by Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club has been scheduled for Thursday, March 7, at 12 noon at
the club house, South Seventh and Vine Streets. Tickets are S6 per person
and may be purchased by calling Gloria McLaughlin, 753-5338. or any
mernber of the Garden Department.

Lloyd Champion, right on front row, has brought this picture to the
Murra.w Ledger
Times. This group of draftees left from Western
Kentucky Bus Stages Depot on April 29. 1942. Twenty -seYen of the boys
were rejected and were not drafted for %.Vorld War 11. This picture
appeared in The Ledger & Times on May 7, 1942 with the following
Glenn Scarbrough, William Neale Beaman,Thibert Donelson, GraYes identification: from left, front row, Robert Ellis, ,Norman Ray. Early
Williams Jr., Preston Haneline, John Darius Galloin.
Frederick Delon Paschall, Mho Brent Hall, Willie Lewis Buc:y7,-ARenMCCuiston, Chesney 1). Malone, Cletus Spann, Ortis Drinkard. Flennoy
Champion; middle row, Bruce Hill, Trenton McCuiston, Robert Swann, Scott
McNabb, Roy. Bean, Carl Richmond Armstrong. Harold Gilbert.
Porter Martin, Brent Erwin, Gillard Ross, la/ Lien, 1.atham Earl Craig,
John Jackson, McCuiston, Hulon ho Wyatt, Earl Day, Hub. N.
Turner; back row, 1.uther Lee Turner, Louis John Calhbon, Pat hans,
Robert Hoyt Phillips, Nlaryin Edd Bell, Dallas Lancaster, Robert
Weaks, Tremon McReynolds, Hole Warren, Gaylon Cope, Forrest C. Pogue,
11.1.. Tidwell, Gordon Bennett Moody, Paul Dee Jones, Robert H.
Watson, Robert Owen Jones, Carroll Lee Jones (face barely showing),
Franklin Baker Harris, Paul Gordon Parker (face hidden), Ralph
Allison, Cletus ShipleY, JR.Nlahan, Harold Iluie and ‘loodrow Wheeler.
Not pictured are Noyite Vatt, Cook Wilkinson, Willie K. Bradshaw, Captola Deering, Lonnie Tucker and Louis Edward Manning.

Spect
given to save
Oil the calories

- Workshop planned aLReelfoot
"The Majestic Bald Eagle," a winter photo workshop, will be held at
Reelfoot Lake, Tenn., Jan. 19 to 20 and March 2 and 3, sponsored by
Down South Illustrators of Union City, Tenn. The cost will be S150 per
person with Camera Club members only S125, and 5200 per couple. This
includes lunch and dinner on Saturday and breakfast on Sunday, two rolls
slide film and overnight processing for next day evaluation. Participants
will he guided either by boat or land vehicle (or both) to view and photograph the eagles. Professional Photographers Ken Jenkins and Stephen
Kirpatrick will direct the workshops. For reservations and information
call 1-901-885-8770 or 1-901-885-7738.

ALL WHITE PAINT SALE
$2-$3 OFF/gal.

mpAIN;(4

'In Stock Wall Coverings .Blinds .Bigelow Carpet

p.

West Kentucky's Largest

Boat Show

By NANCY BYAL
[NOW Homes Food Editor

In •:.cist cases it's not the salad.
it's tl,e dressing that contains the
calor!es and fat. To slim a salad:
t. SC- as little dressing as
ble
the salad is moist hut not
soggv with dressing.

Li.homcadc.rcssg...ac
equal amounts of oil and vinegar
and-or, lemon juice. or substitute I
tanic,;,00n water for .1 tablespoon
of the oil. Or use a bottled oil-free
dress
I .at ingredients such as vegetables and pasta chill in the minimum amount of dressing for at
least 2 hours to absorb dressing
flavor
egetable-pasta salad
2 0'..:nce5 corkscrew macaroni
On: 10-ounce package frozen
cut
thawed and drained.
ips sliced halved zucchini
1 :p chopped seeded tomato
2 tatlespoons sliced green onion
i-3rd ,:up oil-free Italian salad
dress:rig
,up sliced radishes
2 cps torn lettuce
Cock macaroni according to
pack,:.:e directions. Drain. Rinse
with old water.
In .1 large mixing bowl combine
macaroni, broccoli or zucchini,
toma,),..irtcl-,igreen onion. Add salad
dressinii- irCcs._to coat.. Covet and
chill _Hr. 2 .to 24 hours.
To -el-ye, stir sliced radishes into
macaroni mixture. Serve over torn
lettuce. Makes 4 servings.
Nutrition information per serving: 92. cal., 4 g pro , 15 g carb., 2
g fat ;20 percent of calories from
fat), I mg chol., 183 mg sodium.
U.S. RDA: 20 percent vit. A, 123
percent vit. C.

January 18, 19 & 20 - 1991
Friday: 3-9 p.m.

Saturday: 10 a.m.-9 p.m.

Sunday: 11 a.m.-6 p.m.

Murray State University Expo Center
STEVE McCADAMS
Professional Guide/
Outdoor Writer

MIKE FENNEL
Lowrance Elec Seminars

JERRY MAUPIN
Crappie Seminars

Admission $2.50 (Under 12 - Free with parent)

ALL ITEMS ON SALE
EXHIBITORS:
'Happy Holiday Travel
'Leisure Time
•Darnell Marine
'Rock Harbor
'Lee Marine
*Mack & Mack Marine
•Two Rivers Marine
"Eagle Nest Marine
Seminars Friday, Jan. 18th 'Parker Ford-Lincoln-Mercury'Cedar Lane Resort
'Baits 'n Bullets Tackle
'
Mary Kay
6:30 Crappie
Jerry Maupin •KY Barkley Bass n Gal
•Lawrance Electric
'
Outdoors & More
7:30 Bass & Crappie
Steve McCadams & Lady Bass
"Murray Sport Marine
'Kentucky Fish Finder
8:30 Lowrance Elec
Mike Fennel 'Blue & Gray Marine, Inc.
Magazine
*Cain's Jeep Eagle
eLake View Boat Sales
Seminars - Saturday, Jana 19th •Harvelle Manufacturing 'Hooked on Fishing
'Allstate Insurance
'Bear Creek Resort
1:00 Lowrance Elec
Mike Fennell *Eddy Creek -Hese/rt.-it-Marina "Plus, more not listcH

2:30
4:00
5:30
7:00
8:00

Crappie
Bass & Crappie
Crappie
Lowrance Elec
Bass & Crappie

Jerry Maupin
Steve McCadams
Jerry Maupin
Mike Fennell
Steve McCadams

See and Hear
'Fishing Seminars
'Electronic Seminars
•Bass Boats
'Runabouts - Pontoons
'Sporting Goods
'Fishing Supplies
'Insurance & Finances

Seminars - Sunday, Jan. 20th
12:00 Crappie
1:00 Lowrance Elec
3:00 Bass & Crappie
4:00 Crappie

CPR Course to start Jan. 22
A CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) course will be offered at Murray Area Vocational Education Center starting Tuesday, Jan. 22. The six hour class-that trains persons in CPR or will also count as a,CPR retraining program. Sessions, will be from 6 to 9 p.m. on Tuesday, Jan, 22, and
Tuesday, Jan. 29, with a fee of SI5 being charged. In addition, students
who do not have CPR books will be required to purchase a book. Books
and face shields will be available for purchase at the first class meeting.
To enroll, call the KY TECH-Murray Vocational Center at 753-1870. The
class will be limited to the first 10 persons.

Jeanette Storey presents

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346

Jerry Maupin
Mike Fennell
Steve McCadams
Jerry Maupin

alogr.-1W).7
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KENTUCKY CABINET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

Bryan Hot Dogs and Smoked Sausages ...
The Perfect Teammates for a Great Party

WIN A $10,000 SONY HOME
ENTERTAINMENT CENTER!
Guess the Winning Team of this Year's ProfessionalChampionship Football Game and WIN'

2 FIRST PRIZES

GRAND PRIZE

50 SECOND PRIZES

Sony 46" Big Screen TV's

Sony Home Ent. Center

Sony Watchman TV's'

$2.00 In Coupons and Sweepstakes Entry
-0 rm.,

V,
'S C0400
, Erc 3.19'91

your $200 in Bryan COu00•S and be pieced re() the F°Mu!, Sweepstakes
:omelette this town and mail in time to be Tcened by January 29 1 99' Mail M a busines,
,ze
'metope to WO,F ood0a6 Sweepstakes reAG 0620 17304 N Preston Rd Dallas
'etas 75252
LA Sure to Enclose
• TwO proofs or 1),,,c,,aselUPC Codes horn any package or Bryan Hot Dogs and or
Bryan Smoevo Sausage
• The competed form and
'Include tr,
e compete name or the Iftlr, yOu think ee0 win the Professional
Chanoonsho Football Game on January 27 1991
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We've Changed in Name Only!

'Glaucoma High Risk Alert' program publicized
7.Don'.1 b_e blind .to flue
factssiGlaucoma Discriminates."
This is the forthright slogan used
to publicize the national Glaucoma
High Risk Alert.

. The disease does discriminate:
persons over 60 years old are 3 to
4 times more likely to develop
glaucoma: African -Americans are 4
to 5 !lines more likely to develop
glaucoma and 6 times more likely
to go blind from it.

Service
Notes

Glaucoma High Risk Alert is a
—.1,1c-yea_r program priority of Kentucky Society to Prevent Blindness
Nith the primary goal of cncour4ing persons at hith -risk -ter get
•,,:tiod:c eye exams. This is a
tot-vpk.ratie effort of KSPB and
Bu: Cross and Blue Shield of

Glaucoma. is a progressive- eye
disease which can cause irreversible blindness. If diagnosed early it
can be treated and controlled:Regular eye examinations arc vital to
avoid permanent vision loss from
glaucoma.

Th: first year- will be targeted
;Inn:tartly to African-Americans.
!;rst. phase will be a media
sampaign. along with a national
of public Service
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Fall, Winter
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Jug'

Formerly Little Folks of Mayfield
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Downtown Mayfield
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Hall Hotel

BR AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.
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SHORTENING
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more than one risk category.
For more information call
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KSPB free hrot hares on glaucoma•
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SELF-RISING SUNFLOWER

PANTRY PRIDE

CORN MEAL

BREAD

1199

KRAFT

GRAPE JELLY

16 OZ.
LOAF
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

—LIMIT ONE PLEASE—

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

HOMEBEST

BATH
TISSUE

PEPSI COLA

DIET PEPSI, CAFTEINE FREE,
T-UP, WT. DEW, DR. PEPPER.
RAROS OR CRUSH

4 ROLL PKG.

16N
7
:
Sli.1
Spg
CAll

TW0

LITER
PLASTIC

SI

PEPSI COLA

FOODLAND

Err PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE.
7-OP. WT. DEW, OR. PEPPER.
BMWS OR CROSS
12 PK
12 OZ. CANS

MIXED VEGETABLES illuPs
- clean,

BUSH S
CHILI HOTS, PINTOS,
GREAT NORTHERNS,
LIGHT KIDNEYS
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ON BLACKEYE PEAS

BUSES COT

GREEN BEANS
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S999

2°h
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I

IMAII1111111,1
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LCpl Bob 0. Futrell
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in Saudi Arabia
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ARMOUR
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15 OZ. lig

RO

B01

RO

BOP

10

HUNT'S

FLAY-0-RICH

MEAT

BOP

Hunts

CATSUPa62.1*1
119°
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, sauce
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r
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1111
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PHONE alICE

sres

TRADITIONAL RAN

SPAGHETTI SAUCE

sips,

SO OZ.

24 01. 111101111 11117 ITIV 81.311

VESS

ARGO SLICED

SOFT DRINKS

PEACHES

$199
12 PR.

.)teiyen K. Jackson
at Langley Air Base

DAIRY
:r

Be

TODAY
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January
Uniform

SALE

Save 30%
On Entire Stock of Uniforms
Sale Ends F'eb. 2nd
440..
PHs OF THE 11LEIS - hese lour animals are a‘ailable for adoption at Animal Shelter, Fast Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County.4hey are, from left; a male Rat Terrier(Aussie Shep mix: a male Siamese mix cat; a
female sable/white Collie; and a male large grey rabbit. Animals who do not find homes 11111S1 be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the
public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The Humane Society is a member of I nited Way of Murray
and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.

1700W. Reelfoot 0118
County Market Place
Union City, TN

1205-1207 Paris Rd.
Mayfield
yfleld

Newbery medal
winners listed
for this year

IT

CHICAGO (AP)- The AmeyiLan Library Association ns
,eleLted "Maniac Magee". by Jerry
Sp:M:11; .1S the 1991 Newbery Medne7. for most distinguished
c.ontribut,on to children's literature
Anter.ca.
Da\ al Macaulay won the 199:
altlk.;.oti Medal for his illustra"Black and White." The
award honors the most
...shed picture book for

FEED YOUR FAMILY FOR LESS-HERE
PRICES GOOD WED., JAN. 16TH
THRU TUES., IAN. 22ND

ET

OPEN 7 A.M.

oa

ELLY

TO 11 P.M. DAILY

IVORY

KEEBLER ZESTA

DISH LIQUID

CRACKERS

14.

79'

urn

ROUND
STEAK

PARKAY

MARGARINE

:tie frac Confessions of CharDoy1..i.•'• written by Avi and
ny Richard Jackson, was
naed Honor Book by the Newery Committee The Caldecott
co:----ee named two Honor
"P.iSS :n Boots"
n Fred Marcellino and
. More. More' Said the
." 'A ritt(:n and illustrated by
13. Williams.
awards were presented at the
L,rirary Associaton's
meeting in Chicago on, •
The organization's 50,000
rt.•zresent libraries

l'11414.11

I LB.
BOX

22 OZ.

;111-LED
ASH OR
'ER CARD

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOV T
FOOD STAMPS

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

QI LBS.•
• 0
4
TR
-.if

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
CASH OR
SMART SHOPPER CARD

. SHOPPERS

Y

\

' Partin's
Sausage

0:.

HOT OR MILD
PARTIN

nsurs
111111112 MI CLASSIC

SAUSAGE

WIENERS

slog

PINTOS.
THERMS,
EINEYS
YE PEAS

79

BONELESS-TENDERIZED
BONELESS
RUMP ROAST
LB.
ROUND STEAK
BONELESS SIRLOIN
BONELESS-TOP
LB $199 TIP ROAST
ROUND STEAK
OHSE SMOKED
BONELESS BOTTOM
$209
SAUSAGE
LB.
ROUND STEAK

ran

# taw

OHSE 24 OZ.

ON-COR

BACON

PORK PATTIES

FLANDER S
ON-COR BEEF

BONELESS BONUS PACK
CUBE STEAK
LB.
MENU MASTER

LB. 199.,.\ BACON PATTIES.... Ls.

GROUND CHICKEN LB.

LB. 22if

BEEF PATTIES....s LB.

LB.

•

991 Coretta Scott King
:or 0,:ts:anding books by
,an -.American authors and
a3tr.:tor.. to Mildred D. Taylor
an.1 l
iir Diane Dillon. Taylor
text aWard for "The Road
The Dillons were
n,oi-ed :or their illustrations in

Le

The •'School Library Journal"
Young Adult Services Division
Author Achievement Award, to
Robert Cormier. He was cited for
- -three novels:- "After the First
_Death," "The Chocolate War"
and ''1 Am the Cheese."
-The first Andrew Carnegie
Medal for Excellence in Children's
Video, to producers George
---4eQuilkin-trrtii-- -John Niatthews.
--Their winning video "Ralph S
Mouse' was based on the Beverly
('!ear y book.

Field

ITS

IATO
ICE
CAN

BONELESS

MMUS

FIELD S

SIRLOIN
TIP MU
Sit

BACON
12 OZ.

'f4t*I11017(ioNA
BONELESS
HAMS
$159
I LB

'Cheers' listed
top TV show
. for the week

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

FRESH PRODUCE
BAKERY

IL RAGU
[SAUCE

4 •

/9
(104
4

189
APPLE B CHERRY

a

TURNOVERS

1

DELICIOUS 6 CT.

nu $1

CINNAMON ROLLS

5 LB. BAG RUSSET

1

POTATOES
$§59

BRYAN

BBO LOAF

ES BEST

:REAM
GAL.

129

DELI

Ls. 161

ram

$269

PIMENTO CREESE...ut
BABY

SWISS CHEESE

'419

Ls

FRESH BUNCH

BROCCOLI
FRESH BELL

PEPPERS
FRESH

CUCUMBERS

990
2/99'
2/9W
EL

"Y•

•

• svitsr.*

#

FLORIDA JUICE

ORANGES
FLORIDA HONEY

TANGERINES
NUTRITIOUS

KIWI FRUIT

included:
Le :99: Mildred L. B;.itchel,..., .arJ. honoring U.S.
• of outstanding translated
books. to Dutton Child B
published "A
or. Stars" by Rafik
i.ginally published in

5/11°
3/89'
3/$100

NEW YORK (AP) - Here are
the prime-time TV ratings compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
Jan. 7-13. Top 20 listings include
the week's ranking, with full
season-to-date ranking in parentheses, rating for the week and total
homes. An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rating ,measures the percentage of the
nation's 93.1 million TV homes.
I. (1) "Cheers," NBC, 23.4, 21.8 million
homes.
2. (2) "60 Minutes," CBS, 20.6, 19.2 million
homes.
3. (11) "Murphy Brown," CBS, 20.0, 18.6
million homes.
4. (10) "Designing Women," CBS, 19.9,
18.5 million homes.
5. (3) "A Different World," NBC, 19.4. 18.1
million homes.
6. (9) "The Golden
NBC, 19.3, 18.0
million homes.
7. (8) "America's Funniest Home Videos,"
ABC, 19.1, 17.8 million homes.
8. (3) "Roseanne," ABC, 18.8, 17.5 million
homes.
9. (X) "Bob Hope in Saudi Arabia," NBC,
11.1, 16.9 million homes.
9. (20) "Family Miners," ABC, 18.1, 16.9
million homes.
' 9. (18) "Full House," ABC, 18.1, 16.9 million homes
12. (17)"Doogie Howser, M.D." ABC, 18.0,
16.8 million homes.
12. (ii) "America's Funniest People," ABC,
18.0, 16.8 million homes.
14. (5)"The Cosby Show," NBC, 17.8, 16,6
million homes.

15 (14) "Unsolved Mysteries," NBC, 17.0,
15.8 million homes.
16. (23) "L.A. Law," NBC, 16.8, 15.6 million homes.
17. (32) "Witneu" - "CBS Sunday
Movie," 16.6, 15.5 million homes.
18. (16) "Matlock," NBC, 16.5, 15.4 million
homes.
19. (30) "Shoot To Kill" - "NBC Monday
Movie," 16.4, 15.3 million homes.
20. (15) "In the Heat of the Night," NBC,
16.3, 15.2 million homes.
20 (23) "Major Dad," CBS, 16.3, 15.2 million homes

I
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Ward-Parker vows solemnized

Coming community events are listed
• „
•
•
^...;.••

' -4.‹.•:•Aket

Wednesday, Jan. 16
7.30 p.m. in Wrather West Kentucky Museum.

Wednesday, Jan. 16
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
wip have beginners meeting at 5:15
p.m. and regular meeting at 5:30
m. at Ellis Community Center.

Events at St. Leo Catholic
Church will include Young At
Heart at 12 noon at Gleason Hall;
RCIA at 7:30 p.m.

i* Nsitt
'sc,c

Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa will meet at 7 p.m. at
\I.iiestic Royale at Holiday Inn.

Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.

supper will be served from
6:15 p.m. at First Assembly
61/41d The special study will

Events at Glendale Road Church
of Christ will include Bible classes
will he
7 p.m.

Festival events will start at

SIG"S
AIR DE
Announces tbeir
14
newest member

Jeanette Shaw
Jeanette specializes in complete nail care nail sculpturing, nail tips, nail art, overlays,
wraps and pedicures.
I
Call for an appointment

753

Open Monday- Saturday
a.m -6 p m
305 N. 12th

Next to Century 21

Murray

11ednesday, Jan. 16
Esents at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Supper at 6
p m.; Business meeting at 7 p.m ;
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.

Miss Lana Kay Ward and Thomas Graves Parker Jr. were married
Saiurday. Dec. 15. at Roebuck
Chapel of First United Methodist
Church, Fort Smith, Ark.
The Rev. Byron Cravins offiEvents- at First Christian Church ciated ot the ceremony said at 2
will include Wonderful Wacky
m.
Wednesdays at 6 p.m. and Chancel
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Choir at 7:15 p.m.
Lenora Ward of 1102 N. Westend,
Springdale, Ark.
Events at First United Methodist
She is the granddaughter,of Mr.
Church will include Covenant and Mrs. Buren Johnson.
The groom is the son of Dr. and
Prayer Gorup at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Choir at 4 p.m.. Youth Club at 5 Mrs. 1 homas Graves Parker of
p.m. Chancel Choir and Admini- 7621 Horan Dr., Fort Smith, Ark.
strative Board at 7:30 p m.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Opal
Piirkr of Fort Smith, formerly of
Events at First Baptist Church Murray,
v.i:1 include 'Bible Study- at 9:45
Given in marriage by her
a m Fellowship Supper and Youth brother. Brad Ward, she wore a briliancthells at 5:30 p.m.: Business dal gown of candlelight silk.
The fitted bodice was cut from
meeting. Klaymata Fellowship and
Children's Choirs at 6:30 p.m . imported French Alericon lace. The
sAcetticart neckline punged low in
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.
the back. The upper sleeves were
Events at Grace Baptist Church puffed and cut from lace. The lowinclude 'Youth Choir at 6:15 er sleeves were fitted and cut from
Youth Bible Study and Adult silk The skirt was gathered onto
the basque waistline which flowed
Bible Study at 7 p m., Weekly
into a cathedral train edged in lace.
Workers' meeting at
p.m.
Her veil was cathedral length
Thursday. Jan, 17
with pearls throughout.
Prepared CM:dbirth Class will
Mrs. Lynette Buchanan, sister of
'7.'t at 7 p.m. in education unit of
the bride, was matron of honor.
‘,! .77.4. -Calloway County Hospital.
Bridesmaids were Selwyn Parker, Pam Bracken and Patricia
ak.flIVIt!eti will he
Tenent.
The groom's father, Dr. Thomas
'Corn 'd on page 11.41
(iraxes Parker, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Mike .raylor.
Packard Dewitt and Doug
Chadd.L.k.
A reception followed at the Bonnville
Fort Smith, Ark.
The bride is a 1989 graduate of
Uriixersity of Arkansas with a
A

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Graves Parker Jr.
B.S. in business
-1 he groom is a
mermersity of
BS
.‘-..,:ness

administration.
1988 graduate of
Arkansas with a
administration.

n1,-,‘ Mr. and Mrs. Parker arc
residing at Fort Smith, Ark.
A rehearsal dinner was held at
Etaliaiio's at Fort Smith.

Healthier.1991 living tips listed

The Best Deals In Town

From BETTER HOMES AND
Don't forget to plan for restaurASSUME AN ACTIVE
-GARDENS
arir Mats ltirratCaliffig-liffithe s. LIFESTYLE: ObeCity expert Kelly
A Meredith Magazine
Take along the menu and concenBrownell points out that in the
.
For AP Newsfeatures
trate on salads and broiled '1930s. the average person- worked
Slip gently into a healthier way selections.
off about 2.600 calories daily beyof living in 1991 with these tips
— FILL UP ON FLAVOR AND ond what's needed to keep the
from. Better Homes and Gardens FIBER: Fat in food adds flavor and
body warm and functioning. Today.
magazine:
leaves most people feeling satisfied
people burn only about 600 activity
— WATCH FAT, NOT CALO- when-they're done eating. Fortu- calories each day. Brownell sugRIES: Excess fat is the No.1 diet- nately, there are ways to achieve gests that people simply get back
ary villain. A good goal for most these same benefits without the into the habit • of doing things.
adults is to limit "fat calories' to penalties that come with fat. To
Five examples: (I)- Take the
30 percent of total calories. That's add flavor, stock up on spices. stairs. (2) Park as far as possible
up to 67 grams of
for women
herbs-, flavored vinegars and cond- from the door. ,,(3) Push a lawn
eating 2,000 Calories per day; 83 ments like soy sauce and Dijon
mower. (4) A'asli and dry the disgrams for men taking in 2,500 mustard. Experiment with new flahes by hand. (5) Hide the remote
calories.
vorings on a regular basis. Don't control.
•
—
HEED
THE
3-GRAM
RULE:
forget
that herbs and spices lose
-- START A WALKING
Group of
Foods that have more than 3 grams
their vigor after awhile, so throw PROGRAM: A surprisingly small
of fat per 100 calories should be
away the old stuff and buy small amount of walking can reap big
balanced with low -fat foods'. So if
amounts as they are needed.
results. Studies indicate 11141 burn,opting for a 600-calorie frozen dinTo Create that "push-back-from- ing
1(X) calories in activity
ner with 30 grams of fat, augment
the-table" feeling of fullness. each day can add years to a perit with an unbuuered vegetable or
increase the amount of fiber in son's life: lo burn 341 or so calobread, and fresh fruit for dessert.
meals. Grains, fruits and vegetables ries, walk about three ni:les — MAKE A MENU: Planning
are excellent sources of fiber and
that's 45-60 minutes tor most
meals once a week reduces stress
are low in fat - provided they people.
(What's for dinner?) while it
aren't slathered in butter and fatty
Here's how to get started: (1
almost guarantees healthful eating. sauces. Another tip: An 8-ounce Using a car odometer, drive
/
1
2
Take a "backward" approach. glass of water with meals helps fill mile from home in several
(fireL
Start menus with vegetables, fruits
the stomach up and improves tions. 1.2) Each day. pick one rout,.
and grain products such as bread. - digestion.
and walk it out and back. Don
rice and pasta. Then add 3- to
— REFORM THE SHOPPING hurry. (3) When each route can be
4-ounce servings of protein foods
LIST: The food that is put in the comfortably walked in 15 minutes.
like meat, poultry, fish and cheese. shopping cart is the food that winds increase distance. to
two mile up on the plate — and hips. Load round-trip. (4) Increase to three
up on quality, healthful foods. and miles when two miles can be covVISIT MURRAY'S PIER 1 IMPORTS ANNUAL
good eating will follow. Fruits, ered in 30 minutes. The final goal
vegetables, breads and seafood are is three miles in 45 minutes.
excellcint. and tasty additions to any
Beginners: Expect to spend eight
food basket.
to 12 -weeks reaching this goal.
- -- EAT MODESTLY:— Most
-- BAG A BUDDY: People who
LARGEST SELECTION EVER OF
"sinful" foods can fit into a AA or work out with a partner are
Groups Of
FURNITU
RE & ACCESSORIES REDUCED
Many One_
Pillows
Large
healthful diet, provided they are in much more likely to keep. at it.
Of.A_Kind
Bugs. Baskets
modest proportions.- No one ever according to several studies.
Rag
Cushions.
Meta]
i
)i
,
eces
w
Of
got
fat eating /
1
2 cup of ice cream Whether it is the camaraderie or
Glassware
and
cker &
once a week. And one-twelfth. of a the peer pressure, no one is certain
and
Wood
nattan
chocolate cake isn't going to do why the buddy system seems to
1/2 price,
1:i2
near the damage of half the cake. work. Clearly, though, hooking, up
,2 price
Of course, not everyone is saint- with a friend or spouse is the best
ly enough to withstand temptation. move that can be made when startS.ahara
So banish downfall foods from the ing ,an eXereise program.
Wicker
Jtewash
home. Then. make a monthly or
urniture
The Dutch painter Rembrandt
weekly pilgrimage to the local
I
/
2
i
o
Price!
UNIVERSITY PLAZA ON CHESTNUT ST
riCe!
was born in 1606 in Leiden,
temple of sweets, vowing beforeNetherlands. .
hand to limit intake.

75% OFF

Selected Fall & Winter
Merchandise

'5 - 10 -$15

$50 Dresses

Racks

$4
0 Sweaters

lie Pam
Sotrff)sycle INAlit)0Y

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
I/2 PRICE':

Pier I imports
.1•06r et, SI/ NO

s5-'10-'15-15-10-40-$50
RACKS
ONE RACK
Clinftlande•
F

•

V

. .................mixtre***11•410111142111100859",
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Gearing up for a math program

d.
The Murray city schools' Mathematics Enrichment Program will
begin the third week in January for grades -1-4 and gr2de 6. The
program is designed to promote problem-solving skills and creativity
in mathematics. The program, administered by volunteers, is optional
and permission forms are due today, Jan..16, for the sixth grade, and
Jan. 17 for grades 1-4. Pictured above, Joan Krieb, Cheryl Gressler
and Barbara Tompkins will administer the math program for Murray
Middle School sixth grade students. The sixth grade program is made
possible by a grant from the Murray Foundation for Excellence in
Public Education. Pictured below, Lashlee Foster, second grade teacher at Robertson, looks over math forms for second grade students.

WASHINGTON -- U.S. Senator
Wendell Ford(D-KY)today renewed
his efforts to create a governmentowned uranium enrichment corporation by introducing the Comprehensive Uranium Act of 1991 into the
Senate.
Ford said his legislation is essentially the same bill that passed the
Senate twice in the 101st and 100th
Congresses,: where it died in the
House of Representatives. The only
difference in the measures is the

'arker are
Ark.
s held at .
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skills. and problem solving. .
"Ihey will also have classes in
biology', chemistry, and other sciences to improve their chances of
doing well in theii premedical or
predental studies.
Room and board and all workshop instruction will he provided
without charge to the participant.
Each student will also he given an
expense allowance.
The workshops will he only the
first in a series of activities that
will he provided the participants.
.Additional programs and services
designed- to
SuCceed in
becoming
.„ doctors or dentists will
he provided throughout their undergraduate and medical or dental
school studio.
Interested high school seniors
can get further „information and
application forms from their high
school counselor or principal, or by
contacting the Professional Education Preparation Program, Kentucky Council on Higher Education,
1050 U.S. 12'7-, South, Suite 101,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
Applications must be received by
March 1, 1991.

Ford renews efforts to create
government-owned corporation
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Thursday, Jan. 1.7
10 a.m.- to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Center and fror
.n 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Weak Community Center.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
eim . will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Farm Bureau Building, Paris. For
r.iormation call Kennith Broach,
Open meeting of . Narcotics
Anon mous \kW hc at 7 p.n. in
Purisi Center, St. Leo Catholic
Cu..
AA and Al-Anon will have
.losed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
CH/ens' Center, Benton. For inform,::A , call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
\,c1c.r,ins ol foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at Willis Center.
Ilatel _Woman's Club will meet
„11n.m at Ilariel Community CenNlantbc.rs note change in meet•pface.
-Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at liomeplace Restaurant.
Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.
M urray Rotary Club will meet at
12 noon at Seven Seas Restaurant.
w in Lakes Antique Car Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Country
Kitchen, Draffenville.
Murray Business and Profession

Thursday, Jan. 17
al Women will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Louic's Steak House.
Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at Water Valley from 9 to 11 a.m.
and at Pilot Oak from 12:30 to 2:30
p.m.

.
which were enacted into law separately last year.
In introducing the bill, Ford expressed optimism that progress will be
made toward creating a vital, efficient
government-owned corporation in
this Congress. He noted that during
House-Senate conference consideration of the energy portions of last
year's budget reconciliation bill, the
House conferees agreed to give
priority to uranium enrichment legislatinn in the first session. "I am

"The simple fact is that the Department of Energy's uranium enrichment
program is trying to operate under a
statute that assumes it is a monopoly
seller. This assumption is contrary to
reality," Ford said. "The reality is that
the uranium enrichment market is a
highly 'Competitive international
market. Unless Congress changes the
federal law governing DOE's program
• •-to-reflect•marketrealities-,- the laws- of•
econorilics - which Congress cannot
change - will force the collapse of
DOE's program."

Annual Girl Scout Cookie KickOff will be from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
at Robertson Elementary School.

likANKFORI, Ky. (AP) —
P„ipuhlican Larry Forgy has taken
to the .a:rwaves to ask for money to
rL:t1 his anti-money campaign for

Seminar for persons interested in
applying for a U.S. Small Business
Administration guaranteed loan to
start a new' business or expand an
existihg one will be from 6:30 to 9
p.m. in Room 254, Business Building, Murray State University. For
informati-on call 762-2856.
Murray State University ROTC
Department will present basic military skills on drills and ceremonies,
nuclear, biological and chemical
defense and land navigation/map
reading at 3:30 p.m. in Stewart Stadium. Admission is free.
•
Murray High School Freshman
Boys Basketball Team will host
I.onc Oak at 6 p.m.

"VVIVa.XCN„ Nkt

Calloway Speech Team takes
second at Trinity tournament
1 he Cailiiway
School Speech 'Team
place
Trinity H..
!
Speech
S„!
Murray
111.,me CoLz.!y

•

'

1.„1kc

Congress revives cam

1-(•forrn

grcss pas revive

•................

Ford said that a restructuring of
DOE's enterprise must be in place
before long-term contracts expire in
1995. Without a restructuring of its
statutory framework,"DOE will be in
no position whatsoever to compete for
uncommitted sales to U.S. and commercial customers that will be worth
tens of billions of dollars."

Forgy takes to airwaves

"Ivanhoe" will be shown at 7:30
p.m. in Curris Center Theatre.
Murray State University. as lirst
film in Cinema International services. There is no charge.

Members of the Nlurrac-Callowac t.ounlyI 'ter
Adcisorc Hoard
met at noon on .Pan. II at the Sirloin Stockade lo compile :I J.15i of
local educational opportunities for both adult and iung people that
ccill soon be di,stributed throughout the area. Pictured from left are
board members Willie Jackson, Irma I.af ollette, chairman Claire
Resig„Iune Vandermollen, Charles Guthrie and Dacid 1441.

pleased by that commitment, and
expect that it will be honored," he
said.

Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will 'meet at 1:30
pip. at club house.

^4;t4„‘NAV‘‘‘MS-VialtV%

Literacy Board

College preparatory workshop
offered to 65 regional students
Sixty-five 'high school seniors
who live in certain Kentucky counties and who want to become physicians or dentists will get an early
start to rard their goal next summer
at the University of Kentucky or
the University of' Louisville.
Students will be chosen to attend
a five-or six-week college preparatory workshop at one of the universities from applicants who live in
Kentucky counties or areas of some
counties that have too few physicians or dentists.
• Graduating high school seniors
who'll-ye in r.yo-ri and Ttigg- C6ithties .are among_ those eligible to
apply.
The workshops are part of the
state's Professional Education Preparation Program, which was
designed w help increase the number of students in medical or dental
school from Kentucky counties
experiencing a shortage of physicians or dentists.
Students attending the workshops will meet and work with
medical and dental students and
prolessionak and receive instruction in reading, writing, study
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govern. r.

Forgy said he began broadcasting commercials Tuesday to take
plea public.
-I've told you for years, the Ken:acky state government is for
sale to The special interests for
S4,000 contributions and PAC
money." Forgy says in the advertisement. "I've decided to stop
talking about it and do
something.''
That something is run for
uovernor.
1 lie commercial, which he
write, features Forgy alone in . a
studio making the case that he
wants to change the way government and campaigns arc run. To
that end, Forgy says he needs campaign assistance.
In an unusual twist, Forgy then
asks directly that contributions to
his campaign he sent to a Lexington post office box.
Forgy . stresses that the contributions should not be in cash and
should not exceed $300. Forgy has
Promised to identify all campaign
contributors and accept no more

than S300 from any individual and
nothing from politic- al action
committees.
Forgy said he borrowed S20,000
and will loan that amount to his
campaign to finance the commercials, which will in:tially run on
WKYT-T-V in Lexington, \V!, \If
TV in. Hared and selected c.:!
television outlets. The commerc as
will eventualfy he carried on the.
Kentucky' Radio Network.
The outlets carrying his commercials are the same ones that carried
commentaries that Forgy has produced for the last two years.
There are several ironic twists to
the commercial effort that For ty
acknowledged'.
For one, Forgy is ha‘g to
spend money to make the pitch that
he wants to change the way money
influences politics.
The other is that Forgy was fired
from his job as commentator at
WKYT and .blamed politics for
that. Forgy said his criticism. of the
S1.3 billion tax increltse passed by
the 1990 General - Assembly and
associates of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson led to his firing in June. Station executives said the dismissal
was for economic reasons.
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Balance, press lead
Tigers past Carlisle
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Tunes Asit Sports Editor

With starting center Jason
Joseph nursing an ankle sprain, the
Murray High Tigers put a small
_team on. the floor. agaj_nst, Carlisle
County Tuesday night. But you
know what th-ey say about
dynamite
The Tigers crushed ,Carlisle
-SS-66 in a game that was not as
close as the score would indicate.
Carlisle made the outcome look
better b% outscoring MHS 36-19 ir;
the fourth quarter
Joseph sprained an ankle in prac:,ce on Monday. and watched the
game in crutches. but his teammates more than picked up :he
slack. ,...11h lour Tigers hitt.ng doL.hie tig.;77e. an LO more tos,:ng
L.'aj"

Cornet (-6 center lodd
tossed in 26 points, 17 in the f,
quarter after the contest had
decided
Yvicanv.tiie. Murray's incomparable Will.s Cheaney tossed in 28
poim.s. handed out I: assists and
had !-t •
a, he bh:/ed the

i

with our

T:ger coach Cary 1Y1 '7
S3t,,:.1 -We
r11ade some
fait.0;,,OUt /ate 41110 allice-i6bAtt,runr -g our' offense, and our de ---e
..sas
_-'re.in 1:1i-1.11.ftIlse. 'ea
Greene (just row

•••••

ankle injury). Walls, and Allen
Rayburn, all with 12 points, and
Bart Crum and Chris Bailey, both
with
"1 hat's what we're going to
have to have," Miller said. "We
fed i!i.c we have eight or nine kids
who car help us. We'ye been trying to .des clop some. depth and situations like Jason's injury really
shows that you need that kind of
depth, and those other kids came in
and really played well."
Tyler's 26 led the Comets, while
Terry Choate tossed in 23.
"We were really concerned about
Tyler." Miller said "Heath did a
nice job on him. and we contained
Choate. They got a lot of points in
the fourth quarter, but at halftime,
Choate had nine and Tyler had
eight. so we felt like we had done a
nice job on them."
Murray Jumped out to a 14-4
:cad behind defensive pressure. but
Carl:sle closed to 18-12 at the end
of the first quarter.
Scores from Cheaney and Walls
opened the second period. With the
Tigers leading 25-16. Crum scored
a"-1 eight of h.s points during a 12-5
1,ger rr that pushed the Murray
Choate scored to ci.:1
.ead
haitlMe :cad to 37-13
'7,1 - rrav . tightened the defensive
:n the third quarter. After
Greene -hit a free throw to open the
period, Choate answCred with a
bucket, hut the .Tigers forced and
took advantage of three straight
.turt10)0.4. v,4ea-Ctiediney..butictd...a;
3-p-oi-nter and ftia'yturn „scored
nuckets,
After Carl.sle called time out a:
5 59 mark. Walls and CheaneN
(ront'd on page 13.4)

Inside
Scoop

Lakers stop
skid in win
over Pilots
Staff Report
, L•dgiur &
mum.)

David
RAMEY
k

T•mss Sports

HICKMAN
The Calloway
County Lakers did some cooking
before. opening the Recipe' Tues.-day7 night at Fulton. County- High
:School, snapping a five-game losi1n9gs
9 1 .t reak with their first victory of
The 49-42 victory. came at just
the right time for the Lakers, who
left early this morning for Covington, Kv., site of the 1991 Famous
Recipe Classic tournament. Calloway. now 8-7 overall, takes on
powerful Franklin-Simpson High
School tonight at 7 p.m,(CST) in a
game which will be broadcast locd '1AteNald)erdadfiC:r.
"
e'rSsjPsenlie
l 3()
all fhic)vel.rak
their sivt-straight defeat alter the
tirst quarter Tuesday night, as the
I': lots took a 14-12 advantage after
the first eight minutes.
Calloway :Ine hack to tie the
Cante 23-2 3 by the halftime- interinssiofl. how eYer. and the Lakers
iiied out in the third quarter, out,coring Fulton County 16-9 to
,:iairn a 39-32
. oil the
Thc: Lakcr,
Pilots in the fourth quarter as :he
played eyen. Scoring ten
;071t. each to close the game with
7h,,. 49-42 rnal. "I he game marked
Calloway's first win since' the

%Urraj .11.ights..A.Vil1is
point. duritn: Murr:0'. N8-614 stin mer ("arlislc Count
night.

411

IIIif
."

Assistant Sports Editor
Once again; .the., Murray State
Racers can whi:tle along with
Roger Miller' about being kings
on the road.
Murray State's 70-66 victory
Monday night at Middle Tennessee kept the Racers unbeaten in
the conference, and was worth
more than one Ohio Valley
Conference in. Coupled with
other developments around the
the conleague, the Racers
sensus pre-season OVC -favorites
- - certainly look even better
two games into their conference
schedule.
MTSU was picked second in
the pre-season poll hut now has
two home losses in league play.
Although Middle may have the
hest -talent on the floor and still
carry a 10-4 mark. the Blue
Raiders have dug themselves a
hole that will he tough to
escape, much like they did last
,cason when thev slumped early
and rallied too
Lastern Kentuc ky, picked for
ri, has already lost one
:gue game -Iney won't surHse as many as they did -last
„ism while on their way to a
'.:sh amid the league's top
ut -amt.;aimot.' ktiticuicing. -off

uesda

the F1r,C1

Tubbs, Stewart hot after Tigers down OU
By The Associated Press
toe Big f..g;.,

'stssot.rt added insult to upset against No. 1:. piciariuma.•
in a game leaturing a festering feud between coaches. Missouri held oft
it_aSo‘.ners'. $O-72 Tuesday night
.
•V•
r.as abok)t? Ask Norm, He started, it.'• Oklahoma coach 13:•
sad
-Las: year he attacks my manager and trainer. Now I guess he'sworkrig .up to coaches. Ask him about it.- Tubbs said "I respond the same
l'm treated. But he g9t his way tonight. Wha: does he want'.'
LI
-,A
bea:
art
in toettot and so d:d his tear:
,ma
home for the sixth straigh: time.
b'eacr'.!ry
ba ._!

:
77, I.'.

: çr.ei

t 1".

SNt.',4

FULL-COURT PRESS
2A

A -..' .s

'

'; 4E 23
a' I:,J

'•n•
1

"

C.,.

f

v•a ;Jr' ga"Ait
5a1 •0^,c.

Er./

—.
I

'a' a".,C
'7.

.

t G..
and Daniel
.,.17.,Lfer led 14•P,lo:s w:th It a7.
respect:yely...7
NEXT:
LKei Franklin',o:;:ht a: 7 p.m.. followed by tiv-Irriam.erlt'games against
io:y Cross
hursday, 5:31,)) and
cott COunty (Friday, 5:30). 'the
outcome of those games will determine if the L:kers rea h the final
•
JV: Junior y ars;;y it;!!1;11U10..)11
not as
• • • •

a,ade•-:

•

•

GALLOWAY
FULTON CO
',Nal

.12
14
/

23
23

39
12

4`i
42-

.
S

racTira':....

4

'2
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Small colleges have produced some big Bills
Nea
are pr.after small
.age guys because they' feel
guys are. pys that work hard
1177a: time to ,get better,-. said
rec:ver Ar:dre Reed, who has
li,Y;;;on Il Kutztown,
,,%ers.,7y
Pro Bowl.
Ballard,
'-1,:iciaars, liuffalo's
college players are free safeKeiso ([)ivision 1-AA
'Mary
tight end Keith
:f),v'ision II Jacksonville
State.. kicker Scott Norwood
•1.):‘,sirr) I -AA James Madison),

By JOHN F. BONFATTI
Assoc a'Gvi Pr•SS Sports Writer

':

K

i,

•

Life Insurance

RACER
CLUB
MEETING

[

Friday!January 18th
12 Noon
Sirloin Stockade
*All Race: Club Members
II General Public Invited

Wtio do you
call for
affordable
protection thatt
right for you')

Q:

ec

La:kson
!lard Sntith (Division 1-AA
N1cNeese State) and nose tackle
Jeff Wright (Division I-AA Central
!vissouri State).
Wide receiver Don Beebe, the
Bills third rece,ver before breaking his leg in December, also as
small-college product, having,.played -at Nchraska•s -Chadron
Good players end up in sma,ler
NLI(,)(/:1 because of the impatience
ol big-college coaches. Wrtght
ant player, in-7,7,7,ed,atc),- be said.
don't ant' to wait. They don t
want to bring them along. They
want them to come in and make an
impact."
According to the players, small
(Coned on page 134)

Baseball Card

SHOW
Jan. 18 & 19
Curris Center
(Main Level)

Jane Rogers

111,
•4 ..111

A:

305 N 12th St
(Next to Century 21)
753-9627

Stat

,44 •dursixt Cans, 01(Sse Once 810Orrychr

FRIDAY SATURDAY
Noon-? 8 am.-?

FREE OMISSION

t)V( :, :00 ,;i7....onsiste41.
ennessee State is not ready to
v.:111 the league's elite.
7,keek ago, the Racers had
three out of their last four,
,
- ere dealing with a curfew
:7-ohlem. and had just one road
...tory to their credit. Some
,.eptics wondered if the Racers
,!7d peaked' too - soon.
coach Steve Newton
,!
:s.rday te thought the
on inc road came—from
a lack of concentration, and
pointed to the victory at
Southern Illinois as the only
me the Racers had really been
• :used on the opposition's
,rne floor. Newton felt OVC
..iy would correct that problem
•. concentration.
it did. The -Racers
7.ivelled to Murfreesboro and
,)k care of business. With
:SU and Tech coming to Racer
Arena this weekend, Murray
could quickly jump Out to a
4-0 lead and he tough to catch
down the stretch.
The return of the Racer road
arriors' puts -Murray in place
to practice 'Newton's Law of
OVC Titles,' which says win
them all at home and split on
the road, and you will be in
the hunt.
Murray. has lost just :three
league games on the road in
the last three- OVC- seasons, and
this . team looks just as capable
to have the same kind of
success away from Racer Arena,
which May be facing retirement
but still provides. the best homecourt advantage in the league.
Catching the Racers will be
an uphill battle for the rest of
the league, and if Murray plays
to- its full potential, there's no
telling how far they can go at
the end of the year.
' With Kentucky on probation
and Louisville having trouble
• beating teams like Tulane, the
Racers could be the state's only
NCAA tournament representative
if they win the OVC tournament and gain an NCAA berth
for the third time in four years.
Louisville's Freedom Hall is a
first-round site for the tournament, and it certainly ,would be
nice for MSU if they 'could --get
into the tourney and play in
Freedom Hall.

'
40

wimp!

•
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Football

1111111WWWIllew

POOL NIX

— The 1993 Super Bowl, the first
ewer granted to Anzona, is only an NI L owners'
role away from being moved to Pasadena or
San Diego, NFL vice president Joe Browne
sad But a non profit organization in Phoenix
says x intends to fight for the game The Phoe
nilsuourb of Tempe was awarded the game in
a March 1989 vote, but Arizona voters rejected
a paid state holiday in honor of Marlin Luther
King on Nov 6 despite league threats to pull
the game !torn Tempe without it Officials of the
two California cities. which lost out in the onginal vote. have been told to submit bids during
the annual NFL owners meeting in mid March
in Hawaii, Browne said
• • • •
CLEVELAND — The Cleveland Browns, coming
Ott the worst season in franchise history.
checked on the availability of former Philadel
pria Eagles coach Dick Vermeil, but he isn't
interested in returning to coaching, according to
newspaper reports Vermeil. 54, is a cottage
football analyst tor ABC He led the Eagles to a
54 47 record from 1976,82 — including a Super
Bawl .appearance after the 1980 „season —
before retiring because of what he called lob
burnout

litor

ray 5t4te
ig with
ng 'kings

Charles BarkleLol the Philadelphia 7611eS with
ston's Larry Bird, a 10 time
312.640 and
selection, with 285.805 New York's Patrick
Ewing leads at center with 292,330, almost
200,000 more than Bostons Robert Parish
• • • •
At precisely the right moment, the Utah Jazz
got exactly what they hoped to be getting all
season from their three marquee players The
Jazz, who lost to division nvai San Antonio by
20 points On Saturday, came beck with a
124-102 victory over the Spurs Tuesday night
behind sterling performances from John Stockton, Karl Malone and Jett Malone Stockton had
a career high 28 assists — two short of Scott
Skies' NBA record — to go with his 20 points.
while Karl Malone had 32 Points and 18
rebounds arid Jett Malone scored 26 points
The victory moved the Jazz within one game of
the first -place Spurs in the Midwest 'Division
Stockton also had eight steals and the Jazz
held David Robinson to two points in the fourth
quarter wnen the Jazz outscored San Antonio
39-24 Robinson finished with 26 points
•Elsewhere in the NBA, it was Atlanta 117,
Indiana 106, Golden State 112. New Jersey
111 in overtime, Miami 104. Orlando 102, Pon.
land 132. Allinnesola 117, Phoenix 1.21,,
Washington 97, Seattle 146, Denver 94. arid
the Los Angeles Takers 128, Charlotte 103

• • • •
NE Vir 'YORK — Super Bowl advertisers are
-sticking by their decisions to pay record prces
for commercial time in the scheduled Jan 27
NFL championship game telecast, but are
keeping a wary eye on Persian Gulf develop ,
'rents A spokesman for Coca-Cola Co. which
is promoting a contest for its diet drink during
the game, said the company would follow the
NF L's lead Jake Keever, executive vice presi•
dent of sports sale for ABC. said all but one of
56 30 second commercial spots in the game
itself have been sold to 22 advertisers at just
over $800.000 apiece, up from $700,000 last
year

victory
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General
EiLiCOTI CITY. Ald — David Wingate may
rejoin tne San Antonio Spurs now that his trial
lot rape has been postponed Spurs owner Red
McCombs said the NBA team will comment on
Wingate s future in the next few days Howard
County Circuit Judge Raymond Kane Jr or
Monday postponed Wingate's scheduled trial
from April 1 to Aug. 5 after Wingate's attorney
sad the Spurs indicated they would rehire him
if re can piay the rest of the season without the
interru pt.on of a trial. Wngate, 27. is accused of
rape in two separate incidents, but his attorney,
Philp Armstrong. said he has reached a settlement that will result in the dismissal of civil and
Crirn.nal charges pending against Wingate in
Texas mere has been no confirmation the civil
Suit has been cleared Armstrong is also trying
to get Wingate's Howard County case disposed, but prosecutor Kate O'Donnell said the
state plans to try Wingate for second degree
rape
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• • • •
NEW

YORK — Beth Dan,el. who nas curbed
ner •emPer and tempered her golf game, was
named The Associated Press 1990 Female
A:Thete of the Year Daniel, 34, the LPGA's
ieaCing money Iasi year with $863,578 and sinner of the Vary Trophy for the second consecutve year with a ,ow stroke average of 70 54, is
the ninth goner to _win the honor woe it stinect
n '93' Dar e, won seven tournaments in
1990, inc uding her first major, the LPGA
Cna—p orsh p She received 28 first-place vol
_es_anol a total 01 198 pciints in ballohN.by a
rational panel of AP merrbei sportstientert red"
broadcasters Tennis player Jenniler Capnah,
the teen-age sensation who made her professional debut last year. was second in the balloting, and Staff, Graf was thttrd
•
• • • •
NEW YORK — New York Islander goalie Mark
Fitzpatrick charged in a $180 miikon lawsuit
that a diet supplement poisoned him and left
nim unable to play hockey The 22-year-old
said he suffered swollen lee!, hands and toearms, shortness of breath and overwhelming
fatigue last September after taking LTryptophan, an amino acid distributed by
Natures Bounty FitZpatrick's lawyer, Alan Lei- Fr
towaz said his Client was stricken while on a
team trip to California. He said the supplement
caused Fitzpatrick to develop eosinophilia
myaig• ,syndrome (EMS), a white blood cell

;,) take to

arN, :he

;id, a lot
the 1-.1hen

disease which impaired his nervous and muscJlar systems
• • • •
TORONTO — Track star Ben Johnson is scheduled to appear in court on Jan 24 as a result
of assault charges after another athlete complained she was attacked last month at York
University Cneryl Thibedeau. a former teammate of Johnson's at the Mazda Oeptimrst Track
Club, filed a complaint blowing an incident last
Dec 17 Insp Stephen Harris said Johnson
surrendered to police Monday morning and was
,eleased on his own recognizance
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Baseball
NEW YORK

— Baseball's annual salary arbitration season opened with 153 players, including
Nat.ionat League MVP Barry Bonds and two-- sport start B'o Jackson'. filing to have their
wages determined by an impartial third party
Other top players it arbitration are Chicago
Wryte Sox reliever Bobby Thigpen, Baltimore
!irst 'baseman Glenn Davis, Boston outfielders
Ellis Burks arid Mike Greenwell, Cincinnati
reaver Randy Myers and Pittsburgh outfielder
Bobby Bonilla Five players — pitchers Scott
Bankhead of Seattle, Bill Wegman of Milwaukee and Steve Ontiveros of Philadelphia, catcher Joel Skinner of Cleveland and outfielder
Keith Miller of the New York Meis — avoided
arbitration by agreeing to contracts before the
dead: re
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Basketball

JCCT'S

NEW YORK — Michael Jordan of the Chicago
Bulls continued to lead all vote-getters in the
Eastern Conference as balloting for the NBA
All-Star game entered its final week Jordan, an
All-Star for each of his six seasons in the
league, has received 418,675 votes, well in
front of Detroit's Isiah Thomas, second with
174,568 At the forwards, the East leaders are
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• .• •
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
6
29
22 14
15 19
New York
15 19
Washington
10 25
New Jersey
10 26
Mam
Control Division
26 10
Chicago
26 11
Diercsi
25 12
IA hvauli re
21 15
Atlanta
14 22
Indiana
11 23
Chsrions
11 25
Cleveland
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
L
W
9
24
San Antonio
12
25
Utah
19 17
Houston
17 77
Dallas
11 23
Mnnescaa
10 27
Orlando
7 29
Deriver
Pacific Division
7
32
Portland
24 11
Phoenix
73 11
IA lake's
19 16
GoKlen Slate
16 18
&Danis
13 24
LA Clippers
13 25
Sacramento
Wednesday's Games
Golden State at Boston 6 10 p m
Marrs at Cleveland, 630 pm
Minnesota at New York, 630 pm
Chicago at Orlando. 630 pm
Indiana at liAtwaukee 730 pm
Cayes at San Antonio, 7 30 pin
Cha,ottio at Denver. 830 pm
WasNnglon at LA Clippers 933 pm
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Balance, press ...

Actions& Reactions

itnes

Pct,
829
611
441
441
286
278

74
134
134
19
194

722
703
676
583
389
324
306

5
12
14
15

GE1

4

GB

Po
727
676
520

353
321
270
194
821
686
676
543
471
351

242

1
124
134
16
184
—
6
64
It
134
18
21

(Conrd from page 12A)
scored to give the Tigers a 49-25
lead. Greene- led the Tigers-'itnine points in the period, while.
Chcaney pitched in I I in the frame
as the Tigers took a 67-32 lead at
the end of the period.
"We just picked up our defensive
intensity," Miller said. "We got a
couple, of easy buckets, and we
were able to get a big lead. In the
fourth. quarter. we were experimenting with some defenses and
they got some easy buckets.
Despite the absence of Joseph,
Miller felt the Tigers had their best
night on the hoards, as they outre.,bouAdect Carlisle )925.
"Without Jason, our kids had to

The Insurance Center
of Murray

work harder and they had a lot ot
determination," Miller said. "ft was
really a team effort. I was tiLipp
with everyone."
NEXT: The Tigers have .a week
off before they travel to keidH•
next Tuesday night.
JV: The Tiger junior varsity !L
4240. B.J. Jenkins tossed '"
MIIS, while Chris A!.
and Aaro:: Whitaker hi.
• • • •
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Small colleges ...

Major college scores

Adde :
(Conrd from page 12A)
.._.tes arc
college prospects face two prof;
lems: drawing attention to them- going to kilo.,
selves and overcoming the doubts a surprise t!nit
of pro football's talent evaluatciN. Ntsecontl,) 4'
Dealing with the first problem 'body knows
Still, Reed
ha become easier, the players said,
since the NFL's personnel directors the reason :•.
now know there are potential pros that people at
in places other than Notre Dame, wed their acco7.::
•Tublic
USC and Penn State.
you started,' Ldward.
— They look everywhere for football players,' Wright said. '''l he were fortunate to have a
players that are out now work so . games on 1 V and I ‘kds
there. What you have 1
hard in the off season and during
the season, there's great pla)ers the eye of the coaches .:
everywhere; You can't pass them and that will get vo., •
up.''

•

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 So. SYCAMORE

Soccer
SAN FRANCISCO — The San Francisco Bay
area entered the competition 10 host games
during the 1994 World Cup by presentir,,,
check to the organizing committee And w most cities are vying for games at one site

-Bay area is bidding for games at both Cana
lick Park -and Stanford Stadium Official bids
must be submitted to World Cup USA 1994 by
May 1, 1991. By that time, San Francisco organizers will have to raise another $200,000 10 go
ii161641;35:01Valready paid Ai many as 3'
other US cities are considering bids, with anywhere from eight to 12 expected to be selected

'Hockey
Brett Hull is confident he'll find another niche
among the elite in the NHL record book, but he
doesn't want to think about it "I found out iar
year mat the closer I got to marks like that the
more I thought about them and the worse
piayed,'"Hull said Tuesday night after cori
ing his goal a,game pace in the St. Louts B,.,-,
/3 rout of the Washington Capitats.
coS,ng in on an achievement that eluded r
famous lather Bobby — 50 goals in 50 games
The only players to score 50 goals in 50 games
are Maurice Richard, Mike Bossy, Wayne
Gretzky and Mano Lemieux Bobby Hull scored
50 goals in 52 games in the 1965-56 season
' With the personnel we have, there's no reason
why I shouldn't.- said Brett Hull, whose father
scored 50 goals five times, but never in fewer
than 52 games ''So I'm just going at n one
game at a time, and if it happens, it happens'
Brett Hull, whose 72 goals last season was a
league record for nghl wings, sustained a
slightly sprained left ankle.
•Elsewnere, it was Philadelphia 5, Pittsburgh 4,
Montreal 5, Minnesota 1, Boston 5, the New
York Islanders 4. Calgary 7, Winnipeg 5. and
Edmonton and the New York Rangers skated To
a 2 2 t ,e
• • • •
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L T Pt. GF GA
26 15 8 60 182 15C
NY Rangers
PiNiadelpr,
23 21 6 52 164 160
24 21 3 51 204 176
Ritsburgh
19 19 9 47 172 163
New Jersey
21 24 2 44 153 157
Washington
16 24 6 38 131 160
IManders
Adsms Division
Boston
25 15 8 58 171 155
Montreal
25 18 5 55 157 144
18 17 10 46 158 146
Buffalo
19 22 5 43 133 154
Hanford
10 29 8 28 134 207
Quebec
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norns Division
L T Pts GF GA
Chicago
31 14 3 65 162 124
7 59 170 115
13
26
Ls
5,10
0wroit
2220 5 49 160 165
1 2 28 8 32 141 172
Mnresota
12 30 4 28 130 190
Toronto
Smythe Division
26 14 5 57 186 143
Los Angeles
25 11 5 55 194 151
Calgary
21 20 3 45 144 1 42
Edmonton
18 25 4 40 149 177
Van COW*r
14 27 8 36 156 180
Alr n.9.9
Wednesday'S Garners
Detroit at Buffalo, 635 pm
Los Angeles at Hartford. 635 pm
Chicag0 at Nee Jersey 645 pm
Winnipeg at Val1COUVOI, 935 pm

"It takes a positive attitude to succeed; and that
positive attitude has been firmly in place since
1924,to do the best we can for every client."

CASE SPECIAL

5 QT. SPECIAL
Special 5 Of, Price $4.45
-$2.00
Mail-In Rebate
$2.45
YOUR FINAL COST

Special Case Price $10.68
44.80
Mail-In Rebate
$5.88
vrtto FINM COST

AFTER REBATE

AFTER REBATE

HAVOLINE MOTOR OIL

9!
LIFETIME

$588

Single Qt. Price - 99C
Special Buy Good thru January 31. 1991
Limit 1 case at special price

CASE
N.

Our Best Price EVERYDAY

VAPRfiNTY

ETIGINEERED FOR EXTREME COLD
grja•

American
and Import
All GM's come
with solenoid
Store stock only
With exchange

Ow Meet Price

EVERYDAY

iza
siiiC

One-Year Warrantyck.
price
Valucraff
EVERYDAY

Starters
Store stock only
With exchange

:three
Dad in
asons, and
capable
of
cer Arena,
retirement
best homeleague.
will be
e rest of
rray plays
iere's no
an go at

•

"YOur more than one company agency."

Duralast Starters

acer road
in place
Law of
Is win
split on
I be in
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95

21

tO
$36 95

4
1,

Duralast
Alternators

AutoZone
5 Year Battery

Duralast Sub Zero
6 Year Battery

Our Best Price

Our Best Battery

EVERYDAY

88
38WITH

P

Specialty Series
4'•",1 0EM CCA ',Group 65-575 C A
Group 78 770 CCA

$35 $40 BELOW MOST DEALERS

88
WITH
EXCH

WITH
EXCH

Americari or
Import
.. stock
Stori,
,
ii.vthexctioncti-

Our 11.4s1Proc•

EVERYDAY

2995
2195
TO
S, 33,a

One Year Warranty

Valucraff
Alternators

sto,e
With exchange

—

Ow Ileet Price

EVERYDAY

stock only

TO
$6991

CALL
APT,

DALE WILLIS
at our
Murray Office

2999
•••T Proc•

EVERYDAY

Thermostats
For most vehicles
Stare stock only
Sole pric• $179 $5 99

OFF

Heater Cotes
vehicles
Store stock only
For most

$71 VA

2499
Our Sent Proc•

EVERYDAY
New
Blower Motors
Ft
or mat vehicles

TO

Store stock only

Anco
Windshield
Wipers
1

blade c • 2 refills

753-8810

gobation
trouble
ane, the
tatc's only
resentative
Lou maAA berth
four years.
Hall is a
tourna,would be
could -get
)lay

Pema
efailealigesselfais.
The Exceptional Name In Insurance

P36
.
a

Paducah
443 7420

Benton
527 8621

Mayfield

Murray

247 4852

753-8810

1

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
247-4171
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
753-8971
S. 12th St. in Southside Center

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS

thereon.,
Ad pncen eood inwu January 30 1,01 we nexerve the %rhino lirrie Quentin's OP sole Doc•Rego loi Doc•
detain of smorroormis 4rors 0,951 Aufolon•
ondien No Deomn
AO prices vol 0000 OM spec

•••••••••••••••41.....

• .•

N.
s

PRP'

/ilotoZona
The Best Paris in Auto Parts

/
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JANUARY PRICE THAW'
11

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
A(

.,...

- s—•',
z A . 1 ':"- A,0

Mr. Turkey

Dole

Ground
Turkey

i

Cauliflower
Head
$109

16 oz.

Field Boneless Fully Cooked

BROCCOLI

Jim Adams

KENTUCKIAN HAM

'-••• - . -.-21 11#7".k..-,-.-_,._...,_
, ,
. 4.-151-ov.s_,___ _ ie.,••- .001-07.•
4---xii_,;.44.\•, ompor it
-1Z111.)
. _-_-._
,.•v,..(
--.
,;
.„„
, .-.--I!
\

SLICED BACON

99 $49
12 Oz.
Pkg.

Lb.

Boneless
Ham

1/4 PORK
LOIN

4 Lb. Bag

$1.79

C OUN TRY

Fischer
Festive

Sliced As Nixed Chops

Florida Oranges

Williams

$229
Lb.

SAUSAGE

Imported

PEACHES

$ 79
Lb.
Pkg.

Lb.

Field Sliced

Fresh Water

$1.69
16 az. $1.59

Catfish Steaks

Bologna

Lb.

Mrs. Grissom

Corn Dogs

Iltoirte
cos

$1.99
Lb. $2.49

16 Oz. Pkg.

Hillshire

Smoked Sausage

Sweet Potatoes
Russet

Potatoes

•
.rie tf#,
Trclios

Lb.
3 Lbs. $1.00
20 Lb. Bag $2.89

AR 44,
1013
11114
Mt MO
WM
Ajax
LAUNDRY DETERGENT COKE PRODUCTS
ter
32 Oz. Box
'

Del Monte Cut

Prairie Farms

GREEN BEANS

BUTTERMILK

15 Oz. Can

fte.

13 Ox Bag

1/2 Gallon Crt.

39° 99°
Why Pay Mara 54 es.

Why Pay More 32 oz.

Salad
Dressing

COFFEE

99'

Cranberry
Juice
12CAN

$1.6u

$199

goo
99°

Sunshine Ration 20 Lb. Bag

IGA 24 Oz. Btl.

Dog
Food

Pancake
Syrup

$2.99

Hunts Sandwich Sauce 15 oz. Can

99c

filanwich

_

99'

PAK
al

t
.PKI-PX...ST
_

kelA

••
•
'

Minute Maid Prima

ORANGE JUICE
12 Oz. Cam

RC COLAS, DIET RITE,
SUNDROP
12 Pk. Cans

S279
EFFECTIVE DATES:
in. 1642, 1991

Ho

Banquet Meat
Homebest Jumbo Roll

Towels

POT PIES
7 Oz. Box

2/s1 3/sP

Jim Adams IGA
PRESENTS

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Participating schools collect Jim
Adams IGA register tapes to redeem
for IBM Computers. Available to all
schools wanting to participate!
—See Store Manager
For Additional Details-

1

We reserve the right to
limt quantities and correct
printing errors.

•

-
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OBITUARIES
John Rymon Jacobs
John Rymon Jacobs, 102, of
Calvert. City, died Tuesday at 5:30
a.m. at Western Baptist llospital.
Paducah.
One son, Gordon Jacobs. preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Eva Jacobs, to whom he had been
married for 77 years; two daughters, Mrs. Mavis Spiceland of
Sharpe and Mrs. Ruby Underhill of
Dover, Tenn.; six grandchildren; 16

great-grandchildren; 13 great-greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
1 p.m in the chapel of Eilbeck and
Cann.Funeral Home, Benton. Olficiating will be Dana Watford and
Gerald Baker.
Burial will follow in Sharpe
Cemetery.

Choice of new Soviet minister seen as good sign
Mrs. Gracie
Bohannon

Mrs. Gracie Bohannon, 67, of
Rt. 3, Benton, died Tuesday at
Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors are her husband, Loyd
Bohannon; one son, Loyd Bohannon, Union City. Tenn.; one sister,
Friends may call at the funeral Mrs. Margaret Waldrop, Symsonia:
four grandchildren.
after 5 p.m. today (Wednesda
The funeral will he Thursday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Roy
Dwayne, Rt. I. 11a/el, and Mrs. Gibson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Soldier
Sondra Lov ins and husband, CharCreek Cemetery.
les. Rt. 7, Murray, two sons, TomFriends may call at the funeral
my Vance and wife, Becky, and
home
after ,4 p.m. today
Terry Vance. Rt. 6, Murray; six
grandchildren, Eddie Lovins in '(Wednesday).
Sandi Arabia, and Terry Lynn
Lovins, Melissa Vance, John
Vance, Terra Vance and Matthew
Vance, all of Murray.

Thomas Edwin (Ed) Vance

•

•

10
19

az.ow
99c

A

GHT
!ct Jim

redeem
le to all
)at&

the right to
s and correct
errors.

The funeral for Thomas Edwin
.L.Ed) N./ce will he '1'hursclay at .2.
p.m. in the chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Don Farmer and tile Rev. Glynn
.Orr will officiate. Mrs. Oneida
White will be organist and Soloist.
Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
Mr. Vance, 67, of 727 Riley C.t.,
Murray, died Monday at 11:40 p.m.
at' Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
His wife, Mrs. Willie Orr Vance,
died July 8, 1988. One grandson,
Robert Vance, and one sister, Mrs.
Beauton Underwood, also preceded
in death.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mr,.
ina B:icy and husband.

Also surviving are four sisters,
Mrs. Frances Paschall and husband,
Balk. and Mrs. Wanda Coy and
husband. Howard, Murray, Mrs.
Beatrice Knit ten. California, and
Mrs. Robbie Sykes, Michigan;
three brothers, Troy Vance and
wife, Elaine, and Coffield Vance
and wile, Frances. Murray, and
Jimmy Vance and wife, Edna,
Almo.

Final rites or Itu,1 Dee Jones
were today at II a in-in -the chapel
of Blalock-Colman Funcral Home.
'Inc' Rev John Jones and the Rev.
Bob DotsOn officiated. fired Mur-•
;Th\
in charge I if the music:
Pallbearers were Tim Stone,
Myron Smith, Dan Brown, David
Brown, Mike Harrison and Richard
Black.
-tionothry .p.alfbearets.'were: Jame;

Mr. Jones, 73. Kirksey, died
Sunday at 9:4(1. p.m. at Murray-Calloway' County Hospital.

Mrs. Ellie L
I fill Garland

FRANKFORT, Ky. Al') --• I ue chances tor passage of a hi,: to return
more coal-severance tax money to counties are no better than a tossup.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said 'Tuesday.
Legislators agreed the vote was .too close to call.
"I don't have a strong nose count, but Id say it's fairly close,- said
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, the chairman of the House Appropriations
and Revenue Committee where the bill will likely go first.
Clarke opposes the bill on the grounds that it upsets the already delicate
state budget.
Counties where coal is produced or has an effect, such as those with
primary transportation arteries that carry coal trucks, now divide 1,2 percent of the total .severance tax proceeds.
Wilkinson has proposed the return of an additional 13 percent to be
used by counties for installation of infrastructure for economic development projects, such as water or sewer lines., roads of industrial parks
House Speaker Don..Blandford, D-Philpot, who also opposes the bih.
said if the measure fails in committee, he will stop any effort to bring it to
a vote outside normal channels. •
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones was not in his
usual presiding chair when Gov. Wallace Wilkinson spoke to the joint
session (il the General ASsembiy.
Jones and Wilkinson have been feuding for years and now Jones is running against first lady Martha Wilkinson for the Democratic nomination
tor governor.
A spokesman for Jones said the reason was personal.
"He felt like the governor wouldn't care if he was here. or not," said
Jones' chief of staff Gordon Nichols. "If he had felt the governor had
an:cti him here, he wouldn't have missed it for the world."
Wilkinson apparently was prepared for Jones to he in the House chamber but did not extend a personal invitation.
In the remarks prepared for his •speech. Wilkinson was to recognize
Jones as presiding officer.
4'1 doubt if the governor had an opinion one way or another," said
Wilkinson's press secretary,. Doug Alexander.
Instead of presiding. Jones went to Georgetown where he was ty
announce the appointment of his Scott County campaign chairman.
• • • •
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -- A drunken-driving bill Gov. Wallace Wilkinson promised for the General Assembly's special session was-still being
drafted Tuesday. But two other bills on vehicular crimes were filed in the
• House.
A. bill sponsored by Rep. Bill Lear, D-Lexington, would create the
crime of vehicular homicide and make it a Class B felony. It would apply
to cases that presently have to be prosecuted under Murder or manslaughter laws.
Rep. Paul Richardson, D-Winchester,filed a bill to make a third or subsequent drunken -driving offense a felony.

4-BUTTON.7-CYCLE
DURA 10"'
UNDERCOUNTER
DISHWASHER

1!(): ,

F

Funeral rites fur Mrs. Ellie_ L.
Hill Garland are today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. John Dale is officiating with Jerry Bolls directing
the song service.
Pallbearers are Delmer Brewer,
Howell Clark, Keys Farris, Charlie
Grogan, Bill Ed Hefidon and Hardiman Miller.
Burial will follow in Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery. !
• Mrs. Garland, 80, Cairo, Ill., formerly of Murray, died Monday at
4:30 a.m. at Wc'stern Baptist Hospital. Paduc

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM

Industrial Aserage
Previous Close
254490..ri:
Air Products
( A.T.C-Clas.s
A
301141 303/4A ‘
AT&T
;
i:Iiii ,
29/2
113
Bank of Murray
Bell South
5024 4. i 'a)
Briggs 8( Stratton
26 - 's
Chrysler
12'/: 31.la
C'SX Corp
Dean Foods...................37''t 4- '.
Dollar Gen. Store .......73/4B T'iA
Exxon
4974 unc. .1
Ford
253/8 unc. i
, General Motors
3Ists • 2/1 i
/ G oodrich
36/
1
4 • I/4
/ Goodyear
1.8.M............................. 1063/.
17311 - 3'10'14
Ingersoll-Rand .............:::..- 35*74 • '7i' ''
K Mart
27 unc.
1 Ky. ltilities.............
20 - 01
Kroger ............................ 12'/4
Lou. G 8 E
38 - ''s
' McDonalds
.
27 - '• '),
i KPenney.......................441/1 ..
Quaker Oats
4834 unc.
Sears
24'/s unc.
Snap-On Tools
277/1 unc. ?\
Texaco
574. .. 'is
, Time-Warner .................$1 2.4 • 5's
UST
332/4.
i Wal-Mart .
)
1 Woolworth__.........-. 2
26
87/
1
:
/ .ii
unc. -.,
( C.E.F. Yield
7.24

Federal-Slaw Market News Service Januar/ 14, 1/91
Kentucky Purchase trot Hot Merkel Report Includes 4
Buying Station. Recetplr Act 347,IA NO Barrows& Gib
LIN lusher, Sows dowdy-1N lower.
CS 1-2 2.311-230 Le
$e 55-4735
IS 1-2 210434 In
344.11446311
US 2-3 2.1•240 bs
446.91.47.110
Sat fa.Aifs
LS 3-4 244-274 be
Sows
US 1-2 274354 Ros
I& 37 00
US 1-3 344-4411 be
$/7 1111-31.04
US 1-3 455-525 be
S17 KRIM
US 1-3 525 sad up
1:34 04-41.1111
IS 2-3 3110-544
111334.411
loan $22.34-31.00

"W.

Tim Herndon

,

C-7
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nusuai>

A St:1:C Department ottic..
speaking on condition he not

pOSItRe

identi!;ed, said 'the Bessmertnylm
appointment was further evidence
of 'what Gorbachev has been telling
Bash and other Western leaders in
recent weeks. that despite the need
to re-establish central authority in
the breakaway republics he st:11
values closer ties with the West
and is not turning his hack on
human rights concerns

n..nister.
State

Di..Tarttt.c't.t

.pokes .s

I Ul'A:.er described the

D

slc:r
4,!

L.C) --.•;‹:
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standing

who

6 a.m.-10 p.m

We Want To Be
Your Place!

Daily
i
I" %jai-cc- 12th, & SyCOMor€:

* $1.85 Breakfast Special - Everyday
* Country Ham Breakfast Special - Sat & Sun
* Lunch Buffet - Mon. thru Fri. - Only $3.95
* Sunday Buffet - 11:30 afrOil 2 p.m. - punj/ $3.95
753-8080 - Pvt Party Room Avoiloole

•ela

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

C

OPEN EVERY DAY
To Better Serve You
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N.

Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Gene Buhmann

414 Main St.
Murray, Ky

75 i-3366

k,_1'
)
••••"3

1LLIARD
Y NS

\O
\arI
\.7est investment
is you.
Me-miser N.A.. York, Arne•ocan and Mtcha.si sio<Ig
Exchanges and SIPC

IF YOU WERE SICK OR HURT
AND COULDN'T WORK,
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO
YOUR INCOME?
If you're not sure and would like a FREE
CONSULTATION, call

--.7-INSURANCE CENTER.4D
Sycamore St.

in

ast emu4)!

7-ft,
^

HOG MARKET

"We know him well, respect
we can work with him,- Ear
water tOhl reporters at the Wh:te

improved
.
refations w rccent years,. Ms. 1
ICI:A:f.fitAl the administratioi
.
conce—

Additional Information Available
Upon Request

OF MURRAY

753-8355

RIVER FRONT

Ifigaup your
Winter Weekends!
with
Doug Stone
Saturday, January 26
One Show Only - 8:30 p.m.

Ronnie Milsap
Saturday, February 2
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.
"2-For-1" Lodging - Pay For 'Night

Stay The Next Night FREE!

Views On
Dental Health®
"HIGH-SPEED" TO THE RESCUE

We Service What We Sell!

Underwood Appliance
(Next to Cain's AMC Jeep)

tuicd

watcr. *He's been %cry mstrumenin shaping U.S.-Soviet relations.' 'and has been working with
U.S. of hcials on the Gulf crisis.

la;

A

The Oak Ridge Boys
Saturday. February 9
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.

Dr. Joe L. Mason, Jr. D.M.D.

•Super Scrub cycle for
pots and pans
•Dura 10"" tub and
door liner
.3-level wash
.0n/off indicator light
•Sott food disposer
•Reversible front panel

Village Shopping Centir

en:bass\ :n

use Press'

Harrison. Rob Gingles, Twyman
Edwards, Hugh Palmer, Crawford
Hanley and Doris Ezell.
Burial was in Union Ridge
Cemetery in Marshall County with
military rites conducted by American Legion Post No. 26 of

Legislative Briefs

WASHING1ON (AP)
The
Bush administration on luesday
welcomed the appointment of
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev's new foreign minister as a
sign Gorbachev still Net:k N warmer
superpower reffiti(cns and won't
di‘regard world opinion, despite
the crackdown at home.
Gorbachev's choice of Alexander Bessmertnykh, a professional
diplomat -Who only recently had
been dispatc tied to the United
States as the Kremlin's anthass:1
dor, brought a sigh ))1 relief fro:,
some U.S. ofttcials who were
,
expecting the
. the
American
Besxmertny-kh -.gi.
...neratf.
regarded by U.S
who
knon, tim during :ore itlan a
decade of service in the Soviet

Mrs. Dorothy
Cate Worley

Word has been received here of
the death of Mrs. Lynn Houston's
mother, Mrs. Dorothy Cate Worley.
who died Monday in Deland, Fla.
Her death followed a long illness.
A native of Louisville, she was
the widow of Gordon Worley who
died April 18, 1990.
Besides Mrs. Houston, Mrs.
Worley is survived by another
daughter, Mrs. Laura Godfrey, and
six grandchildren including Rebbie
Houston of New York, and Greer
Houston and Hugh Houston, both
of Murray.
Funeral and burial services will
he in Deland, Ha.
The family requests that memorial gifts be made to First United
Methodst Church.

Paul Dee Jones
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Hwy 641 North
7'01-

Tremendous improvements rotations are so rapid
that the
have been made in the efficiency sense of vibration is
eliminated,
of dental services. An example Of course heat is
generated by
is the equipment used to pre- such rapid cutting, but
the inpare the teeth for fillings and struments are devised
so that a
crowns. For years dentists have spray of water and air is
diused rotary instruments(drills) rected at the area being
prefor this purpose. These cutting pared, keeping the temperature
instruments rotated at a top comfortable.
speed of5,000 rpm's. Discomfort
The advent of the high speed
was often felt from the vibra- drill and new types of superior
tion, pressure and heat that cutting tools add up to less
developed in the use of these drilling time and more comfort
instruments.
in dental procedures.
Today, improvements in the
drill motors and the use of the
turbine principle permit speeds
of up to 300,000 revolutions per
Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
minute. Only a very light touch
From the office of Joe Mason,
is required to cut enamel and
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
dentin at these high speeds. The
753-2642.

Ray Stevens
Saturday, February 16
8:00 & 10:00 p.m.

Ronnie McDowell
Saturday, March 2
One Show Only - 8:30 p.m.
Appearing March 9

Merle Haggard
502-443-8000
or toll free 1-800-866-3636
One Executive Blvd. - Paducah, Ky. 42001
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•
first place at Lexington tornament
wins
u
Murray chess team
The Murray Middle School 5th
and 6th grade chess.team took first
place in the Lexington Winter
S..holastic Chess Open this past
cekend.
More than 400 young chess
piayers gathered' on the UK campus
:orrc esent, and the Murray
group +C.11 21 other schools taking
paccin the Elementary
:r
%.1011.
;ne lourth s:raight for the
1,
\1_7ras MIdd!e chess team, unde:earn" esents this year 1:
consecutive year
annu3I Lexington esc:.

a draw. coal* •.g. for second

In the primary division of ft.,
tournament. Murray's only entry.
third grader Brandon Kellie had an
(1J:standing day,. finishing the tournament undefeated, with four wins

category- Josh Price and Stephen
Breeding each had scores of 4-1
ahd ti,:d for sixth through tenth
placs irrahe championship elementars division.

1!I the

high section of the
\lurray Middle's 7th
+Oh grade teams composed of

Chris Woods, Stephen Crouch,
Ryan Cunningham and Wade Denton, won 11 match points, winning
the fourth place team trophy.
A total of 96 players and 20

teams played in this tough, evenly
matched division. Stephen
Crouch's score of 4-1 qualified him
for an individual trophy as he tied
for the fourth through tenth places.

CY111VIE]M'

Prices Good
1-16-91 thru
1-22-91

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

liFscot.41
1407 Main
Phone 753 4682

eaej,
,

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

,t444,t lewd

7aexce
We Accept Food Stomps

We R•serv• The Right To limit Quantities

k

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Whole Sliced Free

Center Cut

Pork 14-17
Loin
Lb

Pork Chops
1 99
Dinner

iwen's Best Family Pack

Ground
Beef
.3-4 Lb. Pkg

99

Pickles

1/4 Sliced

ork Loin
Smoked Ham
69
Lmgt,-

Shank 1/2
994 Lb
Butt 1/2
$1 19 Lb

Hwy. 79 bridge
opening soon
''.." •Ian.

Bologna

I

Franks
$1 49

$ 1 49

Lb

Owen's Best Family Pack

r
'Ne .,pcn

•
Par:s
recert:s reported
(iroom. pr
1
7,:nn . sa.
the, wit Map,:
,
ag.r. hcft
,'re. can

Fields
Reg or Thic,

Split Breast

Bacon
Smoked Ham Sliced
3-4 Lb Pkg
99 1% Milk
Mac. &

Golden Wheat

Heinz

19

57 Sauce
10 oz

Boston Buff

Emge Center Sliced

Frying Chicken

Cheese
I ;4 01

Prairie Form

I

Gal

Lb.

$ 1 89

4/$1

$259

929

4 Roll Pkg.

$219

1 19

Paper
Towels
s,ngoe

Lb

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Minute Maid
$309

Bathroom Tissue

Whole Milk

Sparkle

69'

Artel Soft

Ri&‘

Pork Roast

fico

12 Pk. Cans
11

Barges break loose
at Smithland Dam

Nabisco Premium Saltine

cz

•-_ans

Larsen Reg. or Light

Veg-All
-

29

3/99

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
12 pk
Sundrop

16 oz
,••

r

Noodles

r

16 oz.

3 cz

Tomato Sauce

I
$2.39

Nabisco Chips Ahoy 18 oz

Mix
Cake
Coke, Diet

$2
"

9 oz 3/99

Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, M. Maid 2

2/99'
1
3/79'

4/$

Confadino

Lewis to introduce
solid waste bill

Crackers

Pinto, Great Northern
or Chili Hot Beans

Hunt s

Liter

I

1/2 or Slices

Peaches
. isic Sweet
Pickles

00

$ 1 09

Dill Spears
'
Tomatoes 14 5 072/89

Peas

16 oz.
Creamette Spaghetti or

Macaroni

7 oz
Pride of III. Mixed Cut

Green Beans
16 oz.

Vlasic Kosher

Hunt s Whole

Bush's Blackeye

16 oz.

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
$1 69
Sundrop
I•
16 oz, 8 pk.
Smuckers

24 oz

3/99'
4/$1"
3/99'

Strawberry Jam

32

$329
oz

9Deli

S

Best

Fried Chicken
$429

Owens Best
BBQ OR

-

Baked Beans

s

19

'Owen s Best

Fresh Crisp

Dole
Golden Ripe

Sno White

BBC) Beef
$329

Broccoli

Bananas

Cauliflower

LCD

8trere 3 b

1 49
12 Ct.

•

Murray office Hosed
Jan. 21 for holiday
'.1.—a} office of the Far
Iforne Adminislration, located • 4.1 N 5t'Strect, will be closed
Jan 21. in ohservante of
King, Jr
^

Eckrich

Corned Beef
$39,9

Bologna
$239
Lb

_sjj

Caiifornia Nava,
4 Lb. Bag

Eckrich
All Meat

reopen Tuesda.
!
reported

Swiss Cheese
$ 89

Oranges
$249

Idaho Baking

6 oz Cello Pk

Potatoes

Radishes

c
49 4/$1
Lb

3 spOkespeTSOTI

alb

rag.

—4,..oieboommodammoulleinglilliPor

a.

•
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Baesler to visit Calloway County

Flower children

ers

FLEX IT

ps

99

GYMS

410-1
These students at Murray Middle School are making models that show parts of a simple flower. The
project was made possible by a Mini-Grant funded by the Murray Independent School Foundation for
Excellence. The Mini-Grant, entitled Extra Vision for Special Education Students purchased subscriptions
for the Know Your World Extra Newspapers as well as a supplemental science program for Mrs. Wagar's
7th and 8th grade science classes. Students are (l-r) Jennifer Jones, Russel Drake, Betty Wagar (teacher),
Melissa Moore and Eric Baker. The Foundation is a non-profit group organiced for the purpose of providing enrichment opportunities for the students in the Murray City School District. Contributions are tax
deductible and can he mailed to Murra.v Independent School Foundation for Excellence, 814 Poplar St.,
Nlurray, Kentucky 42071.

LL

Tone Up

Lose Weight

with our
*Pin Selector Equipment
*Personal Training
*Free Weights
*Lifecycles
*Think Light Weight Loss *Comfortable Atmosphere

Before making change, consider areas

st
I9

— 'Have you read your horoscope
for the new year? Are you hoping
for a,briilliter and -better future? Do
you - co:tint - yourself'among the
many individuals oiho made a
Year's resolution? "I here's just
,whae.t141.4._ about._ a. ...11CA...y:1 at._ that__ .
- makes us, want to make changes in
our lives.
'Perhaps you are one of those
people thinking about making a job
change. Are you contemplating
making a change because you're
not making enough money, are
burned out, are just not challenged,
or are fed up with the red tape and
guidelines? Maybe you have
already ventured out in your own
business, then decided the establishment and iegulations were not
so had after aft Always weigh your
options and don't forget to consider
personal relationships' which tan
a decision extremely
make
difficult.
Before making a change consider
these major areas: (1) working conditjons. (2) relationships with people. (3) your attitude, (4) feeling
about job level, and (5) opportunities for advancement.
What steps should be considThe first step encompasses

By
EDITH V.
CARLISLF,
Ph.D.

at the internal issues. It is
prohahiy the most difficult in considering a change. Ask yourself
questions such as: What is making
me unhappy in my current job? Is
it the job itself, my boss, others, or
my own feelings precipitated - by
other problems? What are my skills
and interests? What .are my values?
In other words, what things are the

most important to the
money, helping others or securit:.
The second step involve,
research. Read professional or
:'.de publications. talk to pc();'.
try part-time work or voluntee:
of
work
..... interest.
...
.......areas
_ ......in your
.......
7ibe third phase is self-market
. step. What experience prepared you
for the job you want? What are
your 'assets? How can you sell
yourself?
As you look toward the new
year, consider the steps mentioned
and the major areas involved .
before making a change.
Dr. Carlisle, an ibsistant Professor in the Department of Educational Leadership and Counseling,
writes a bi-weekly column for the
Ledger and Times.

HOMEOWNERS & AUTO
Commercial

Fain Insurance Agency
753-0362

Jim Fain
Trar•

Gil S. irk St.
11.111':1

MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS

19t

Hours .
Monday-Thursday
7 a.m.-10 p.m
..
-'Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-5 pm.
Sunday Noon-6 pm

A Month

$2

,e
Murray
759-4955
-University Para'
Martin. Tenn.
587-9000

'4'3

No initiation tee

NO CONTRACT

759-4955

Four years of dedicated service to our community.
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SUPERAMERICA Specials Good
Through
January 31
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PEPSI,DR.PEPPER,. 7I UP PRAIRIE FARM 2% MILK
"COUNTRY FRESH"

12 Oz. 12 Pack Cans

!ThJ-

Gallon
$

—

100

,
IPIP***

"
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1.....—,
:
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SAVEC
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SUPERAMERICA
MOTOR OIL

BEST COFFEE IN TOWN

Quart.10W-30, 10W-40

0

r

329

1641
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Because of the wonderful response from this ad
we will continue this offer thru January.

Cemetery Spaces
For The Price of

2

te

ler

Buy one space at the regular price and get 1 FREE
(Small Monthly Payments) (For Preneed Purchases Only)
This message is only for people who care about their loved ones. At the time of a death, the remaining ones should not
have to go out and make cemetery arrangements alone Since this is so final and personal the arrangements should be made
together and ahead of time.
To help give families the peace of mind of doing this matter together, Murray Memorial Gardens is running a two for one
special. buy one space and gel one free.
They also are giving two will forms plus a booklet which helps put together all the information needed by families at the
time of a death.
For your family, at least get the information and the gifts, providing you don't own cemetery property No purchase is required. Call 753-2651

19
2 Ct

4

SAVE 50C

1

CA1Ni/il
I I‘,,

cup

YOURS CIGARETTES SUBMARINE
Carton - Kings
Carton - 100's
SANDWICH
.

.
,
_
.
59E.
$ ,. . „.

r.4.,

79 s". -\:. $ 29
1
'14.

• ...

4

6 ey,0"r. IOU, '
.
a4
N ,4 , 1 ms wear Ms lords 6 mg iv L
,
^Tr '..". s. OW .10,Itt• 6, ITC %WPM
. ry), 1 1 .4 I

.ACAStrfgrk Sarrir4:WM.

\ -'

'

.
4 :. • rt

1

MAIL THIS COUPON TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR SALE PRICES

0 Pk

I understand that If we are given the Information concerning the two for on. special, we will receiv• 2 will
forms and an Invaluable booklet. We do not own cemetery property but understand we aro not obligated to
purchase any. Call 753-2654 or mall coupon.
Coupon Good Thru January 31, 1991.

NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

Street

City

801 Cold WaterR I
Murray, KY *

*

Mail Coupon to: Murray Memorial Gardens, Rt. 2 Box 37-A-1, Murray, KY 42071

Credit Cards M
Be Used
- ay*
For All Purchases
Excluding Lottery

We Reserve -re Right
To Limit Quart ties

SAVE
50C

WE ACCEPT •
THESE
.234 567 890 1012"
CREDIT CARDS
e

1

e

•(

coop
•

1.15.4 )
/ •

/ 1

SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL. INC.
\
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.
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WINNING
COMBINFITIONS
Priced $ 100

Attend state meeting

OVER INVOICE

Stuffed Shirt Insists Guests
Attend Wedding in Black Tie

1991 Dodge D-150

By Abigail Van Buren

318 V-8
Automatic
Air Conditioning
AM.FM Stereo
2-Tone Paint
Rear Step Bumper
Full Size Spare
Cloth Bench Seat
6x9 Chrome Mirrors

Joao'
moo

Murray Police Chief Larry Elkins and Calloway County %tonne%
Harrington attended a meeting .lan. 10 in Frankfort concerning
drugs, but I couldn't or wouldn't stop proposed new IA 1 legislation. Harrington and Elkins met with lawuntit I was tricked up:
(lured from left are
makers and Carious state g;oxernment
Abby. I am 31 years old Prison
Lewis; Elkins. Harrington. and Justice
Richard
Rep.
District
6th
life is-very hard Every ounce offreeSecretary W. Michael Troop. Thos. supporting the 1)1 I legisdom is taken from you When your Cabinet
urged to contact their state legislators by calling, toll free.
are
lation
you
loved ones come to see you and
talk with a glass partition 1•800.372.7igi.
mare in my fight against alcohol and

NI%

IF \H

broth.
II.e marrird at S p m on

The- imitation
Lit da-v 'night
ih-.•rt card lias "black tie- written on
on donut own tuxedos

ft \ht.\

When
brother, he
•• !lied me that all men had to
%Ls-do... and if the
hot, he

Arid i ,innot aflord to rent them

I

S'•

$13,560.00
List Price
811.04
Peppers Disc.
Factory Rebate 1,500.00

'11 248"

Your Price

1991 Dodge D-150 LE.

.spLiiiied this to fir,

have to
bet%.'en you, it tears your heart out

I have a hard time trying to forgiNi•
self for what I have done to nr,
parents. my wife and kids
A message for your reader:-

take it as a per.ohal tre:ult
to '.ay, I was shocked at ttt
- Attitude and told him %II

I N. ant to know if it would
rittissIble tor my sons to \Year Please. if you are a young person,
don't let peer pressure get to you If
.•I
ar black suits I don t wish
you have to break the law to he "in.hoUkt my
MN. tifoth•-f
- ,..t attund their cousin's wed with your friends, find new friends
- !he,. can come up with If vou have already started to drink
rent tuxedos') My sons or.do dope,get help. Any kind ofhelp
.se to their cousin thi- Just get it Don't say you can handle
it That's what I said.
ii ould sadden me if they
SOMEWHERE IN THE TEXAS
.,ttenii her wedding What
PRISt ix SYSTEM

At -to.

SISTER
.'Ises
— -.am • • ti.,

318 V-8
Automat
Power
Windows Loc.,s

\LAIL4

SIding
-5
Chrome
Powe• Exc, M •_-s

$15,564.00
List Price
1,752.20
Peppers Disc.
Factory Rebate 1.500.00
Your Price

Completely
Loaded

12,311"

DEAR SOMEWHERE: Maybe
— just maybe — you turned
someone's life around. Thanks
for writing. Good luck and God
bless.

DFAR SISTER: I would adise my sons to wear white shirts

and formal bow ties with their
nit% y blue or black suits, which
very often pass for tuxedos. I
assure y ou. very few people
would notice or even care — with
the possible exception of your
brother. And since he would take
it as tt 'personal insult if your
sons dared to appear in anything
hut tuxedos, why doesn't this
pompous snob offer to pay fcir
the rentals?

1991 Dodge Spirit

DEAR ABBY My friend and I are
having a little dispute When are you
categorized as a teen-ager'
DISPUTING IN CALIFORNIA
DEAR DISPUTING: When a
person celebrates hialier 13th
birthday, he she can be categorized as a teen-ager. One is no
longer a teen at age 20.

t1:1?...f.,111:.

.it..
•

•••

prmt this iti

AIM\
,•rth

•••

it

Irreirtiv serving a I:3"-% ear
-chtetai• ii 1"exa- for armed
!• H started when I was 17,
1,, peer pressure to
marijuana
1•• I a,- drinking ever
:• .1r,g hard drug.. These la-o

-g
'Bag

By popular requt:st. Abby shares more
of her favorite prize•u inning, easy-toprepare recipes. To order. send a long,
business-sire. self-addressed envelope.
plus check or money order for 83.9.5 •114.50
in Canadal to: More Favorite Recipes by
Dear Abby. P.O. Boz 447, Mount Morris.
III 51054. • Postage is included.,

..7."•"

- e°
•- zster
F!ce• Mats Front &
Rea•
•

•

S12.954.00
List Price
1,080.10
Peppers Disc.
500.00
Factory Rebate

11 373'
1991 Plymouth Acclaim
Your Price

_

:•• • Cone: "
Ti:t'Cr,.;!se
Rear Defrester
So • Benc7 Seat
.7-M Stereo
-_,or Mats r--•o••7.
pea-.
Bag

;

S'•

$12,958.00
List Price
998.70
Peppers Disc.
500.00
Factory Rebate
Your Price

orker's

omp.

NO CHARGE FOR 1ST VISIT

Murray, Ky. - 753-0053
NN AD% Litt-LSI:MEN"!, KENT LCKY LAW DOES NOT CERTIFY
I.EGAI. PRACTICE
SPECIALTD-S

This Week's Spocial;
Lg. Nambvger. Fries & Med. Drink
Special
Good
thru Jan 19

'259

•

1.14
,

FriddY night Buffet
Bar-13-0 Ribs, Beet Fried Chicken,
Farm Raised Catfish Fillets
95
$
Pius .11 tn. fixin's
and dossort bar.

—

IF

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho

IS

good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St

Murray

753-0045

gi

•

Inserts in newspapers are more effective

Tilt/Cruise
Split Bench Seat

•

astinciive Landa_
-Root
Dr+vers Air Bag

r

S16.128.00
List Price
1,340.45
Peppers Disc.
500.00
Factory Rebate
Your Price S14.27855

CALL FOR THE LATEST LEASE INFO!!!
Legal akimbo Jumbo- All prom are plus tax, bib,lamas and dile be
after rebate Dealer hold bock indoor any factory so dosisr incanavo
retained by dealer, $100 over imesice applied to dealer stock only.

we want to be your car and truck COrrc'i*•y"

PEPPERS
Dodge

0

Jeep

II1111%1I It

Pkroggh

ATTORNEY

Practkr Concentrating In Personal Injury &

,

AL:tomat,e
Air Conditioning
Power Windows
Power Locks

A.

JONES
DONALD A.
AT LAW

•" • 1.

1991 Lebaron Sedan

"Whatever it takes

CA Li.

,

'11 4591
'
I

INJURED?

.

Dottr IforMs 0
=er

Da% id

Consumers prefer getting freestanding coupon inserts and adverusing circulars in the newspaper
over getting them in the mailbox
That's a finding in a recent survey
Southern Opinion Research

Corp.
Of those polled. 63 percent said
they preferred to receive advertising inserts in newspapers. Only 19
perttent prefer! neriti4dverusing.
More than half of the respondents said they got most of the
coupons they use from newspapers.
Shoppers. dirkt mail and magatines were among lesser used soulces
it:y -six percent said they seek
out newspaper advertising when
preparing to shop for grocenes: 12
percent said they look at shoppers.
six percent, direct mail; one percent. magazines. and 11 percent,
ether sources.
More than half indicated they arc
more likely to throw away an
advertising circular without read-

ing it if it comes in the mail,
contrasted with Only 15 percent
who get the circular in the newspaper
Newspaper advertisements still
remain the most believable of all
media, according to the survey.
Newspaper ads were rated most
credible by the highest percentage
of those surveyed — 36 percent.
Other credibility ratings were-.'
television, 28 percent; mailed ads,
eight percent; magazines, five percent; radio. four percent: no answer, nine percent.
The survey also reinforced the
relation of newspaper readership to
higher income/education Eightysix percent of those with more than
a high school education said they
regularly read a newspaper. Of
those with incomes between
540.000 and S50.000, 94 percent
regularly read a newspaper. and 95
percent of those with incomes of
more than 550,000 read newspapers

Budget agreement called
'largest deficit reduction'
By Alan Keyes
The recent budget agreement,
touted by its supporters as the "largest
deficit reduction program ever
enacted," fails to address the root
cause of the deficit explosion: government waste.
In 1983. the President's Private
Sector Survey on Cost Control, popularly known as the Grace Commission.came up with 2,478 cost-cutting.
efficiency-enhancing recommendations - the implementation of which
could save taxpayers 5424.4 billion
over three years and prevent accumulation of trillions of dollars in additional deficits by the year 2000. But
because the Washington establishment rejected and ignored hundreds
of the most cntical Grace Commission recommendations, the national
debt tripled during the past decade.
The federal government acCOmiilates chronic deficits because
Washington refuses to cut waste. And
this year's budget agreement On-4'
continues the tax-and-waste approach. The budget compromise contains $164.6 billion in new taxes and a
minimum of $245 billion in new
domestic discretionary ("pork barrel") spending.
Here are some of the expenditures
our legislators consider so vital:
.5.67.000 for Belgian endive research in Massachusetts.
•S995,000 for a performing arts and
cultural center in North Miami Beach,
Fla.
6500,000 to restore the home of
Lawrence Welk in North Dakota.
.55 million to design and construct
a parliament building in the Solomon
Islands.
.54 million for a Japanese-Amen can museum in Ontario, Ore.
.51 million for a Seafood Consumer Center in Oregon.
.5120 million for 56 highway demonstration projects not requested by
We president.
And, of course, outrageous examples of waste still abound in the
Department of Defense for large
purchases of small items, including:
.5120 for a cup dispenser that
retails for 525 in commercial outlets.
•S67.50 each for 4-inch-wide nibbcr gaskets, while similar plug-type
seals for toilets sell for about 51 in
commercial hardware stores.
.51,868 for a steel-reinforced toilet
cover assembly for the C-5 cargo
plane, while similar covers for commercial aircraft go for one-tenth the
pnce - about $182.
Why focus on these bathroom
supplies? They are the obvious signs
that our tax dollars are being flushed
down the drain in Washington.
Staggering cost overruns, expensive program failures, multimillion-

dollar procurement scandals and hi!lion-dollar losses in federal programs
occur so often they almost seem to be
our government's stock-in-trade. The
budget agreement only compounds
the problem by transferring additional
billions from the private sector to the
inefficient public sector, and from
taxpayers to the congressional pork
barrel.
Fortunately, this year saw the birth
of a nationwide taxpayer's action
movement. On Oct. 27, many thousands of people rallied all over the
country to protest higher taxes and
government waste. This even, known
as Taxpayer Action Day, was the first
time in Atnerican history. taxpayers
gathered in this fashion during a nonpresidential election year.
Their message . was simple "Time
-for a clean sweep."
.- Time to eliminate...the htrndreds -of -4..
billions of dollars In government
waSte.

•TIMC-1-0-C107 being-squeezed heok.cen higher property taxes and state
and federal Income taxes.
Time to ad(ipt reforms with real
"teeth" in them.
As our overtaxed economy declines, as state and federal deficits
soar, and as billions of new tax dollars
vai:ish down the sinkhole of government waste, we can expect more and
more Amencans to join the taxpayer's
action movement.
The tax-and-waste politicians in
Washington may be riding high this
year, but their days are numbered.

Gas prices
peaked in '81
American Petroleum Institute,
an oil industry group. says the
price of a gallon of gasoline is
cheaper now than the early
.1980s, after adjustments for
,nflation and taxes
$2.001 80-

$1.16. as
of midOctober

1 60

Oil
40 embargo
-1.20

1.00
80
60
40
20

Curtailment of
Iranian crude

1980

1970

SOURCE American Petroleum Institute

DIAMOND
FASHION
RINGS

)
14k

140

10 DIAMONDS

DIAMOND HORSESHOE

COIN REPLICA

*139

*139

939

WIDE BAND
CLUSTER

DIAMOND
NUGGET

FILIGREE
CLUSTER

939

$129

*99

"Th• Diamond Pric• Loader'

ewe

2400 East Wood Street • Paris. TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

Wierray Ledger & Times

MARQUISE CLUSTER

JEWELERS
Mao Snapping Cantor

$99

1990
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RAVE
HAIRSPRAY

FUJI
HR 100 FILM

7 oz
Aerosol or Non-aerosol

3 pk 24 exp
each pack
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IFAGELIC
EAGLE SNACKS
PEANUTS

OREOS

12 oz.. Honey. Maple or
Cinnamon Roast.
Lightly Salted or Fancy Virginia

20-oz. Regular or
Double Stuf or
14-oz. Fudge Covered

PHAR-MOR
POWER BUY
POTATO CHIPS
16 oz Reg or Rippled

4
Iltdreiiiof .
wernrnent
..............

CC7CdbCss and state
with real
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tax dollars
of governmore and
taxpayer's
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numbered.

PLANTERS
DRY ROASTED
PEANUTS

PHILIPS
SOFT WHITE
LIGHT BULBS

PHILIPS
Soft VVhite

24 oz Regular or Unsalted

4 pk., 40, 60, 75 or 100-watt
its time to change your bulb

4woo

ENERGIZER

EVEREA Y
ENERGIZEI
BATTERIES
8 pk AA

1
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ays the
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PLASTIC HANGERS

B-D
ALCOHOL
SWABS

PURINA
KIBBLES AND CHUNKS
DOG FOOD
20 lb bag

1.16. as
f mid)ctober

EVERY MY

\IJr

it of i
de

RUBBERMAID
LAUNDRY BASKET

1990
urn Institute

SUNDOWN
VITAMIN C

L'ORiAL
STUDIO LINE MEGA
SPRITZ

100 ct
500 mg
tablets

6.5 oz

#2965

9
EVERY OM

,A

242 stores in 27 states and growing!
For the Phar-Mor location nearest you...
• Look under "Pharmacy" in the Yellow Pages
• Look under%'"Phar-Mor" in the White Pages, or
• Call Directory Assistance

We double manufacturers' coupons
valued up to and including 500
every day. See store for details.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ler -

DOUBLE
COUPONS
EVERY DAY

Phar-Mor reserves the right to limit quantities and igfrect typographical errors. No rain checks Rebates void where prohibited. See store for details.

We only buy when we get a special deal, we buy in huge quantities and we pass the savings on to you.
—,
'
'
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Industrial waste slips into water supplies in Kentucky

•

kls‘:r that runs by the
plant.
The following 22 months have
been 3 nightmare of questions vvith
f.‘v answers for the people in
Day:ht-mt.
"No one wants to tell you the
.tforr.•.a••on you need." Robineit
sa.d •• ou have to hunt for
It
uas a real eye-opener to find the
ageneies that :are supposed to ha \ •
ansuers have no answe7,
always been active
prolects, but when
,'07:1477117'..::A)n uas found, she
t e,'ainean.L::sist. Now she is
,
t'BellfietPM1/3 -of---Conc-eicnod -Citi.tens
Against Toxic Wage.
Like hundreds Of other lentsicsians. the stales environmental
77,,t,:ems landed in her ovvri town.
C /14:1\ age - seeptni into
R3'
..7Carr'A. trash dumped into rivers.
inLstrial waste slipping into
4:c7 have brought
•
•te w:th, the re.: of

Editor's note This is the
installment ol ti‘e-part seri:, on
Kentucky's elfort to rob,.
environment
By BETH CAMPBELL
Associated Pr•ss Write,

l.i)f is\ tI F..
s re.cr.;:y

Joar,
fno‘,',1

t•.,•••••,‘

1 ,7

;;t;..

s:nyl ,•t1.07
tr,-: --water -I nee
.•ts of PCBs. a

ENVIRONMENTAL HOT SPOTS
THE
ENVIRONMENTAL
POLICE

penstance or because they weii
reported by companies responsible
- foc-'awn
"What we know is kind of. the
tip of • the ieeberg." he saii±.
That tip includes Maxey Flats
nit:tier-waste dump in Flerm7. .2
Coimt!.. toes in the Ohio R.\
t'1,'!er:a in the North Fork of
,
Kentucky River. Calvert
problenis and the t S
Department of Energy ;nrichment plant in Pa...
The tip also includes
-les of Kentucky creeks

year
•
state's
the
than hat! of
wetlands haxe been ;:estro\
Anmn the proh:erns•
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Our Dinners start at $3.95 - Offer Good Thru Feb. 11.
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Lake Cumberland,
Russell County:
Evironmentalists upset
over plan to pipe
treated plant waste into
lake.

•
•
•
•

Yellow Creek, Bell
County: Citizens
group that fought
tannery waste now
a national model.

restraining order has
been issued delaying a shutdown.
The national environmental
group Greenpe,ace last year accused
LWD of poor operating practices
and accused the state of inadequate
oversight of the incinerators. Also.
the Natufal Resources Defense
Council says the - GAF Corp. at
Calvert City is among the nation's
125 largest emitters of possible
Carcinogens.
state issued a warning in
February against eating carp. white
bass and channel catfish taken from
the Ohio River because they are
p.umprng-cormizmn-arct-war.7-.1-7-.7-- --contentfreed— with ---tiffitef-Ciiiising
chemicals. The Ohio River Water
.rertchics
Sanitation Commission approved
pollution-control rules in
flC
October for industries that pipe
'.'.ate water into the river. Thc
soil-covered cap
ru:esII regulate toxic chemicals
oser the site The r
nH
river, -a spokest.ost about S50 mii :. •
man s
approval. The EPA estimates 'Aork
araniJin-enrichment
begin in 1993
contamination"
in
Paducah,
plant
In Calvert C.:y
uas found in ariothq nearby welt
.aiardous-waste incinerators.
1.WD Inc.. have been operat.n.„: :his summer. Two years ago.. the
department began detecting the
in an interim permit since
industrial solvent' trichloroethylene
.
Environof
ihe state Department
and the radioactive isotope
:ner.tal Protection denied a permatichnetium-99 in off-site wells and
nent operating permit this fall. A
p..agued by 7,:./14
drilling, an.:
from surfaLe oat
are planning a Cc:.
4 .1:. •
/
‘•1
--At Maxey Fiats.
with radiation levels up to t:se
t:mes the legal limit was found :as:
summer seeping from the east
side below the nuclear-waste
mlies
The 280-acre 'dump,
northwest of Morehead. ts the
largest Superfund site in the Southcastwith nearly 4.75 million
feet Of mostly radiate garhage
The stale has proposcLi,
most of the site v4:th heax p:astk.

Have we got a
deal for you...
•

Paducah Uranium Enrichment Plant,
McCracken County: Chemicals.
isotopes found in nearby well

NI

•

teMporary

ICE RAIN FOG
Don't be left helpless on the side of the road.

Profile '91
A comprehensive overall view of Murray and
Calloway County put together in 6 new sections.

•
•
•
•

M urrav and Calloway County. Deadline Jan. 11.
U niversity and School Systems. Deadline Jan. 25.
Nw
R etail. Deadline Feb. 8.
R etail. Deadline Feb. 8.
A gnculture and Industry. Deadline Feb. 22.
Y outh and Recreation. Deadline Feb. 22

Ashland Oil Inc.'s
Catlettsburg refineries,
Boyd County: Nearby
residents have filed $3 billion
in claims for alleged pollution

Boo nesboro State Park, Clark County: Beach
closed because of bacterial contamination

LWD Inc. Calvert City,
Marshall County:
Hazardous waste
incinerators can't get
permit

•

'-:e of 3.600 acres a

Maxey Flats, Fleming County: Largest
Superfund site in southeast. Radiation found in
groundwater near nuclear waste dump.

Get what ever car owner needs our 45-piece
Emergency car kit. With built-in 200 PSI air compressor, 25 watt high intensity work light, slotted, Phillips
and socket screwdriver, wrench set, pliers, 12 assorted fuses, two booster cables, air adaptors, tire
gauge, insulation tape, utility knife, Emergency sign
and much more.

C

Order Now to get a FREE car compass and
2513/0 OFF the reg price of $99 95 while supplies last
To order send your name mailing address and $74 95 plus
Ky tax to

S-N-R Merchandise
P.O. Box 8
Murray, Ky. 42071
Name
Address
•••

WE GUARANTEE TO HAVE IA LOWER GAS PRICE
t
4IS

Don't Be Lejt Out!

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Profile '91 Will 13c. Published March 7th.

Dayhoit, Harlan
County: Water
and soil contamination from electrical equipment
plant

in some drinking-water supplies.
Uranium and PCBs, polychlorinated biphenyls, have been found
in ground and surface water since
then.
--In Kenova, W.Va., residents
have filed six lawsuits with claims
exceeding $3 billion over allegations that emissions from Ashland
Oil's Catlettsburg refinery have
damaged the health and property or
caused a nuisance for hundreds of
people across the Big Sandy River.
- In 'November, - the company
agreed to pay the state S750,000 to
resolve past disputes at the refinery
.or
but -admitted- no
lion of environmental regulations.
Ashland Oil is also working on a
plan to deal with contamination
that has fouled the ground water
beneath the refinery and polluted
the river.
—Water quality in Yellow Creek
at Middlesboro is probably the best
it's been in a decade, people who
live along the stream say. It used to
run -black, with a sickening odor,
and fish were spotted with red blisters. The residents credit a $7.7
million sewage-treatment plant
built in 1986, but they suspect that
years of pollution from a tannery
deposited a layer of toxic sediment
in the creek bed. They worry that a
court agreement will loosen pollution regulations.
Credit for improvements at Yellow Creek is due in part to Yellow
Creek Concerned Citizens, a
10-year-old environmental group.
The group's tactics and legal victories are being studied by environmental groups across the country
and in some cases around the
v.•orld.
Like Yellow Creek; many of the
problems in Kentucky's environment have been brought to outsiders' attention by local residents,
upset with the water or air quality
around them and unwilling or
unable to just move away.
Although Robinett did get to
move away from the Dayhoit plant
— she now lives a mile upstream
— she says 33 people still live in
Holiday Mobile Home Park.
"A lot of them, if they had the
money, they would have moved,"
she said. "But they are low-income
families."
-Robinett said she and others
within a PA -mile radius of the
National Coil-National Electric
plant drink water_ Cooper began
supplying after the pollution was
discovered.
But it has not completely
quenched their thirst.
"It might take us 10 years,"
Robinett said, "but we will get the
answers to our questions."

For More Information Call:
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Searching to

answers to all

those who whaUwhsto questions
about your new city,

it

Why pay rent and more per gallon for
gas when you can own your tank and
bus from us at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE

VVAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative it s my '013 to help
YOU get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community into Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

00000000000000000D1000000OUL

Fran Faith
Laura Dougherty

• • •
• •

Hello
Stranger!

•••••••.••••

Region Propane Gas

Lake

lirome949.7t,

Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011

•

Outiend 753 3019
mostirs•
Hostess i•Ne•borra Kan, 492 113411
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Murray, Ky. Piggly Wiggly Only
641 South - Murray
753-9616
753-0265
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Quality
Stamps

Register At Piggly Wiggly in Murray Only!

Quality
Stamps

Use this form to register for stamp or washer giveaway!
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State
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Pepsi Products

THRIFTY SAVER

Lipton 100 Count

Tea
Bags

Two Liter

99

C

Crisco 3 Lbs

Maxwell House 13 oz. Can

Coffee

12 Pack Cans

WITH I FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARE

)
Now Avail.;hie
Supermarket

1:011991Y

NOW OPEN
24 HOURS
MON -FPI

uP

Prices Good Thru

1-12 SK
•

We Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps
Now Open 24 Hours
Mon.-Fri.
7-12 Sat. & Sun.

& SUN.

(AT\1-06
%retry dr /tore kit dr 917.

Rai ei,

753-0265

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE PRI

UD 1

From now on your groceries will be hii
Wiggly Food Stores Each guaiified ci
company through participating in our
ship Plant As owners we II give yo.
desire Our attitude is positive aboi '

led by
loyee n
.OP IF
he pers
he tutu

ceries

Value Priced G
c...green
beans

641 South-Murray
753-9616

Jan.

Rainbow 303 Size

Pride of Illinois 17 oz.

Hunt's Squeeze 32 oz.

Green Beans

Corn

Ketchup
•

Hunt's
Al II

Swee, Sue 21 oz

Chicken & Dumplins
Old El Paso 9 75 oz
Taco Dinner
Old El Paso 8 oz

Taco Sauce
Kelly s 5 oz

Vienna Sausage
Contadina 8 oz

Tomato Sauce

Richtex 42 oz

"'Jr.! s 16 cz

1.39
1.99
1.19
2/89C
3/89c

89'
1.49
99c
1.19
99'

Tomato Juice
Snickers 32 cz

Grape Jelly
Rosedale 29 cz

Peaches
Piggly Wiggly 64 oz

Apple Juice
Santers 13 cz Bag

Coffee

Corn Muffin Mix
Betty Crocker 21.5 oz
Brownie Mix
Blue Ribbon 2 lb

Popcorn
Fiddle Faddle
Candy

Seafood

Pizza Parlor

99'
4/1.00
1.59
2/1.00
89'

Shortening
Jiffy 7.5 oz

Value Priced

Kozy -Kitten 15- oz.

Cat Food
Purina 30 lbs.

Dog Chow
Bow Wow 20 lbs.

Dog Food
RInso 38 oz.

Detergent
Final

Touch 61 oz

Fabric

Softeni

tr

oceri

40-50 Count Headless

Shrimp

-A

Hersheys 26 oz

Flounder Fillets
Red Snapper Fillets
Orange Roughy Fillets

lb.
lb.

lb

5.99
5.99
5.99

Chocolate Syr
Fitti (Cony. Pack)

Diapers....
Kellogg's

13 oz

Rice Krispies

Fresh Produce
Garden Fresh, Large Bunch

Jumbo Snow White Head

Broccoli

Cauliflower

Orange Juice

ntreet
hicke
U S A D'aniou
C

Onions __............................. ..... .....8
Jumbo Crisp

Stalk Each

Celery
Garden

Fresh, Long Stem Bunch

Green Onions
Ready To use Dole 1 Lb.
Slaw Mix

Bag

Temple Fora

89°
2/99'
99°

Oranges
-Red-or-Gold 3 lb, Bag
Delicious

Selection MylarsLatex

Balloons

Parties. Gifts, Receptions
Scm

AI! Your -EiOoon

3
P4f7.1‘..09

Margarine

Piggly Wiggly American Singles 12 Slices

ib

Oranges
Florida Juice 4 Lb Bag

A

Large

69°
69'
1.99
1.99

lb

Pears

Blue Bonnet Spread 3 lbs

Apples

Cheese

99'
1.49

an
anqui
rie

owny

af
igglY

Ot
19 gly

rir

•

Let Us Make Your Super Bowl
Party A Success With A
Party Tray From Our Deli!
Meats

Our Meat Dept. Will
Cut Your Meat SO
To Satisfy Ycki

GIE
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THRIFTY SAVER

•

I

Miracle
Whip

9 3.59

.WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

ER CARD

Crystal Lake Split

Fryer
Breast

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

QUALITY Vr
STAMP':,,ei,4,,
_1 j114,
(
14
1
7

Good Thru

iES ARE PR'

)ceries will be h
'Lath guaofied e
icipating in our •
s we II give yo
5 positive aboi

Jan. 22

UD TO SERVE YOU

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

led by e stockholder of Piggly
loyee now owns a part of the
OP F mploye'e Stock Owner
he personal service that you
he future of our company

WESTERN
L UNION )

We are a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consumer
personal money orders

THE FASTEST WAY TO SEND MONEY.

Fresh Meats
U.S.D.A Choice Beef Boneless
Krispy 16 oz

itten 15 in

Food
30 lbs.

Chow
Food
38 oz.

ergent

Touch 64 oz.

pric Softeni

ir

3/1.09
8.59
2.79
88°
1.89

Arm Shoulder

Boneless or Butterfly

Roast

Pork Chops
Swiss Steaks

Quarter Fort Loin-Cut In

Pork Chops.

Stew Beef

lb.

"Fine To Broil" Lean

Chopped Sirloin

lb.

Pork Sausage

Pork Chops

U.S.D.A. Beef Boneless

"Fine For Soup" Boneless

Field Old Fashioned 1 Lb. Roll

Field Whole Boneless Pork Loin
Sliced Free

Lean & Tender

2.29
2.29

Pork Steak

lb

Small & Lean

Spare Ribs

lb

1.59
1.79

Sliced Bacon

1.6ip 9
5.99
1.99

Syrt

)ers

g's 13 oz.

? Krispies

)ept. Will
Meat Sel
atisfy YCKI

lb.

Smoked Picnics

lb

Crystal Lake Boneless-Skinless

Ground Turkey
SSC

Fryer Breast

1

Orange Juice

1.89

z

t

Field Jumbo

Banquet Dinners

Bologna

Flake 12 oz.

VVaffles
5iggly Wiggly 7 oz

Pot Pies

1.69
2.59
1.19
3/1.00

Bologna

a •iiiir
lb. 1.49

Bakery
Chocolate - Lemon - Coconut

Roast Beef

Cream Pies

Deli Ham
American Cheese
Deli Fresh
Potato Salad

C
99
3.09

12 Packs

1.49
89°

Golden Goodness 16

Good" Fresh Baked - Chocolate ChipM&M-Sugar-Peanut Butter

lb.

Hoffman's

2 Liter

lb. 1.69 Cinnamon Rolls
2.99 French Breadoz.
3.99 vmm
2.99c Cookies
99 Garlic Bread

lb.

Turkey Breast

RC Products

3
\

:Breakfast Treat" 6 Count

Louis Rich

rinkle Cut Potatoes

12 CAN pAK

Field

Wilson

Nggly Wiggly 2 lbs.

Gladly
ction

1 Imo

2.99

69c

Fried Chicken
)owny

Field Reg. or Thick Sliced Lb. Pkg.

Chili Roll

Field

Entrees (Char. Beef-Sliced Turkey-Salisbury,
:hIcken & DumplIns-Beef Stew) 28 oz
3anquet 28 oz.

3.99

Corn Dogs

Deli

Texsun 12 oz.

lb

Field

Field Finest Sliced Reg. or Thick

Breakfast Bacon

2.49

Frozen

ce

19
'DC
49
19°
09

Boneless Ham

lb

Emge Sliced Free

Mr. Turkey

Griffith 3 lb. Box

Fischer Festival Fully Cooked Whole

3.89
2.49
1.49
1.09

Fresh Meats

Field 1 Lb. Pkg.

Cola f1̀7,417..Ldult7is Classic Wieners

lb

lb
Ohse Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Fresh Meats

,ys 26 oz.

lcolate
:onv. Pack)

Field -

Sirloin Steak "-

Crackers

/ow 20 lbs

I

Cheese
Loaf

Deter

fling

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

Surf 39 oz.

Lbs
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lb.

o. 1.99

"Great With Spaghetti" 16 oz. Loaf

1.19

lb.
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Foreman presides over AAR meeting
the History of the Study of Religion
Group. Foreman, a faculty member at
Murray State since 1975, is a charter
member of the Group and a member
of its steering committee.
-The Golden Bough," a twovolume classic In the study of comparative religions, was expanded to
12 volumes in 1907. It is still in print
in a one-volume abridged edition
Papers and a panel discussion by
some of the nation's most eminent
religious studies scholars highlighted
the session focused on Frazer and
"The Golden Bough."
More than 6.000 attended the meet-

Dr. Terry H Foreman, chairman ot
••the Department of Philosophy and
Religious Studies at Murray State
University, presided at a recent
American Academy of Religion
(AAR)centennial commemoration in
New Orleans.
The session at the annual national
AAR meeting was an observance of
the 100th anniversary of the 1890
publication of The Golden Bough"
by anthropologist Sir James George
Fryer.
Titled 'The Legacy of James
George Frazer." the commemoration
session was held under the auspices of

Auto Insurance
Compare Prices and Saue'

ROSS INSURANCE
tith & Main

753-0489

ing of the AAR, which is the largest
organization in the world devoted to
the scholarly study of religions.
Frazer drew on his knowledge of
ancient literatures and a vast correspondence with missionaries around
the world to defend some controversial views, Foreman explained. Frazer
argued that human culture passes
through stages of growth in an attempt
to explain events, at first appealing to
magic. then to divine causation, and
finally progressing to a scientific view
of the world.
Foreman says subsequent generations of scholars of religions have
continued to use many of his comparative methods, but have generally
..r4ected his views of religion and the
development of culture.
According to Foreman, Frazer
broke important new ground in -The
Golden Bough" by including Christianity along with fertility-cults and
other ancient and modern traditions
that have found salvation through the
death and resurrection of a god or
god-king.
Foreman notes that Frazer's
methods are still influential today,
though his conclusions have been
discredited.

Pictured from left to right are: Billy Rue Nix, principal; Patsy Bogle, adult practical nursing student;
Gary Werenskjold, commissioner, Department for Adult and Technical Education. Cabinet for Workforce
Decelopment; Renee Hayden, Retailing II student and Jeremy Speight, auto technology student. Other
students and teachers attending but not pictured are: Stoe -rant, carpentry teacher; Don Darden, retailing teacher; Joyce Morrison, practical nursing teacher; Paul %Villa's, tech prep student; 111111% 11iller,
Retailing II student and Diane Harris, adult practical nursinv,- student.

Vocational Center is award recipient
ky lcch-Murray-Calloway Vocaiional Center was the recipient of
a Flag of Excellence for the
1989-90 school:year. To be eligible
for the Flags of Excellence, vocational schools must meet or exceed
the established standards for a student-completion rate of 65 percent

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
-If we would guide by the light of
reason we must let our minds be
bold
Louis D Brandeis
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SAVINGS-UP TO
!
5OW)
DRESS DEPARTMENT
Junior. Misses &
Halfsizes.

EXTRA

40%0FF
EXTRA

COTTON SWEATERS

40%0FF
EXTRA

DRESSY BLOUSES

400//0OFF

Junior & Misses sizes.

EXTRA

FASHION SHIRTS
Junior & Misses sizes.

1.16-A

A
boarding ,lass for a;.?(:t
will begin on Thurs.. Jan. 24. I
class will he designed for !rr,ti%
als who wish to learn begtntnt;
review basic keyboarding skill,
Participants may choose to use a
typewriter of computer.
The c!ass
rncel

•10 5

• A J 10 9 7
•K 7 3
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•9 62
•A 8 6 2
• - •A 10 9 8 6 2
SOUTH
•A Q 1083
J 74

•5 4 ,
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•6 5 3 2
QJ4

East
Pass
Pass
Dbl

7!

(

S,H

Your Individual
Horoscope

116 El

South holds

•9 62
•A 8 6 2
•- •A 10 9 8 6 2

South
^

EXTRA

50%0FF
EXTRA ,

2-PIECE DRESSING
Woven Wes,

50%OFF

PANTS & SKIRTS

EXTRA

Junior & Misses sizes

40%0FF
EXTRA

PLUS SIZE
SPORTSWEAR

40%OFF

WOOL COATS
LONG OR PANT

EXTRA

Social prospects are excellent
today You'll appreciate the good will
of frtends and singles meet with
romantic introductions Terniwra
ment may need watching tonight

pit

TAURUS

(Apr. 20 to May 201
Your personality goes tAer
with hig,hertups today..Business and
pleasure combine to your allYantaiic
now. Compromise with a part ri••r

tonight.
ANSWER: One heart. Not strong
GEMINI
enough for a two-level response Bid
(May.21 to June
one heart and await developments
Those wpo travel now will meet
2
(i)

Send bridge questions to The Aces Co Hos
12163 Lallas Texas 7522$ with sell addressed
stamped envelope low nrply

op.r.pt 3,91I nited P emu,

EXTRA

40%OFF

LEATHER JACKETS & COATS
EXTRA 40% TO
1°0 OFF
OUTERWEAR
EXTRA
SKI JACKETS

50%0FF

SHOE DEPARTMENT
Dressy,,cual&
House slippers.5.00

GIFT ITEMS

with romantic introductions I lest
trigs with advisers -are especially
fortunate. You may feel at a Stali•Inalt•
with one work project today

>f.

We Are Now Open And Proudly
Introducing Our Weekend Specials!
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OUR FAMOUS: SEAFOOD
Every Friday BUFFET
*Catfish fiddlers & steaks
& Saturday *Baked
Cod *Shrimp *Sea Strips
Starts at 4 p.m.)

Salad Bar,
Dessert Bar
Included!

$6"

*Deviled Stuffed Crab *Crab Salad
*Shrimp Creole *Cole Slaw
*Hush Puppies *Steak Fries *Onion ,Rings

cOE

got .41

a

lig 'CI 'rill i'•4• I,k14 Ii I.,

as 1st
Tlh.h hoot.,

it 11111

IlaVt. (0101, /VI.r tor dihtl.`f YOU'll
attrao morc rocs with honey than
vinegar now Don't be self-insistent

SAGITTAR II'S
(No% 221,
21)
Lor at Ira',ii I
haVi, romantic
5)v1ories The enjoyment of artistic
interests is favored now Its a game
of 11114' 1111) IfiarI ship with one associate toti1O,
CAPRICORN

il
Siune will derive extra' income
from a hobby now It's a good day for
shOpping. but 'a tliffo•rence of opinion'
could arise with a friend about a
money matI.•r
Dec 221.,Ian

OUR FAMOUS:
$
10 OZ. PRIME RIB

45

AQUARIUS

Saturday &
Sunday Morning
Breakfast Buffet
Sunday Noon
Buffet

*Scrambled Eggs *Egg Casserole
*Bacon *Sausage *Biscuits & Gravy $
*French Toast *Hash Brown Potatoes
*Crepes *Danish Pastries *Cinnamon
Rolls *Blueberry Muffins *Orange Juice

OUR FAMOUS

*Roast Beef *Turkey & Dressing
*Baked Ham *Six (6) Assorted
Vegetables *Cobblers *Cake *Banana
Pudding *French Bread

95

$595

r.lari 20 to Feb Is)
Y5,51.11 be spnieitig up your appear.
iris I•
111 10(11e way today. Your
wilts the support of
I ersonality
,;tra;rs-a:Illif;1111 lTrHl ihk.4 good time
,0 further your overall interests
F'ISCES —
I, 19 to Mar 20)
.ssl▪ a▪ s
ni Ma), st311 011i Ulf' world now to
•Ikerid extra Imo. with a loved one or
an artistic pursuit You may be
Ilisapismit.-51 that orie a«itiamtance is
prejudo.ed in outlook
YOE BOWS TODAY often have
adnimistrative talents_ and wdl be
frequently drawn to government
Sd•rViCt
. You will succeed in business
for yourself and often have an
innovative frame of mind Your
attitude towards money is not always
consistent. On occasion you're gener-

,Kol: Kat at other times you're the
peruiy pincher You may be drawn to
businesses allied to the arts, though
pdu yourself may also be creative.
Flirthrlatel,s of Anne Hronte, writer;
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FINE DINING RESTAURA

753-7991
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Where Excellent Food, Courteous Service, and a Pleasant Environment to Dine Is Our Tradition

"NOT ALL ITEMS IN ALL STORES.
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EXTRA

Ceramics, Frames, Small
Leather Accessories & More!

IT

CANUF:It
linic

40%0FF

LEATHER TRIM
DENIM JACKETS

/.0

Frances Drake
FOR THI UsuAl lANI

ARIES
(Mar 21 to Apr 1141

LEAD WITH THE ACES

North
1•

in

H

(

South ,West
1•
Pass
Pass
4•
All pass

Opening lead

I !IC

!rk):7

•K Q 8 4
•5
Vulnerable East-West
Dealer North
The bidding
North
1•
2•
Pass

. Irgh2t4, :or

•

40%0FF

NOVELTY KNIT TOPS

Central Shopping Center - Murray

NORTH

Keyboarding class for adults
to begin Jan. 24 at CCHS

40K J 7

WEST
The use of lead-directing doubles
against opposing slams has been
well documented in bridge literature Less noticed is the fact that the
principle can also be extended to
game contracts in a suit Today's
hand offers an excellent example
At one table in a team game. East
passed at each turn and West led the
heartling East played his deuce to
suggest a shift to diamonds. but
West shifted to the club queen instead Diimmy covered, as did East:
and a low heart was led back to
West s queen West then fell from
grace by trying to cash a club - 10
trOs for a lucky South
When Lezhe Dreyfus of Dallas
held the East cards. she doubled
four spades to direct an unusual
lead (Lightner doublel She couldn't
be sure of beating the game. but she
knew that her best chance was to
get a diamond lead from West
Why' a diamonds In this uncontested auction the double calls for
an unusual lead Leading an unbid
suit is not unusual, and a trump lead
is barred, so the diamond lead
remains
West dutifully led a diamond for
Lezhe to ruff. and West dropped his
king of hearts on Lezhe's ace A
heart to West's queen secured a second ruff, and the club ace netted a
tidy' penalty of 00 points

BOBBY WOLFF

at the SCl'or,dary level, must ha‘,.
4.00 out of a possible 5.00 aver.
on the Employer Satisfaci
Survey on employee performance.
and at the post-secondiry or adul:
student level must meet or exceed
90 percent passing rate tor the
on the Ki:ntuLliv

641 S., Murray, KY

'Moira Shearer, ballet danseuse,
%Mamma}, Ali. boxer
Call FRANCES DRAKE (24 hrs.)
Forecast for Today or the Future
1 900 226 0360
SI a minute
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SAVE•A•LOT
24 Pk. Can Products

FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 12:00-6:00
We Accept Food Stamps
12th St. at Storey Ave.

student;
wkfiwie
I. Other
1, retail\Wier.

Prairie Farms

Cottage Cheese

nt

Cauliflower

Coke
12 Pk. Can Products

99'

Prairie Farms

Coke

Broccoli

2 Liter Products

its

9W

109

$

Imitation Margarine Spread
American Cheese Singles

2 lb

79°

3 lb

Texas Buttermilk Biscuits

12 oz 59c

Spread Quarters

16 oz

29°

J. Higgs Potato Chips
J. Higgs Cheese Curls
Yellow Popcorn
Dry Roasted Peanuts

oz 69°

12 or 99c

2 lb 65c

16 oz $199

Ground
Beef

Red Grapes
6 Pack Tray Tomatoes
Turnips
Jumbo Yellow Onions

99c
lb
99c

lb

lb

Florida Oranges

41b Bag

Bud Lettuce

$1 99
79
'

59c

Yellow Onions

49c

Sweet Potatoes

3 lb Bag 99c

lb

39c

Reelfoot Pork

Sausage

Family Pack

119Lb

:i---

Country Brand Meat Wieners

.12 oz. 69c

Turkey Franks

Country Brand Meat Bologna

Bs oz. 99c

Jimmy Dean Pork Sausage

16 02. $199

Thick Bologna
Country Brand Pickle Loaf

TAV Sliced Bacon

16 oz. $1 69

120z 65c

28 oz

$259

Turkey Wieners

3 lb 125r-.

2 lb $28

16 oz

$119

Shrimp 'N Basket

8 oz

$169

Turkey Roast

16 oz

$119

Extra Value Beef Patties

5 lb

$449

Banquet Chicken Nuggets

Country Brand Garlic Bologna 16 oz

$119

Fish Sticks

2 lb

$209

Beef Patties

ao1,1
i)r

ner

2 lb

$289

Brooks

(4.7
:
•

110 oz $2

Tomato
Juice

Iii

You'll

ioney than
insistent

de
• rtiniantic

of artistic
It's a game

Chili Hot
Beans

Brooks
chili hot
beans

40 oz

79'

associ-

ita time
day for
of Opinion'

aSi

d .itoOlit
4.,

Chili Beans

is oz. 35c

Northern Beans

IS oz

Apple Juice

64 oz $1 09

Cranberry Juice Cocktail

48 oz

$1 39

Mustard
Whole Dill Pickles

Orange Juice

46 oz

$1 19

Fancy Tomato Ketchup

Grape Juice

40 oz. $1 19

ma appear
1,11.1r

tipp,rI

(41

I

Blackeye Peas

•rests
AMP
.12100
irld now to

,ved tine or
may

35°

15 oz. 35°

Tomatoes
White Potatoes

16.. 45c

15 oz. 35c

$1 39
5402

Mayonnaise
Barbecue Sauce

20 oz 59c

Tamales

32 oz 99c

Chunk Tuna

320, 79c

32 oz $1 19

28 oz

$1 89

15 oz 69c

749

Beef Stew

24 oz

Vienna Sausage
Chunky Beef Soup

5 oz 49c

19 oz $1

be
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Coronet
Ralston

Saltine
Crackers
16 oz

Bubba

9211;
195

Paper
Towels

(ALAI LAIAI 1r

HAT.. ,r,s,

Ira raga

8 ROLLS
2-Pt'?

$129

Bath
Ti?pe
i
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACI101111
I Fist iimr
4 Fore pert
9 Corded cloth
12 Swiss canton
13 Eagle s nest
14 Simian
15 Happens
again
17 Derive
benefit
Landing
19
21 insect-egg
22 Marie a hole
in-one
21 Seed
26 Direction
-—
29 The
Rocslord

31 Shallow
vessel

33 Fish egrat
34 Type style
abbr
35 Type of music
37 Born
39 Hosp asst

colloq
44 Precise and
full
40 Paradise
48 Moccasin
50 Frosts
51 Mountain
pass
53 Joint
55 Boxes
58 Bars legally
61 Midnight

.ARAB
. lIV IOTT
I
S'O'DA
—H-E*A7R.T •S
ROIL
E *S.T • E
.A R
A L SINT
PA
SE T T

cards
E 5 Remains at
ease
6 Alternative
word
Pinch
8 Gull-iike

Animal coat
Anger
Five cents
Game at

•16

24

25

26

36

3'

38

127

2

,.
35

r 4c

41

46

43

42
47

51

49

48

52

SE

39
4

44

SO
54

53

59

56

Si

•

i.

63

62

L-
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The Murray
Ledessr & Hass,'
ClassIflod Ads
753-1916

60

1984 Ford Mustang.
VIN 01 FABP28MSEF209980
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved
check, or give bond with approved surety
payable within ten days of the sale, same to have
the force and effect of judgment on which
execution may issue if not paid at maturity.
Dw W alums. Sheriff
Calloway County. Kentucky

10 fSinlear:lider
11 Fondle
16 Beneath
18 Lubricate
20 Soak up
22 Flaming
23 Quoted
25 Pale
27 Dint
28 Temporary
shelter s
32
0 Bor
Weanken
36 Son food
38 Live
41 Pouf off
gently
, 43 Ordinance
45Perfx
47 fraegve
tirner
49 Crawl
Than
52
Zero
54 Doctrines
55 Sot
Regret
5
567 Pos rc o

67
_

j.

Primitive UFOs

rrxrivrni
73
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NOLO I FORGOT 0.11-tAT I
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Baker's cyst
produces
swelling
Bs Peter If Gott. M.D.

NANCY

GARFIELD

,\(

i4E,LLO, RESCUE SODAP P I HAVE
A CAT STOCK IN MY DOORWAY'

wHAT MAtE5
SAY
THAT 7

COMMONWEALTH
OF KENTUCKY
TRANSPORTATION
CABINET DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
Sealed bids will be
received by the Department of Highways in the
Division of Contract
Procurement and/or the
Auditonum located on
the 1st Floor of the State
Office Budding, Frankfort, Kentucky. until
10:00 AM.. EASTERN
STANDARD TIME on
the 1 day of FEI3RU
ARY 1991, at which
time bids will be publicly
opened and read for the
improvement of:

59 rrurittrasileed
60 Declare
63 Behoidi ,

1
164

HAVE THEM
PICK uP A
PIZZA ON
114E, WAY"

DEAR DR GOTT Please provide
information on a Baker's cyst What is
the cause and cure'
DEAR READER A Baker's cyst is
a swelling behind the knee produced
by leakage of joint fluid that becomes
trapped in a membrane near the sac
enclosing the joint The cause is unknown Ordinarily, the cyst is not associated with symptoms other than a
protrusion and feeling of fullness In
some cases. however, discomfort can
result The cyst. which is not harmful.
can be removed surgically by an orthopedic surgeon but, ordinarily, this
is not necessary unless the cyst is
painful
DEAR DR GOTT I understand
that etidronate disodium is now being
used in the treatment of osteoporosis
I m interested in the preventive use of
this drug as a substitute for estrogen.
which has caused an adverse reaction
DEAR READER Etidronate diso(bum iDtdroneli is a promising new
treatment for osteoporosis For
-yea.rs it Was used for Paget's disease

MOWING
GR
91
0000032,
FULTON
HICKMAN
GRAVES-MAR SHALLMcCRACKEN-CALLOW AY COUNTIES
Mowing on Various
Roads. SEE PROPOSAL FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION. PREQUALIFI CATION
REQUIREMENTS
WILL BE WAIV ED ON
THIS PROJECT.
MOWING
GR
91
0000030,
CALL()WAY-MARSHALLGRAVESMcCRACKEN COUNTIES Mowing on Various Roads. SEE PROPOSAL FOR ADDI-,
"[TONAL
INFORMATION. PRE.
QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS WILL
BE WAIVED ON THIS
PROJECT.
Bid proposals for all
projects will be available
until 9:00 A.M., EASTERN
STANDARD
TIME, FRIDAY, FE
BRUARY 1,1991, at the
Division of Contract
Procurement. Bid proposals for all projects will
be available at a cost of
S8 each and remittance
payable to the State Trea
surer of Kentucky must
accompany request for
proposals (NON-REFUNDABLE).
BID
PROPOSALS
ARE
ISSUED ONLY TO
PREQUALIFIED
CONTRACTORS.
Specimen proposals
for all projects will be
available to all interested
parties al a cost of $8

each (NON-REFUNDABLE). Specimen proposals cannot be used for
bidding.

•
•
•
.•••
•
1..

THE PHANTOM

THU E„OR
THEY DESTROY ,15
ANO OUR 54CRE9
ELEPHANTS.

WE BUR)
1 THEM IN
TNE PI7 Nex 7To cv

ANcETOR'S 114)47
IT 15 rirrhvG."

iNo..041EF„PLEA5€„
NOT I1F.iT W95 THEIR
'PEP,.rLLNvER awE

VCR Service

BACK,.I PROM itra£

S,P

SPA{616.9 '
6411,
.91.9

AS69

DR. GOTT

PETER
GOTT, M D

ASSE
1.
L xcellent
income to assemble pro
ducts from your home

504 616 1700 DEPT
P2021
IMMEDIATE opcpng Ex
penenced auto body repair
- man Salary mlotiatle
with benefits 753 8064
DAY dishwashing person
wanted Job pays $4,00 hr
plus benefits Apply in per
Son at Majestic Royale
Flt,sturant Holiday Inn Hwy
u.41 S Murray by

JOB Announcement Num '
ber 91 4(A) Position Park
Worker Location Kenlake'
State Resort Park Grade 4
Salary $4 765 Per Hour
Minimum Requirements
Ability to read and write
Apply by submitting a State
application (which can be
obta.ried at the local De
partmert for Employment
Services or any other State
Gowernment office) to
Help
.Kentucky Department of
Wanted
Personnel Room 377 Capi
toi Annex Erankfort. KY
40601 Attention Job An
JOB Announcement Num- flour cement No 91 4.A)
ber 9097(9) Date 12(1690 Jon arrsencement
Position Pa* Ranger Ken
b4.,''oc.:
z
r
lake State Resort Park
1; 1,
1
5 • '_;!!
1
••••
Grade 6, Salary $5 784 Per
a,•-_p!,....atc,-;r, 1:1
Hour Minimum Require
AnnoL,r c•r(-0!
ments High school graduNo
rj
ate Experience in law en
forcemeat will substitute to: ti-',t' ahd
f.;a.1..:0 01, !!,'•
the education on a year - forFeta -a; 3
year basis (no! to exceed
1991 'Test not required
four years) Must have a
Filling this position is riLib
valid driver's license Must
Ject to any State Goa:in
be 21 years of age or older
ment hiring restrictions An
Apply by submitting a State
Equal Opportur ty Fm
application (which can be
pic,yer M F H
obtained at the local De
partment for Employment 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
Services or any other State INGS 'NEED a job? A
GED'? Hope lot the future?
Government Office) to
Kentucky Department of You may quality
Personnel Room 377 Capi- not ha.,e your GED or high
tol Annex _FranTIort. j KY school diploma. _7You are
40601 Attention Job.-An- betweentagixsot 16 &
nouceruent No 90-9719) 21 We are an E
E This
project is funded by tt ,
"Job Announcement Num
12
ber should also be placed •n Western Kentuok y Praaar
the upper right hand corner Industry Coune
JIPA
of the application in rho Ca .1 I P A 0,,t
'jaecial Announcement 75,3
9' 3 7 8
'•
bIat E Deadline for 8m 11 30a m

1E3

applying Ir'su mutt qua'Ity
!es!.*.a:1,17 platted on air.,

• ••• •

.•

4 30 p rr, at Room 280 of
Capitol Anno,,
•
KY Falling th-s
'
is subject to any State Gov
element hiring restrict or o
AN EQUAL OPPOR` '
iTY EMPLOYER M F
WENDY'S is now accept
ing applications for rrana
gers and assistant mania
gers in the Western Ki
area Excellent startng
ary and benefits Previous
restaurant expe•n•r
helpful lipt.it nOt
Send resume w.th references to Andres Jordan
Area Supervisor 303
Sheila Dr • Hopk..nr,v Ic Ky

PHONE SALES Earn extra
cash doing full time or part
t.me day Cr Qie.r, ng phone
tales No exper•ence
necessary Cheerf,: rx)t.•
tive personality helpful
Idea! for : Student home .
makers and
Salary
p us incentaie tor-uses
759 1228
SALES oi •

,
jot, App.,
I Se". •
or 43i, :,935
WEND'Y'S is now hr., d
shifts Flexible rio„ro
at the store betae. •
4pm da
1 1 1'
St fit

The Murray Police Department will accept

of bone, a disorder marked by areas
of rapid bone turnover that lead to
pain and deformity Earlier this year.
All Brands
a study in the New England Journal of
Medicine showed that etidronate Increased bone density, thus strength in
a large group of osteoporotic women
This decreased the rate of fractures.
John s Episcopai
the most common complication of
Church will recerve sealed
osteoporosis
Some authorities have suggested bids until Jan 31 on the
that the drug might be most useful as following Approximately
2000SO 0 of new construcan osteoporosis preventative
ton and remodeling of ex As yet. etidronate has not been ap- sting
structure Speciticaproved by the Food and Drug AdmintJors may be obtained by
istration for treatment of osteoporo- saling 502-753
4288
sis Also, no one knows the potential
7
of
RED; drinking water full
-complications of its long-term use as
ahd other harm
preventative More research is need- o' ith :or
ed before 'etidronate becomes an ac- •_,t :herr- C.31S/ Try a water
treatment system Clean
cepted therapy for osteoporosis
I am surprised you could not toler- water for only 3c per gal
ate estrogen therapy the presently Hooks up in minutes Lasts
accepted treatment for post-meno- for years For free in home
pausal osteoporosis Estrogen usually demonstration call
produces no side effects, although 4:3€, 5,447
some women may react adversely to
iNSTRuCTION
specific brands of the hormone
I suggest you work with your gyne*-1
. LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR-TRAILER
cologist to discover other forms of ess,..ef TO4 *I reAP
trogen therapy that would agree with
•
OFF 91C9.17 MO,
Ail r• CANIS
you Eventually etidronate may be
available as a substitute but, for now.
ALLIANCE
you'll have to rely on other medicines,
such aS hormones and calcitocan, for
osteoporosis
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Osteoporosis Other readers
who would like a copy should send
$1 25 with their names and addresses
to P 0 Box 913689. Cleveland. OH
44101-3369 Be sure to mention the
title

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No ago limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
1 00% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses For
free information
Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"

JOB OPENING

753-1713

BLONDIE

Heti
Wantad

42240

Ward-Elkins

rfrAllral

06n

Notice

By virtue of an Order of Confiscation directed
to me and issued by the Clerk of the Calloway
District Court. I will on January 24, 1991 at
10 00 A M at Murray Police Department, sell to
the highest bidder the following vehicle:

9.

INEXPENSIVE
PROFrIABIAE

1/111

Lova
Notice

Legal
Notice

9 Root timber

14

i6

34

I moll 190 919 9
99. wow 9.
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62 Capital of
Sunset State
64 Inlet
65 Still
66 Halls
67 Pigpen

1
2
3
4
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VI,Y

13

Ex

22

40 Crimson
42 Crony
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I
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Answer to Previous Puzzle

Wxking
Around
The
Clock
For You!

lll

1-800-334-1203

SWEAT PLUS
impact aerobics ciass
ail resume the week ot
Jan 14
Day & everting classes
awed For rrae inicovnaton cal Raton Britain
(instruclo()

753-7597

applications for the position of Police
Officer, entry level position Grade 14,
annual salary $14,319 Written and physical examinations required Must have a
high school diploma or GED equivalent,
satisfactory MVR record with no DUI
record during the past five years Applications are available in the City Clerk's
Office, City Hall Building,8 00 a m to 5 00
p m , Monday through Friday Deadline
for submitting applications is Tuesday.
January 22, 1991 The City of Murray is an
EEO employer operating under an Affirmative Action Plan
START $6 80ihr, your
area No exp necessary
For
info
call
1 900 990 9399 ext 7644
6am 8pm 7 days $1295
phone fee
UP to $15 hour processing
mail weekly check guaranteed Free details write
SD, 12610 Central Suite
255-TKY Chino CA 91710

f- EL,LHAL

,S

41:

$62 590
per year Amazing re
corael metsatje reJealo
det-1
'90642 141E:
hir,rd

10 5'
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nccLs1r)
I or
I -91 /1 1 900 919
cam

ph

1p

infu
nil

if
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512 at
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR BUDGET
ANALYST POSITION
Murray State University is seeking a Budget
Analyst starting immediately to assist the
Director of the Budget in preparation of the
budget and related documents and implementation of budgetary controls throughout the fiscal year A qualrfted candidate must
hold a Bachelors degree in Finance, Accounting or a related field and a minimum of
one year experience working in a central
budgetary Or accounting function Salary will
be commensurate with experience Applications will be accepted until the position is
filled Submit letter of application, salary
requirements, resume and three references
to Paul Bylaska, Director of the Budget,
University Budget Office, 318 Wells Hall,
Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
MSU is an EO/AAE

9
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Furnishings

,..11ert'pay'
EA
•r,iask '
Asspinble products at
home Call for information
504 641 8003 Ext 8047

IT TAKES COURAGE to
Open ,ovr own brrerr
But if you connect with a
franchise that cares about
you provides con prehen
sive training and on site
support helps you with fi
ri.incing provides ,cu veth
a proden
Nay of
'
doing
courage But yo..' cro_be
, 4
t.,.
„,t1
,
ten, ere is'

Appliances
_ii,TFREE refrigerate
ard continuo- ors clean
range Reason
rifle' l -192-8705 after 5pm
Cali 435 4120
Miscellaneous
-- Home •
Furnishings

BUFFALO' adult $1295
Children $6 25 Sat , Feb
9, 5 8pim Buffalo Buffet,
KenLake State Resort
Park Mountainmen pre
sentat,on of the era ot.the
buffalo For more information call 800 325 0143 or
502 474 2211

orik. prydesta
lisle 2 12 leaves, 4 ladderrack chairs $240
2789
:

ri

you your

1,,rn depende ri 0i•
015 299 0622 Terinessi,i;
800 422,3278

ceARLEY S Nevv and
Hazel
Used
cha-irs bedroom
s
f
7
ten
:err
‘."/"-'d Sr)
-11 4 30pm, Sun
1
1 4 30pm 492 8175
I

For Sale
Or Trade
1978 FIREBIRD needs mo
tor work Trade for pickup
guns 01 St61,p-,equipment
753 7300

HOME RUN
HOBBY SHOP
Gift
Certificates
Availabie
4th

Sycamore 759-1521 (Home) 753-1566
Mon. thru Fri. 3-7 p.m.; Sat. 10-7 p.m.

; 'row h '
.

Baseball, Basketball, Football
Cards - Packs - Supplies

GUN, KNIFE & BASEBALL CARD

will accept

of Police
;rade 14,
Ind physist have a
quivalent,
no DUI
; Applicaly Clerk's
m to 5 00
Deadline
Tuesday,
urray is an
r an Ally-

BABY Grand piano New
strings and key tops thoroughly reconditioned
$2300 437 4432

1.'.!Tc.-4Er.,) AID 'portable

, 701

IG

FORMAL 'couch matching chair
wood trim Good condition
$200 759•1673

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

CASH for mobile home ax
ASSEMBLE OUR DE- les and tires We will re
SOFA. chair and ottoman
VICES Learn this trade, wee move 527 9063
Neutral color good condi
send instructions, parts,
Lon 753 4852
arid check for assembly
1Sri
TWO 2 piece livingroom
Call (404i 426 0672 Ext
Articles
sees Ce I after epre
DB520
For Sala
759 4502
090
Situation
LEADING edge Model D
BM XT compatable 640K
165
Wanted
of ram 20MB 'hard drive
BABYSITTING in my So floppy drive Green
Antiques
home .,.Refereeces
month,' motum CI TOH pro
7594490
& Crete! Shsr
writer junior $750
217 West Park Mall r
BABYSITTING in my home 753-8511 or 762-6367
Girardeau MO 6.3
evenings or nights
‘111.1.10\AIRES
753 1182
1.10
IR ES P.% \(;•
ID RS'S
\DI' IS flU K
HOME and office cleaning
Farm
*
I\ NIURRAY. Charlie's
Equipment
Dependable 8yrs expen
Siite I l'hanri,o
ence References supplied
r-- R0r.TEND loader buck,:
435-414&
SPA for sale 753 3488 at
7.
4: de $200 492 8510
BABYSITTING in my home ter F•uprri
afternoon and nights
STEEL toe work boots for
759 1683
men and ladies La Crosse
I Will do babysitting in my rubber toots Camouflage
clothing Nu-iv and used FlREV1OOD Seasoned o
home Mon-Fri New Con
guns Jff f! s Sporting Teen $30"rick delivered
cord area 436 2299
Goods. 6th & Walnut May
474 23!8
WILL cook, clean, keep field Ky 247 4704
children, care for elderly or
A FREWOOD for sale
SUNTAN Salon going out 437 4667
disabled 753-2240
of business For sale 12
Wolff tanning beds new and FIREWOOD for sale Also
Business
used $500 and up Will tree service 436-2562,
Opportunity
finance 753 9274
436-2758
ESTABLISHED VENDING
WOOD Master insert therm FIREWOOD Seasoned or
ROUTE No competition Investment Scc,,,rtA By control twin motots, $150 green Also slab wood
759 4521
Charles Barnett 753 5476
Eou•pment and Merchandise Call SAN 0 SEAT
1 800 852 5898 24 Hrs

LES t_
Sul tere or pee

SHOW
Admission: S2 Children Under 12

Free

Marshall County High School
Draffenville, Kentucky

Saturday, Jan. 19, 9-5
Sunday, Jan. 20, Noon-5
ci

FABRIC'FABRIC'FABRIC
OFF SALE Country Remnants Hvvy 68 641 Drat;
fenville, Marshall County
next to Bonanza Mon-Sat
10-5pm

AKC great Pyrenees
Wormed and shots Large
quality puppies Champion
bloodlines $250 each Call
after
7p m
1 502 653 5951

Two-Ottice Suite
with reception area.
Downtown Murray,
500 Maple
753-8964
OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT
Close to Court
Square on 5th St.
$160.00 per month.
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more

4
Seiri
tee

r
iritu

„ir

Kopperud Realty
711

Main St.

1977 PARK Villa 12x60
central heat 345-2784

753.1222

1986 14x72 28R 2bath on
100•x180' lot 3 miles east
of Murray $25,000 firm
753-5528

est 644
•• S1295

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

1DGET

Budget
assist the
Ion of the
and ims through.
a

date must

ance, Acinimum of

a central
Salary will
Applica

)0Sition is

)n, salary
eferences
e Budget,

tells Hall,
CY 42071

"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
• Medicare pays less than 2%

2BR 1'e bath, appliances
furnished No pets Located
less than 1 mile from city
limits on N 641 $2501mo
ent $250 deposit
753-4382 days 753-2319
evenings

• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
• In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.

the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally Impoverish yourself.

• Medicaid,

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

4 CAR shop with office
753.9386, 753 4509

0 , 1450

WANTED a geed home
or 10mo old Ss's•'`. •, •••
753 2334

A 1 STUMP; Removal and
Spraying Lawns trees,
end reirJts. unwanted ants
end insects Ca.'d A 1 for
professioral service Gler
rier 753 0906

HAULING yard work tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683

PLUMBING rep.,
same day ser,
436-5255

HOUSE cleaning 5 years
professional cleaning ex.
perience Your home
cleaned the way you like it
436 2767, ask for Bodin
Cleaning

ROCKY cobsoN
Repair Roofing
painting, plumbing
crete Free resee 1!,'
474-2307

AN

rem „d„,,ng

,r,„

..g S

building

eoce.r.,e Freireee
, R e fer te

43r., 4632

..PP!_!ANCE REPAIRS
• ectery trained by 3 major
%$10,1parts

Apartments
For Rent
1BR furnished apartment
Nice and clean „Close to
campus
$165/mo
753 7276

KOPPERUD REALTY' of
ers a complete rasge of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection 01 quality
homes, all price:
.
753 1222 toil free
1 800-251 HOME Ext
711L

1BR furnished 1604,,
Miller Deposit required
$165, mo Water furnished
753 0932 753 5898
1BR partly unfurnished.
gas heat and AC $150"mo
pIus deposit 362-7060
2BR apartment in Northwood Appliances and water furnished $.260'mo
753 3964
2BR apartment near down
town 753-4109
2BR carport central HA.
stuye refrigerator No pets
Deposit, lease $350,110
1 80 2
A
Monroe
1 502 527 7322 after 5m
2ER duplex in Northwood
$zlyn -no 759 4406
300-rri0 Dc
eriR
posit requ red Oulet area
753 9240

CARS
'90 Toyo2
90 Toyota
10 Toyota
.......11,981
19 Toyota Catnry,.......,..,19187
19 Toyota Cellica
11487
19
19
Buct Put
Mercury Crieny
18 Toyota Cress4a 11487
18 Chevy
..... 1,487
18 Toyota Catbry..„ „IA?
18 Pont, Bonne. LE
17 Toyota
......„.1.187
'17 Mazda
10187
16 Honda Accad DI__ '7,987
16 Pont. Sunbid GT '5,987
16 Toy.
15 Olds Cera ;h
'84 Ois Delta
'14 Toyota
'11 Toyoti Cbrolia...„....„...1.987
77 Ford LTD .... „.178'
TRUCKS
19 Toy. Landauser 6187
19 Ford Rang& 1LT '7,787
'89 Chevy
19 Toyota..,...• ,•.,'$,987
11 N's. Ptthfuter SE 14,487
18 P!'ffl, Ca Vol 10,987
19 Mazda
18 Toyota
11,487
11 Plymcuth Voyager '10487
'17 Toyot
....
17 Mazda
17 Toyot 1
1,987
15 Toy
'84 Ford Custom
1,987
79 49 CJ.7 .
.1,417

LAND for sale
;
ice 5 lots Chipwce:
tales $3500 and
takes all 703-872 7760

Homes
For Sale
3BR 2 acres 6 miles wes•
of Murray $45 000
489-2303
3BR brick house New c,cri
Ira l heati'atr, storm w.n
dows garbage dispesal.
cable hookup, city water 1
mile East of Murray Priced
in mid $30's 4'3P.
1-800 637-1442

2.9R duplex API.tum 1st-era Nice neiTir,ur
riood'$310'mo 759-4406

,.•

PER duplex apartment in
duet residential neighborhood rear sniversit? Ideal
•sr o•-;•4ii; or retired person
$275 mc 753 8096 or
753 2S.33
29R Or.plex stoic, refriger
reOr and AC unit furnished
No pets $285 rro 'Catl•
753-9012

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
753-0375
1911 1 N. I 2th

I.

2307 WOOIXiATE DR.
l. xecutice home neu on
market Quality features great
decor 3 tx1 2 S h., 2 ,ar
garage SI I 1 Solt
75's 9591
W)ME ,C,REA'l
3 lid 2ha,
brifk ranch in hest are.:
reduced to $x754111
/cane
relocahng 303 Oakdale 1)r
765 S67b
7610576

txx-ATIc)Nic

SUPER
VALUE ON
IIWY.299! NJ. 2 ha Brick
4.1, large family l'OOM
On
I 2t5x242 lot 25 miles north is
Stella in Ktrkse area $57.900
lccy 249 44s9-2:131

The New Revolution
In Reai Estate
3BR brick 1 bath. LA
den, excellent condition
Nice neighborhood Priced
$60's Call 753 9822 after
6pm

,.

Aubrey Hatcher
Bill Calvert • Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden, Bus. Mgr
Chad Cochran, Gen. Mgr.

N-ICE 2bdrm. fullebase _
ment, central HJA Nice
neighborhood Priced in
mid $30's Call 753-1449
after 5pm •

Motorcycles

OF

1987 YAMAHA Barer . e 4
wheeler $1600 753-7728
ean
Auto
Services

Used
Trucks
1979 Cv5 .icep
cylinder motor
080 4'74 8820

no toll 0'

$2500

1979 F150 FORD 4,04 4
speed $1250 474-2789

Rooms
For Rent
SLEEPING room Refrigerator in hall Private entrance Zimmerman Apts
S 16th 753-6609

1108 ELM St 3br 1 bath,
gas heattentral air, x-large
utillty room with hookups,
carport 1 year lease and
deposit $350 /mo
812121-8716.

1974 OLDSMOBiLE Cut
ass Supreme Good me
chanically, 753-4120 after
5pm

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

'-.••
•i• .

Campers

Boats
& Motors

F 5,6r, cr
.-„, Triorri ccr.ea

oy-itern Cr ,c. ways
auiir3 roi,rdations etc

MAO S Errand Sereee
tens housesitting grocery
shopping, postal and bark,
:ng needs, etc 753 9630
Mon Fri 8 5 References
MR Chimney Cr•rrney
cleaner 492.8501

ELOCKr trick, concrete.
c•ive ways foundation,
bases patios. ohtmneys,
r,.ba:r work. Charles Bar
r- rrs,r, 753 5476
CARPE" and vinyl repairs
. ProfeS•

r

.Beb
eare

cer,.ice
759 1247

flIMInty
f.111 in

tf,,1
1 •hifft
S• rt ,....ri,

7,GMP3ETES PLUS
E
M
-,r:-"P A
All phases of
e./kr? npair and rerrolf.:
3 753 5318

MURRA Ceram IC 7, .; and
Marble and ea' Sr c,k
435-4607
NEW homes repole barns dec.,
tngs brick ar- id
work 759 1639 a's..., tom
NEW or repar work or
masonry par,t6r
drywall Interior sr- oo- or
textured tinissies Sryro
foam exterior ir
system installed or r6
paired Veneer and e
•
to stone instat.ef:
oncrete tornr*-7
poured 759 4740

aeeeet,

Free
Column

r

PLUMBING
Free e'•-•-1-i,a,
mates Afse•ear,
Same day see r.,e A e
guaranteed 753 4211,

".TAAC'OR Portaba.
,'o'- 'o pole tarns gee
wsrk
rmrier satisfaction, guarar
"red Free estimates L
'Williams 489 2663

CUSTOM IITCNEN CASINEIS
COTTON WOODWORKING
All Types Of

Cl...%"-eNGHAMS H'rind Cooing Service .
plot° service on al; central
a he S
and
Gary at

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
"Drop by & sire our showroom

toreIn gera" on
d repair
753-7203

(').•
4111111*,

81.02 sales at Sear
Sears 753 2311
for free, estimate for your

VW\

Gloria's Fitness Salon

''ow

noeCS:

Open For Business
January 14th 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

GSA Construction Quality
work at affordable prices
Finish carpentry work,
porch and deck spec. Free
estimates Call 753-1126 or
436-2617 after 4pm_

Monday thru Friday
Toning Unlimited
$39.95 Suntan W/Toning
1/2 Price 300 Minutes For $15.00
. _
Southside Shopping Center
1 Month

106 Discount For Senior Citizens

New On The Market
Nevi,
3 BR,2 bath, central heat & air(gasf on tu.o
carpet and newly decorated. 6 miles eaet of Murra)

goe PeNtig

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling, paint.
ing. wallpaper, carpentry,
floor covering No job too
small 753-4251

Ms

PEAL ......

Home: 753-3509 leN,eningi
Work: 759-110t1

ATTENTION CITY RESIDENTS: TELPHONE NUMBERS FOR CITY OFFICES
Police Department
Police Chief

753-1621
762-0311
762-0313

762-0322
762-0323
762-0320

Fire Department, Station 2
Fire Chief

762-0321
Codes Office
762-0300
Murray Municipal Utility, Collection Office
762-0330
Public Works
StreetiSanItatIonGasAilatorrSoww/Central Garage; Planning Engineering
489-2584
Landfill

WHEN CALLING CITY OFFICES PLEASE USE THE CORRECT
PHONE DIRECTORIES.

PHONE

NUMBER LISTED ABOVE - DO NOT USE NUMBERS LISTED IN THE OLD

2BR gas heat, $265 me,
plus deposit 753-9826
tral
d

3B
h •

-111 (11
.

er
`
.
0e •
•.
111 •
"•

.
"6

WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL

FREE
DELIVERY

HOUSE for rent or sale on a
land contract 3 bedroom
$250,mo plus deposit Panorama Shores Call
436 2326

Wiggins

$hoppers Mall

Lay-A-Way •EZ Terms
U Raul - We Raul

Only store of its kind in 4 state area!

Hwy 641 - 2' miles north of Murray
Quality Bedding. Furniture for your Living Plus Lots of Gifts & Accessories including Brass.
Room. Bedroom. Dining Room and Morel
Lamps, Silk Flower Arrangements, Crystal.

Open Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. • 753-4566
Owned &. Operated by Robert &. Nell Wiggins

Same Location for 32 Years - Low Overhead Means Lower Prices

WANT to rent 2 or 3br
house in West Calloway
County, east Graves
County or near Harmony
Mennonite Church
753 0447

•

SAVING

Furniture

WALL TO WALL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WAIL SAVINGS • WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS
-

-41M-

-Raw :•411*-
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KITCHEN CABINET RE
MODELING with wood
grain formica, ail colors
Free estimates ViJiff s Re
covery, Murray 436 5560

762-0352
Mayors Office
762-0350
City Clerk's Office
Police Records
Fire Department, City Hall

'984 2611 COACHMAN
9 000 rroes Make an offer
502-247 6699.

1990 Cavalier 2 Dr
$226 36 mo'
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title 6 License
36 Nki Closed End Lease

023

STEWAR'
trash aro' gart,r,ge ''s
INTERIOR"Exterior paint iSersirig aii
ing Work guaranteed Free Coo'-41 430 52
estimates 436 2299

A LICENSED elrcontractor JAMES
5FR CE
LIMORE ELECTR
West r gheosie 'mercial and resiresips'-'
courteous and .."
Hopper
lice 759 1835

G W CONSTRUCTION,
Gerald Walters roofing,
eainting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
189 2267

Phone
753-4961

600

ALL auto repair 753-4314

416

,
ROGER Hudscr4 rock
mg. gravel said di-.
,•
753 4 5,4 5
way rock
753•6763

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com
mercial continuous .getters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for tree estimate

MURRAY

515 S 12th
Murray, KY

•' ,,i-Pisre
•
'3•esi

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for,free estimate

,GENERA',.. Repair plumb
ing roof-rig, tree vvcrk
436-2642

TOYOTA

4711

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 12 TS
753-5500

stock on my truck: All
and "parts warrantee
•
Ancy, at T-e
753 245'.
v. srv.

Lots
For Sale

NEED roommate for 2br
.‘ mobile home All ap.
phances furnished with
washeridryer and disCHARMER
hwasher lbr is partly furn- REAL
ished A non.smoker, pre- 2Bedrm Murray location
New central gas heat and
ferably a student $150/mo
air Includes refrigerator,
and 71 utilities and cable
Very nice Call Chad, washer and dryer Tons of
753-2423 or work storage' Discounted rent
$375 753-8734
753-6749

HopkInsville Fed. Savings Building

Undoes
°timed

0, lr',16,s
:del -n -g porches
ris' nit -torsrere, drive
57“[113. ,mainte
ee, FreeraStimae.e.
23133

Information,

Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x55 REMODELED 2br,
excellent condition $2500.
437-4917, 437-4511

Services
Offered

1.J'HA

27'

REGISTERED Golden Re
treiver puppies, females. 5
weeks old $100 Belinda
757 1362 8am 5pm.
759-4116 after Spin

270
Delightful 8 room, alum, sided ranch -sty ied home
with new cent, gas heat and air. In rear yard is a cozy 4
room furnished cottage - produces excellent income.
Don't pass-up this opportunity!'54,500. MLS 2855.

.E 98
kegericy 2 door 4c,r; rnbtcr
and trari-snir-,sion Good
dirueridable transportation
GP', 762 4452

MINIATURE Schnauzer
black male 901 479 2472

BRAND now 3br dupl•..,
PROOF sets and silver dol- fu:l baths, with shower
lars make fine presents for Central heatair, stove, re
every occasion' ;If we don't trigerator,-dishwasher fern
have the date you need, ished Concrete driveway'
well get it at no extra cost to No pets 'allowed Applica
you Check our U S and tipr s now being -taken
foreign coins, proof sets 753 9400 or 435 4214 after
and silver dollars at the Ox 7pm
Yoke Antique Store (Hazel)
and Treasure House (Mur- NEVI 2br duplex Apray) Special discounts now pliances energy efficient,
1821
available We buy coins owner occupied
and offer professional ap- RidgirNood Dr 753 7457
praisals of estates. ONE room, partially fern
753-4161
ished sleeping rooms with
WOODEN storage build- shared kitchen and bathings 8)(16 starts at $1095, rooms, central HA Lo'0416' $42450, 12)(24' cated 1;2 blocks from Faculty Hall $125"mo includ2395 Other sizes avail
able Acree Portable Build- ing utilities Call Camela at
753-1492
rigs 502-247-7831
ROOMMATE to share
apartment $150"mo plus
Business
utilities 1412F Stadium
Services
View Dr 812-937-4608,
753-8011, after 1-14-91
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city and state in- TAKING applications for
vestigation experience
section 8 rent subsidized
'Accident •Crimirial 'Civil apartments 1 2 & 3 bed'Personal or Corporate rooms Apply Hilldale Apts
Ky or call
'Missing Persons Your Hardin
needs, our specialty Call 502-437-4113 EHO
Confidential Investigations,
Large storage building
(502)753-2641
$160 mo 753 5292
SHARP copiers Authq- WE have nice 2br duized dealer for sales, sa- plexes,2bd townhouses,
vice supplies, parts and also 2br. 2 bath with den
rental units Local com- $375 $500eno Coleman
pany Call 1 800 248-4319
RE 753-9898

HOME PLUS INCOME

r

PA(its 1111
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 16, 1991

SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
At Thurman's Furniture
This is only a partial list of what you will find.

Large Selection

Pictures, Lamps
& Accessories

Sale Starts
Thursday 9 a.m.
Open Thurs. & Fri.
Until 8 p.m.

2 Price

Chippendale Style Bench Cushion, Country Print Cover With
Arm
Pillows
Reg. $999.95
Camel Back Red, Green & Blue
Plaid Cover with Arm
Pillows
Reg. $899.95
2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat by
Hickory Hill, Traditional Style,
Beige & Burgundy Cover, Contrasting Arm
Pillows
Reg. $899.95
Traditional
Style
Attached
Back, Burgundy & Hunter
Green Floral
Stripe
Reg. $999.95
Lawson Style 72 in. by Fairfield,
Mauve & Teal Plaid
Cover
Reg. $999.95

NOW

$350
NOW

$350
NOW

$450
NOW

$800
NOW

$450
NOW

1 Black Lacquer Display Cabinet, Glass Shelves with
Light
Reg. $799.95

$450

Queen Ann Camel Back Style,
Burgundy & Green Tapestry
Cover
Reg. $999.95

NOW

$450

Charles of London Style Multi
Pillow Back, Burgundy & Green
Floral Cover. Floor
Reg. $1,199.95
Sample

$275
NOW

$250
NOW

$550

1 Cherry Lady's Writing Desk
with Letter Compartment by
Hooker
Reg. $699.95

NOW

$300

1 Pecan Console with Glass
Doors with
Light
Reg. $349.95

NOW

NOW

NOW

1 Cherry Sideboard Leaded
Glass Doors, Beveled Mirror
Back by
Lexington
Reg. $1,300

1 Roll Top Desk wittrcdawers &
Shelf at End, Antique Pine Finish
Reg. $399.95

Traditional
Style
Attached
Back, Mauve & Green Cover by
Hickory Hill
Reg. $899.95

$350

3 Pc. Set Cherry Queen Style
Living Room Tables, Two Ends,
Oval Cocktail
Reg. $479.95

$450
$800

NOW

1 Oak Tile Top Buffet, Two
Drawer With
Shelf
Reg. $649.95

1 Sofa able, Fruitwood Finish
with 1ass Top with Bottom
Shelf
Reg. $249.95

2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat by
Hickory Hill, Attached Back,
Teal Burgundy & Blue, Flame
Stripe Cover, Slightly
Damaged
Reg. $1,699.95

NOW

$175
NOW

$200
NOW

$400

5 Pc. Wood Dinette. Formica
Top Table with Leaf, 4 Heavy
Chairs.
Sold As Is.
Reg. $799.95

NOW

$400

NOW

$500

Queen Size Country Style, Blue
Pin Dot Cover, Contrasting Pillows, Innerspring
Mattress
(slightly soiled) Reg. $799.95

Recliners

NOW

ALL SELECTIONS
REDUCED FOR
THIS SALE

$400
NOW

Jamison Queen Size Beige &
Blue Plaid Cover, Innerspring
Cover
Reg. $799.95

$400
NOW

$400

Transitional Style by Jamison.
Attached Back, Blue, Mauve &
Teal Cover, Queen
Size
Reg. $899.95

NOW

$450

Lee's Carpet
In Stock

Good Selections

$995
Per Sq. Yd.

BALDWIN PIANOS
Cherry Spinet Queen Ann
Reg. $2,995.00
Style
Walnut Console Traditional
Style
Reg. $3,495.00
Acrosonic Console Cherry,
French Styling Reg. $4,295.00

$r195
NOW

,395

4 Pc. Victorian Style Bedroom
Suite, Roll Top Bed, Triple
Dresser, Large Hutch Mirror
with 5 Drawer Chest, 2 Drawer
Reg. $1,950.00
Nightstand
Contemporary Bedroom Suite
With Wall Bed, Triple Dresser &
Mirror, & 5 Drawer
Chest
Reg. $2,090.00
3 Pc. Cherry Bedroom Suite,
Triple Dresser with Mirror,
Queen Bed, Chest on
Reg. $1,399.95
Chest
Country Pine Bedroom by Sanley; Sleigh Bed,Triple Dresser &
Mirror, Lingerie Chest, Nightstand, Desk & Chair
2 Pc. Bureau Dresser with Tilt
Mirror and Two Drawer Night
Reg. $1,100.00
Stand

$1050
NOW

$1050
NOW

$700
ALL

50% OFF
NOW

$450

CHAIRS
1 Wing chair, Chippendale Leg,
Teal Mini Plaid
Cover
Reg. $499.95
2 Swivel Rockers, Traditional
Style, Peach Textured
Cover
Reg. $299.99
2 Chippendale Wing Chairs, Basketweave Cover, Teal
Cover
Reg. $399.95
2 Queen Ann Wing Chairs, Shell
Carved Lets, Blue, Green & Burgundy Flame Stitch
Cover
Reg. $599.95
2 Wing Chairs, Chippendale
Leg, Red Basketweave
Cover
Reg. $399.95
1 Lazy Boy Rocker-Recliner,
Beige Nylon
Cover
Reg. $449.95
2 Chippendale wing Chairs,
Burgundy Vinyl Pillow Back,
Nailhead Trim
Reg. $399.95

NOW

$200
NOW

$150

$°
5495

Oak Console Traditional
Style
Reg. $3,495.00

$2,795

$150 EA
NOW

$300
$175

EA

NOW

$200
NOW
$200EA.

Dining I /
Rooms /3 Off
Good Selection

753-4834

EA

NOW

All
Cochrane
and Keller

Thurman's

EA

NOW

IN STOCK ONLY!

Baldwin Grand 4'8"
Reg. $9,995.00
Walnut

FURNITURE

NOW

NOW

,995
OW
Pecan Console, Tradtional
Reg. $3,495.00 $2,5
Style

208 Main St.

Set Reg. Size

BEDROOM

$100

5 Pc. Dinette by Douglas. Table
with Leaf, 4 Tilt-Swivel Chairs,
Blue Vinyl
Cover
Reg. $799.95

SLEEP SOFAS

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

$24995

NOW

Lazy Boy & Lane

Contemporary Style Blue &
Mauve Scored Velvet Cover,
Queen Size Innerspring Mattress
Reg. '899.95

432 Coil Firm

MISCELLANEOUS

SOFAS
Contemporary Style Loose Pillow Back, Red & Blue Plaid
Cover, Bun Feet. Floor
Sample
Reg. $999.95

Jamison
Bedding

FREE
DELIVERY

